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2016 was a good year for Biotage. Total sales increased by 9.4 percent, and organic 
growth amounted to 7.8 percent. Biotage increased its sales in all regions where the 
Company has direct sales. The growth of total sales in combination with improved 
efficiency in production as well as positive currency effects implied that Biotage noted 
its so-far best profitability in the Company’s history. The operating profit at EBIT-level 
amounted to SEK 99.1m, resulting in an operating margin of 14.8 percent.

A GOOD YEAR FOR BIOTAGE

 SUMMARY 3

QUARTERLY OVERVIEW FINANCIAL SUMMARY

» Organic growth amounted to 9.3% (6.1)*.
» The operating margin was 14.8% (12.5).
» Biotage launched the updated evaporation system 

Biotage®V-10 Touch, which was received well by  
the market.

» Organic growth amounted to 11.1% (4.0)*.
» The operating margin was 14.9% (12.0).
» The board of directors of Biotage resolved to initiate a 

repurchase program of own shares in compliance with 
the resolution adopted by the Annual General Meeting 
of Shareholders.

» Organic growth amounted to 9.5% (7.0)*.
» The operating margin was 16.3% (12.7).
» Biotage invested SEK 19m for approximately 22 percent 

of the shares in the Danish company Chreto ApS, as 
part of its strategic investment in the purification of 
biomolecules.

» Organic growth amounted to 0.9% (6.4)*.
» The operating margin was 13.4% (12.0).
» Biotage commenced direct sales in South Korea via the 

Company’s newly started sales company in Seoul.

2016

 

2015

Net sales, SEK m 667.9 610.5
Gross profit, SEK m 385.8 342.6
Gross margin, % 57.8 56.1
Operating profit, SEK m 99.1 74.8
Operating margin, % 14.8 12.2
Profit before tax, SEK m 92.4 76.2
Profit after tax, SEK m 92.8 73.3
Earnings per share, SEK 1.43 1.13
Equity/assets ratio, % 81.0 81.7
Average number of employees 308 293

*Refers to net sales at comparable currency exchange rates 
in relation to the corresponding quarter of 2015.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Biotage presents certain financial data that is not 
defined as per IFRS. Further information is available 
on pages 32 and 34.



THIS IS BIOTAGE

Biotage is a global Life Science company that develops innovative 
and effective solutions for separation within organic and analytical 
chemistry, as well as for industrial applications.

GROUP OVERVIEW

What are the products used for?

Biotage products rationalize the workflow 
of customers and reduce their impact on 
the environment, for example by using a 
lower volume of solvents. Customers use 
Biotage products in their development of 
new  medicines and to analyze samples from 
hospital patients, forensic laboratories, 
or for the analysis of environmental and 
food samples. Biotage also offers products 
to remove undesired substances from, 
for example, pharmaceuticals during the 
manufacturing process.

The Biotage markets

Biotage wishes to work close to its customers, 
and has a well-developed global sales 
infrastructure. Approximately 94 percent of 
sales are made via the Company’s own sales 
companies, and 6 percent via distributors.

Sources of income for Biotage

Biotage has two main types of income 
sources, composed of the sale of systems 
and the sale of consumables and services. 
In 2016, systems represented approximately 
45 percent of total sales, while consumables 
and services represented approximately 55 
percent of sales.

The Biotage vision

The Biotage business concept

Biotage shall provide customers with 
efficient, sustainable separation science 
and chemical synthesis solutions through 
innovation, expertise and a dedication to 
solve customer needs.

Biotage offers effective separation 
 technologies from analysis to industrial-scale 
and high-quality solutions for analytical 
chemistry in everything from research to 
commercial analysis laboratories. 

Biotage products are used by public 
authorities, academic institutions, contract 
research and contract manufacturing 
organizations, as well as the pharmaceutical 
and food industries.
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GROUP OVERVIEW 5

PRODUCTS WITHIN THREE AREAS

Organic  
Chemistry

Products that rationalize the development of pharmaceuticals – the chemical  
process of creating and purifying substances that will become new medicines.

Analytical 
Chemistry

Industrial 
Products

Products that rationalize the analysis of various kinds of samples –patient 
samples, forensic samples, environmental and food samples. 

Products that separate on a large scale substances during the  
production process – for example, medicines and food.

Offering

– Systems
– Consumables
– Service

Production

Mix of own   
production  
and contract 
manufacturing.

Market

Global market with 
emphasis in the United 
States, Europe, Japan 
and China. The market 
is cultivated by our own 
sales organizations and 
by distributors.

Customers

– Pharmaceutical companies
– Biotechnical companies
– Contract research organizations
– Academic institutions

Offering

– Systems
– Consumables
– Service

Production

Mainly own  
production, but  
also contract 
manufacturing.

Market

Global market with 
emphasis in the United 
States and Europe.  
The market is cultivated 
by our own sales 
 organization and by 
distributors.

Customers

– Commercial laboratories
– Hospital/bio-analytical laboratories
– Forensic laboratories
– Laboratories within food and 

environmental analysis

Offering

– Systems
– Consumables
– Materials in bulk
– Research services

Production

Mix of own  
production  
and contract 
manufacturing.

Market

Own sales  
organization that 
cultivates selected 
sectors globally.

Customers

Customers are found in various 
sectors, where companies and 
contract manufacturers within 
pharmaceuticals and food are two 
examples.



South Korea – an extremely interesting 
market for us that was previously cultivated 
via distributors – and the first months have 
given us an appetite for more. We have 
decided to take over ourselves the sales of 
products for Analytical Chemistry in Italy, 
starting in August 2017. We have already 
previously had our own sales organization 
for products within Organic Chemistry in Italy, 
while the market for products within Analytical 
Chemistry was cultivated by distributors. We 
have also decided to establish a stronger 
presence in the Indian market, and the related 
preparations will continue during 2017. 

China – continued very strong  
sales figures

Just like last year among our regions, China 
is the major winner with sales growth of 28 
percent, and where Biotage is experiencing 
considerable success within Organic 

Biotage broke several records in 2016. Both 
total sales and profits were the best in the 
Company’s history. In the fourth quarter, we 
also saw the highest sales and highest gross 
margin ever for an individual quarter.

Sales in 2016 increased by 9 percent to 
SEK 668m, and the operating profit by 33 
percent to SEK 99m. Of the increase in sales, 
8 percent came from organic growth, which 
implies that we grew faster than the market. 
Together with an operating margin of 15 
percent, this means that we met the financial 
goal of an 8 percent increase in sales and 
exceeded the operating margin target (EBIT) 
of 10 percent. However, I am most proud that 
we have achieved an annual profit improve-
ment of more than 25 percent on average over 
the past ten years.

Platform for growth and profitability

Behind these successes is the strategy and 
work carried out to create a platform for opera-
tions that allows both growth and profitability. 
Construction of the platform has contained 
several important parts. Investments in 
research and development have enabled us 
to provide an attractive offering within all 
of our areas – Organic Chemistry, Analytical 
Chemistry and Industrial Products – as well 
as a continuous flow of new products. On the 
market side, we have expanded operations to 
reach new markets and customer segments. 
We also have an increasingly stronger 
commercial organization that works close to 
our customers in their local markets. 

Today, Biotage has an effective organi-
zation with low administrative costs and a 
constant focus on improving productivity 
through greater automation of the production 
process and investments in lean manufac-
turing. My internal message has always been 
that we shall be a world leader in cost control. 

The platform that we have established 
forms a stable base on which to build further 
for the future.

Direct sales – a successful method

Biotage is most successful in the markets 
where we work close to customers with our 
own personnel. An important part of the 
market strategy is therefore to establish 
our own sales companies in markets with 
significant potential for Biotage. In October 
2016, we started a sales company in Seoul, 

Chemistry with the Isolera™ purification 
system. We have now started to reach out 
with an offering in Analytical Chemistry within 
the Chinese market, and have recruited both 
new personnel and new local distributors who 
will assist our existing Chinese organization 
to cultivate the market.

The important American market represents 
more than 40 percent of our sales, and where 
we saw good developments in 2016 with 
growth of 10 percent. We have a strong organi-
zation that generates new business within all 
of our areas, not least Analytical Chemistry. 
The development of the US dollar in recent 
years compared with the British pound and 
the Swedish krona also provides us with good 
competitiveness. 

In Europe, operations performed less well 
than our goals during parts of the year, but 
closed with a strong fourth quarter. Overall 
growth was 1 percent. These weaker devel-
opments are primarily the result of internal 

A RECORD YEAR

CEO COMMENTARY

Both total sales and profits were 
the best in the Company’s history
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factors, including the fact that the sales 
organization was undermanned during parts 
of the year. The European sales organization 
has since been strengthened with regard to 
both personnel and management. 

In Japan, growth was 18 percent, of which 
the major part was, however, currency 
effects due to the solid strengthening of the 
Japanese yen against the Swedish krona in 
2016. The market position of Biotage within 
Organic Chemistry, and particularly systems, 
is very strong in Japan, which is gratifying 
in itself but limits our growth potential. The 
stronger local currency has, however, given 
us a price advantage, and toward the end of 
the year we started a project to increase our 
market share within consumables.

Investing for the future

Research and development is of central 
significance for Biotage and our future 
competitiveness. We invest each year the 
equivalent of approximately 8 percent of total 
sales in research and development. With the 
growth that we have had in recent years, this 
implies that we have allocated increased 
resources. Two objectives that we will never 
stop focusing on within development are to 
propose offerings that rationalize customers’ 
workflows and reduce their impact on the 
environment, for example by using a lower 
volume of solvents. 

In tandem with the increasing development 
of pharmaceuticals based on biomolecules, 
this area is becoming more and more 
attractive for Biotage. During the year, we 
launched consumables for the purification of 
both peptides and large biomolecules, and 
our ambition is in the long term to create a 
broad offering to companies that develop 
pharmaceuticals from biomolecules. The 
investment in the Danish company Chreto ApS 
is part of this process with the objective of 
accelerating the development of our offering. 
The investment gives us access to expertise 
as well as new, patent-protected technology 
for the separation of biomolecules should we 
choose to exercise the option to acquire the 
remaining outstanding shares before the end 
of 2018. 

Continuing to develop operations

We continue to develop operations within all 
our three areas. For Organic Chemistry, we 

work continuously with new products in order 
to strengthen our offering, and there will be 
several interesting launches in 2017.

Within Industrial Products, we have a good 
base of products for large-scale purification, 
for example, of pharmaceuticals. We are 
now reorganizing the part of our operations 
associated with the acquisition of MIP 
Technologies. In the future, we will place 
more focus on supplying standard products 
that can attract many customers rather than 
research collaborations to produce specially 
adapted separation solutions for individual 
customers.

Within Analytical Chemistry, we will 
continue to invest in method development in 
close collaboration with our customers, which 
has been an important part of our success. 
Customers are often large contract research 
organizations and commercial laboratories 
that handle a large number of samples. Their 
method development can be rationalized 
through having access to the expertise of 
Biotage, which gives them significant added 
value. For our part, this ensures that the 
methods are developed with Biotage products 
as a base. We will also increase quality 
requirements and quality control within our 
production of consumables. This in turn will 
enable us to open up further interesting 
markets linked to clinical analysis through 

samples taken from patients with a diagnostic 
purpose, with very high quality and safety 
requirements.

A fantastic year

Without a doubt, 2016 was a fantastic year 
for Biotage, and I would like to thank all of 
our employees who have taken part in and 
contributed to the Company’s development. 
During the year, we also had growth in the 
workforce and I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to welcome all new employees to the 
Biotage family. As the saying goes, success 
breeds success, and I truly believe that to be 
correct. It is with tremendous pleasure that I 
can observe that the atmosphere within the 
Company is characterized by pride in what 
we have achieved, as well as energy and 
commitment for the future.

Uppsala, March 2017

Torben Jørgensen
President and CEO
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FINANCIAL TARGETS

GOALS AND STRATEGIES

The board of directors of Biotage has resolved to increase the Company’s target for average 
operating margin to 15 percent, in view of the strong profitability developments achieved by 
Biotage in recent years. The previous operating margin target was already reached in 2014. 
The target for average organic growth remains unchanged at 8 percent.

Biotage shall have good 
 profitability that creates 
preconditions to be able 
to invest in new innovative 
products and segments 
to strengthen the market 
organization, and to generate 
a yield for the Company’s 
shareholders. Results reported 
by Biotage in recent years have 
led to the Company exceeding 
the previous operating margin 
target of 10 percent. The board 
of directors has therefore 
resolved to raise the target 
for the operating margin to 
15 percent, which is deemed 
to be a balanced level that 
will enable a continued good 
rate of investment in the 
Company’s operations.

Outcome 2016  
The operating margin was 14.8 percent for 2016.  

The average operating margin for the past three years 
has been 13.3 percent.

Target for average 
operating margin:

The operating margin target 
refers to profit after depre-
ciation and write-downs 
(EBIT margin). The target is 
that the average operating 
margin shall amount to 
at least 15 percent during 
the three-year period 
2017–2019.

15%

The growth target set by Biotage 
is challenging, and indicates 
that the Company aims to grow 
faster than the underlying 
market. Growth within the 
market is 3 to 5 percent for 
the fastest-growing segments 
where Biotage is present.

Outcome 2016  
Organic growth amounted to 7.8 percent for 2016. 

The average annual organic growth for the past three 
years has been 7.2 percent.

Target for average 
organic growth:

Organic growth refers to 
sales growth excluding 
acquisitions, and adjusted 
for fluctuations in currency 
exchange rates. The target is 
that annual organic growth 
on average shall amount to 
at least 8 percent during the 
three-year period 2017–2019.

8%
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Biotage has defined a number of areas that are strategically important 
for the Company’s possibility to continue to operate successfully and 
achieve its financial goals.

STRATEGICALLY IMPORTANT AREAS

Greater proportion  
of aftermarket sales

The long-term ambition of Biotage is that 
at least 60 percent of sales will come 
from aftermarket sales, composed of 
 consumables and service. Aftermarket 
sales have a number of characteristics that 
are attractive for Biotage. They are more 
evenly spread over the year, have better 
profitability, and are relatively insensitive 
to economic fluctuations.

Important parts of the strategy include 
continued investment in consumables within 
the Organic and Analytical Chemistry areas, 
as well as Industrial Products. Biotage is 
also working continuously to strengthen 
the service offering to customers. 

Significance for operations in 2016 
For 2016, the sales spread was 55 percent 
for aftermarket products and 45 percent 
for systems, and remains unchanged 
compared with 2015. Sales successes in 
China have counteracted the Company’s 
efforts to increase the proportion of 
aftermarket products in view of the fact that 
sales in China have to a great extent been 
composed of systems.

Reach new market segments  
and customer groups

An important part of the growth-creating 
process within Biotage is to reach new 
market segments and customer groups. 
Work is constantly in progress to further 
develop both on the commercial side and 
existing technology so that it can be used 
for new applications. 

Significance for operations in 2016  
During the year, Biotage intensified its 
efforts to be able to broaden the offering 
in the future so as to also embrace 
biomolecules – an area that is attracting 
increased investments within pharma-
ceutical research. The investment in the 
Danish company Chreto – which performs 
research and development of products 
for purification of biomolecules – is part 
of this process, together with increased 
resources for the Company’s own product 
development.

Investment in research  
and development

Successful research and development 
is essential to secure the Company’s 
long-term future. The launch of new 
products is very important for creating 
growth in the areas where Biotage is active. 
New  innovative products that add new 
functionality, enable new ways of working 
for customers and improved performance 
strengthen the Company’s market position 
and increase interest from customers, 
which in turn generates higher sales. 
Biotage endeavors to always have an 
updated offering within both systems  
and consumables. 

Significance for operations in 2016  
Biotage has continued with proactive 
investment in research and development. 
The ambition is to generate a stable flow 
of new innovative products in the future, 
both within existing and new areas. 
The Company’s investments in research 
and development in recent years have 
 generated a number of new successful 
products. The proportion of sales that 
come from Biotage products launched 
over the past three years has continuously 
increased, and amounted in 2016 to 
approximately 20 percent. Overall, the 
Company invests around 8 percent of its 
total sales in research and development.

GOALS AND STRATEGIES

Biotage has continued  
with proactive investment  
in research and development
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Continuous production rationalization 

Biotage endeavors to obtain an optimal 
balance between in-house production 
and contract manufacturing based on the 
most suitable solution for each individual 
product line with regard to total cost, flexi-
bility, risk and tied-up capital. The ambition 
is to increase each individual product’s 
contribution to the gross margin. This 
framework also includes the  continuous 
evaluation and introduction of new ways of 
working that can improve efficiency in the 
existing production process. 

Significance for operations in 2016 
Biotage has continued to automate the 
production of consumables, given that 
increased sales create the right precon-
ditions. In parallel with this, projects are 
in progress as per the principles for Lean 
Manufacturing in order to continuously 
improve the production of both systems 
and consumables. In 2016, Biotage 
achieved an almost 30 percent rise in 
efficiency for certain production lines.

Strengthened market presence

Biotage shall strengthen its presence 
in markets where the Company can see 
distinct potential. This may concern both a 
new establishment in a market – through 
either an own sales company, distributor or 
strategic alliance – and an establishment 
that strengthens the presence within a 
market where the Company is already 
active, for example by starting a sales 
company in a market that was previously 
cultivated via a distributor.  

Significance for operations in 2016  
In 2016, Biotage started its own sales 
company in South Korea – a market that 
was previously cultivated by a distributor. 
In addition, the Company has decided to 
establish a stronger presence in the Indian 
market. In 2016, Biotage also made the 
decision to take over the sale of products 
for analytical chemistry in Italy, starting in 
August 2017. These sales were previously 
handled by a distributor.

Improved environmental performance

Focus on sustainability issues is a strong 
driving force for Biotage and for many of its 
customer groups. This situation concerns 
continuous improvements to reduce the 
environmental impact of operations and 
activities carried out by Biotage, as well as 
for product development to create products 
that in turn enable customers to improve 
their environmental performance.

Significance for operations in 2016  
In April 2016, the Biotage production 
facility in Cardiff was certified in compli-
ance with the ISO 14001 environmental 
management standard. In compliance 
with this standard, Biotage will continue 
the process of attaining constant environ-
mental improvements. Biotage has also 
successfully introduced new products that 
reduce customers’ utilization of solvents 
during the purification and separation 
of molecules. This work continues to be 
of central importance within product 
development, and will help customers to 
improve environmental performance within 
their own operations.

Acquisitions
 
Biotage is always looking for acquisitions 
that can strengthen the Company’s offering 
and market position within current or 
related areas.

Significance for operations in 2016  
Biotage has worked actively during the 
year to identify and evaluate potential 
acquisition candidates. In 2016, Biotage 
acquired approximately 22 percent of the 
shares in the Danish company Chreto.

GOALS AND STRATEGIES

Biotage shall strengthen its presence 
in markets where the Company can 
see distinct potential
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

Dear Shareholders,
For Biotage, 2016 was a further successful year with continued good 
growth and improved profitability, although we have been partially 
helped by a favorable currency situation. The primary reason for 
the strong development is, however, the consistent work carried 
out by Biotage in accordance with the Company’s strategic plan 
– to strengthen the platforms for our three product areas: Organic 
Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry and Industrial Products.

Platforms with development potential

The platforms are currently well-developed, at the same time as there 
exists considerable development potential within our three principal 
areas. During the past year, the priorities of the board of directors 
have mainly been directed toward continued growth within Biotage, 
in everything from geographic expansion to growth within innovation 
and acquisitions. Within Analytical Chemistry in particular, our market 
shares are relatively small at the same time as we can present effective 
and smart solutions to advanced analytical problems within, for 
example, the clinical and forensic areas.

Good examples of our increased direct market cultivation include 
investments in South Korea and Italy. Another is the investment in 
22 percent of the shares in the Danish company Chreto ApS, with 
an option to acquire the whole company. Chreto is a development 
company that produces new and exciting membrane-based technology 
for the purification of biomolecules at both laboratory and production 
volumes. This investment is part of the long-term venture of Biotage 
within the biomolecules area, which among other things contains 
peptides and antibodies. Interest in medicines based on biomolecules 
is increasing within the pharmaceuticals industry, and it is therefore 
strategically important for Biotage to strengthen the product offering 
within this area.

Succession planning

In 2016, the board of directors continued to work on succession 
planning for roles at management level within Biotage. From the 
board of directors’ perspective, it is important that changes within 
Group Management in particular are planned and handled in the best 
possible way and in good time.

Anders Walldov left the board of directors in August 2016 in conjunc-
tion with selling his entire shareholding in Biotage. The nominating 
committee has the task of recruiting a replacement to be elected at 
the Annual General Meeting to be held in 2017. I would like to take this 
opportunity to express my thanks to Anders Walldov. He has carried 
out meritorious work for many years with what is best for Biotage in 
mind, both in his role as a board member and as the Company’s largest 
shareholder. I have really appreciated our rewarding collaboration.

Higher target

The board of directors has resolved to increase the target for the 
average EBIT margin from the previous 10 percent to 15 percent for the 
coming three-year period. We believe that this is a profitability level 
that the Company should aim to achieve in the long-term at the same 
time as maintaining a good investment level within operations. The 
target for organic growth has been left unchanged at 8 percent. We 
believe that this will continue to be a challenging target, in view of the 
fact that the underlying market growth is significantly lower within most 
Biotage markets.

Unchanged dividend

Good results along with solid operating cash flow and a strong cash 
position have led the board of directors to recommend an ordinary 
dividend of SEK 1.25 per share for the fiscal year 2016. This implies that 
the year’s ordinary dividend corresponds to both the ordinary dividend 
and the extraordinary dividend that Biotage paid for 2015. The dividend 
represents 87 percent of the net profit for 2016. Biotage will maintain 
a strong financial position even after payment of the dividend, with 
considerable scope for investments in operations and potential 
acquisitions.

The excellent developments that Biotage achieved in 2016 depend 
to a great extent on the substantial contributions made each day by 
the Company’s employees. On behalf of the board of directors, I would 
therefore like to express our warmest thanks to Torben Jørgensen and 
his team for the excellent work performed during the past year.

Ove Mattsson
Chairman of the Board, Biotage AB

CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT 11



 BIOTAGE OFFERING – ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 

Biotage products within Organic Chemistry are used in pharmaceutical research to 
 streamline the process of creating compounds that are the key part of a medicine.

For example, a pain-relieving medicine is being developed, let’s call it C. In simple terms 
several organic substances must be combined to create C. We can call those A and B, which 
in practice are two different liquids that combine to create compound C.

B

C

A

The two substances, A and B, cannot be 
combined without assistance. In this case, 
the application of heat is needed. Biotage 
microwave synthesis system quickly and 
accurately generate the heat required for 
A and B to be combined and form a new 
compound.

Biotage® Initiator+

Isolera™ One

Biotage® V-10 Touch

In the process of creating/synthesizing the 
new compound, bi-products are formed that 
need to be removed. Biotage purification 
system automates the entire process and 
releases a liquid that is only composed of the 
desired compound– in this case, C.

After purification, the new compound is still 
dissolved in solvents, which must be removed 
before the substance can be used in research. 
Biotage evaporation system uses vacuum, 
heating and centrifugation to quickly and 
securely dry the compound.

Process completed! The new compound C  
is now in powder form and ready for the next 
step in the pharmaceutical development 
process.

1. Synthesis – combining the different parts

2. Purification – removing contaminants 

3. Evaporation – dry the new compound
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BIOTAGE OFFERING – ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 

Product offering

MICROWAVE-ASSISTED ORGANIC SYNTHESIS

Systems Consumables

Biotage® Initiator+
Biotage® Initiator+ Robot 
Eight/Robot Sixty

Reaction vials
Resins

PURIFICATION (FLASH CHROMATOGRAPHY)

Systems Consumables

Isolera™ Dalton
Isolera™ Spektra One/Four
Isolera™ One/Four
Isolera™ Prime
Isolera™ LS 

Biotage® SNAP Bio
Biotage® SNAP Ultra
Biotage® SNAP 
Biotage ZIP® Sphere 
Biotage ZIP®

Resins

The offering also includes the Biotage system for evaporation, 
Biotage® V-10, as well as consumables from the product range 
for Analytical Chemistry, such as scavengers and filtering 
columns.

PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS

Systems Consumables

Biotage® Initiator+ Alstra™

Biotage® Initiator+ SP Wave
Biotage® Syro Wave™

Syro I/II

ChemMatrix®

Biotage® SNAP Bio

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Biotage Organic Chemistry products are used by pharmaceutical 
research chemists in the early phase of new drug development based 
on small molecules and peptides.

Medicines in tablet form are examples of drugs based on small 
molecules. Peptide drugs are biomolecules, a growing area of drug 
development, are usually taken by injections or infusions. Insulin is 
one such example. Biomolecules also include proteins and antibodies, 
the latter now being used clinically to treat rheumatoid arthritis  
and cancer.

The Biotage Offering

Biotage Organic Chemistry products reduce resource use, both in 
terms of solvent use and time spent, during several critical operations 
in the early phase of drug development. The main offering comprises 
products for synthesis and purification. Synthesis is the process of 
creating new compounds through the chemical reaction of different 
organic or inorganic substances. Purification is the process of cleaning 
the compounds after synthesis using flash chromatography. Biotage 
products streamline the work of pharmaceutical research chemists, 
enabling them to increase their productivity.

High quality, safety and performance are important competitive tools 
for Biotage systems and consumables. Customers are increasingly 
demanding intelligent and user friendly products, that streamline their 
workflow. Biotage therefore places great importance on the develop-
ment of advanced software for its instruments - intuitive user interfaces 
enables the reduction of steps for the chemist, while still achieving the 
same high quality end result.

High quality, safety and 
performance are important 
competitive tools
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BIOTAGE OFFERING – ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

?
Biotage products within Analytical Chemistry are used to assist the analysis of samples, 
including for example blood, urine, soil, water or food.

A highly sensitive instrument, known as a mass spectrometer, is used to analyze 
samples. Before analysis it is vitally important that all impurities are removed. It is for 
this part of the process –sample preparation – that Biotage develops products.

Biotage has a large range of consumables, 
and related methodologies, which specialize 
in purifying different sample types. Put 
simply, they are “advanced filters” that collect 
impurities from the sample and only allow 
through the desired chemicals of interest 

for analysis. Biotage® ExtraheraTM system 
automates the entire process of preparing the 
samples for analysis, creating efficiency gains 
that can benefit high-throughput laboratories.

In certain cases, a sample must be concen-
trated before being analyzed. Superfluous 
solvents are removed by using a TurboVap® 
evaporation system.

Now the Biotage products have removed the impurities the samples analyzed in the 
mass spectrometer can be processed very accurately.

The chemist’s results will in turn help a doctor establish a patient’s diagnosis, or 
perhaps for a health inspector to check that food safety, or for the Police to confirm 
a drug related crime.

1. Sample Preparation 

2. Sample Concentration

3. Analysis

Biotage® Extrahera™Consumables

TurboVap®

Clean sample Mass spectrometer Results from analysis
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BIOTAGE OFFERING – ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

ANALYTICAL  
CHEMISTRY

Biotage Analytical Chemistry products are used by chemists as they 
prepare different types of samples for analysis. Biotage focuses its 
offering on a number of selected areas, namely clinical, bio-analytical, 
forensic, environmental, and food testing. Clinical testing covers 
samples such as blood and urine, and is conducted in hospitals and 
clinics. Bio-analytical testing is carried out on trial subjects during 
pharmaceutical research trials. Forensic testing looks for presence of 
doping substances or drugs, while environmental and food testing 
looks for the presence of various contaminants in samples.

The Biotage Offering

Preparation of samples prior to analysis is often a time-consuming job 
and plays an important part in the quality of the subsequent analysis. 
With Biotage products chemists have reliable tools that improve the 
efficiency of their work. The first part of the offering consists of consum-
ables and related applications (methodologies) used for separating 
selected substances from different samples. The consumables use 
different methods of separation, such as SPE (solid phase extraction) 
and SLE (supported liquid extraction).

The second part of the offering consists of instruments that 
streamline and automate sample processing and concentrate samples 
after separation.

Superb quality and consistent performance are key characteristics 
of the Biotage Analytical Chemistry offering. One unique part of the 
offering is that Biotage can be a partner with its customers, developing 
methods for their specific challenges. 

Product offering

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Systems Consumables

Biotage® Extrahera™

RapidTrace®

Biotage® PRESSURE+

ISOLUTE®

ISOLUTE® SLE+
EVOLUTE®

Resins

EVAPORATION OF SAMPLES

Systems

TurboVap® II
TurboVap® LV
TurboVap® 96
TurboVap® 500
Biotage® SPE Dry 96

With Biotage products chemists  
have reliable tools that improve  
the efficiency of their work
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BIOTAGE OFFERING – INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

A common thread of Biotage Industrial Products is that they are used to purify or 
separate various products on a large scale. This could encompass a drink that needs 
traces of pesticides to be removed, or a drug that needs traces of auxiliary production 
compounds to be removed.

Biotage systems and consumables for 
large-scale purification, based on flash 
chromatography, operate in precisely the 
same way as those within Organic Chemistry. 
Manufacturers can purify large volumes of 
a compound using the same methods as 
they used in the laboratory research phase. 
For example, pharmaceutical companies 

do this when they require larger volumes 
of a compound prior to clinically testing a 
medicine.

Biotage purification systems are also used 
during the production of pharmaceutical 
compounds that are expensive to produce 
and that are made in small volumes, such as 
certain cancer treatments.

Biotage offers a range of Industrial Resins 
that remove traces of various undesirable 
substances from customers’ products. A 
common area of use is to remove production 
process material, for example Palladium, 
which is often used as a catalyst in pharma-
ceutical manufacturing.

Industrial Resins can be used in a number 

of ways. The material to be purified could be 
passed through a resin packed column and 
the undesired contaminant is captured by the 
resin. Alternatively, the customer could mix 
the Resin and the liquid that is to be purified 
– the undesired substance attaches to the 
Resin which can then be filtered away.

Should a customer need to purify a product 
for which an existing Resin is not currently 
available, Biotage can help the customer 
develop a customized solution for their 
requirement. This is done in the form of an 

advanced research project with the objective 
of developing a consumable that can 
 efficiently remove the undesired substance 
from the customer’s product, for example 
from a drink, a food product or a medicine.

With Biotage products, companies can 
efficiently remove undesired substances from 
their products. Thus, Biotage can help its 

customers to meet, for example, regulatory 
requirements and to offer clean and safe food 
and medicines for consumers.

Up Scaling 

Consumable materials in bulk 

Customer Specific Development 

Biotage® Flash 400
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Product offering

PURIFICATION (FLASH CHROMATOGRAPHY)

Systems

Biotage® Flash 75/150 
Biotage® Flash 400

The offering also includes consumables for  
Biotage flash systems.

RESINS IN BULK

Development and production of silicate- and  
polymer-based materials.

CUSTOMIZED DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Research services.

INDUSTRIAL  
PRODUCTS

Biotage products for industrial applications are used by pharma-
ceutical, chemical and consumer goods companies to purify various 
products, such as drugs and food, and to extract substances for further 
processing. Biotage products are used both in production processes 
and developmental work. 

The Biotage Offering

The Biotage offering consists of systems, consumables and research 
services. The largest part of the offering consists of resins, and of 
systems and related consumables for industrial scale purification 
based on flash chromatography. Biotage also offers advanced research 
services aimed at finding efficient, customer-specific methods to 
remove unwanted substances from their end products.

Customers using Biotage industrial scale systems and consumables 
for purification can transfer the same methods they have used to 
develop their pharmaceutical compound in the laboratory to produce 
larger amounts of the substance. This is because the working methods 
are basically the same, just the scale is larger. Biotage is one of the 
few companies that offer ready-to-use consumables for large scale 
purification systems. This creates both efficiency and cost benefits for 
customers, compared with packing the consumables themselves.

With Biotage research services, customers gain access to methods 
that can remove unwanted substances from products at extraordinarily 
low levels – enabling compliance with regulatory requirements.

BIOTAGE OFFERING – INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

Biotage is one of the few companies 
that offer ready-to-use consumables 
for large scale purification systems
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GROWTH IN ALL MARKETS

THE BIOTAGE MARKET

Biotage targets a global market with its offering. The trend in 
2016 was positive, with sales growth in all regions where the 
Company has direct sales.

The two largest markets for Biotage are the 
United States and the EU area. In 2016, the 
United States and Latin America accounted 
for 44 percent of sales and Europe for 30 
percent. The two largest individual markets 
in Europe are the UK and Germany. Japan, 
with 13 percent of sales in 2016, is also an 
important market for Biotage, thanks to its 
large pharmaceutical industry which conducts 
active pharmaceutical research. All of these 
major markets are serviced by the Biotage 
sales organization.

Strong growth in China

China is the market where growth has been 
strongest for Biotage. Positive growth in China 
has meant that the region’s share of Biotage 
sales increased to 8 percent in 2016. The 

establishment of a separate sales company 
in Shanghai at the end of 2011 created an 
increased marketing drive and laid the 
foundation for success. 

Working closely with customers is an 
important part of the Biotage market strategy 
and there is a clear ambition to establish 
sales companies in markets with interesting 
potential. Biotage set up a separate sales 
company in Korea in 2016, and efforts are in 
progress to strengthen direct sales in Italy 
and strengthen market penetration in India.

The two regions where marketing is 
conducted through distributors, EMEA and 
APAC, accounted for 4 percent of sales in  
in 2016. 

China
Japan
EMEA and APAC 
North and South America
South Korea 
Europe

Organic Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry 
Industrial Products
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THE BIOTAGE MARKET

Organic Chemistry
The market for the Biotage offering 
within Organic Chemistry is linked to the 
 development of new pharmaceuticals, both 
traditional medicines based on small mole-
cules and medicines based on biomolecules. 
Pharmaceutical companies are the largest 
customer group. Other important customer 
groups include biotechnology companies, 
academic institutions and contract research 
companies. 

The market is characterized by 
 considerable similarities between different 
geographical areas, as research on new drugs 
is conducted using the same methods and 
principles, whether in Europe, the United 
States or Asia. 

Biotage is one of the market’s leading 
suppliers of systems and consumables for 
synthesis and purification of substances 
within pharmaceutical research. Biotage 
is number one or two in most geographical 
markets where the Company is present. The 
principal competitors are CEM Corporation 
within synthesis and Teledyne Isco within 
purification (flash chromatography). Biotage 
has a strong brand which is associated with 
products with high performance and safety 
that help customers to improve the efficiency 
of their workflow. 

Analytical Chemistry
Biotage concentrates its offering within 
Analytical Chemistry on a number of selected 
areas of application for analysis of samples. 
These are clinical testing (diagnostic tests on 
patients), bio-analytical testing (in connection 
with pharmaceutical tests), forensic testing 
(e.g. for drugs), environmental testing (e.g. 
for toxins in soil and water) and food testing 
(e.g. for chemicals). Customers include 
 commercial laboratories, hospital laborato-
ries, pharmaceutical companies, and private 
and government laboratories within the areas 
of the environment and food.

There are some regional differences in the 
market for Analytical Chemistry, the clearest 
being different market structures in the United 
States and Europe. Analyses of patient samples 
in the United States are often performed by 
centralized specialist laboratories, while those 
in Europe are often conducted in connection 
with the health care provider or the hospital 
where the sample was taken. Consequently, 
the individual customers in the United States 
are generally larger than in Europe.

Biotage is still a relatively small player in 
the Analytical Chemistry market. However, 
the market position is strengthening as the 
Company broadens its offering and achieves 
success in the market. Biotage is the market 
leader in SLE (Supported Liquid Extraction). 
The Company’s competitors within Analytical 
Chemistry are often large companies and their 
products in this area represent a small part of 
their total operations. Waters Corporation and 
Agilent Technologies are two such examples. 

Industrial Products
The Biotage market within Industrial 
Products is mainly linked to the production 
of pharmaceuticals. Customers consist of 
pharmaceutical companies and, to an even 
greater extent, companies that manufacture 
chemical substances (Contract Manufacturing 
Organizations) for the pharmaceuticals 
industry. The operations also target consumer 
goods companies in areas such as the food 
sector, which need to separate certain 
substances from their products in the 
production process. 

Biotage is one of the market leaders in 
purification by flash chromatography on an 
industrial scale, which is a method used in 
pharmaceutical manufacturing. With regard 
to other process industry applications, such 
as food, the market offers several different 
methods of separating substances in the 
manufacturing phase. The methods differ 
in terms of cost and the degree of purity 
that can be achieved. Biotage has a unique 
position in the market in that the Company 
offers high-performance technology that can 
be customized for selective separation of 
specific substances. 
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Product area Largest geographical markets Primary competitors Largest customer groups

Purification  
(flash chromatography)

1. USA   
2. Europe   
3. Japan

Teledyne Isco
Interchim SA

1. Pharmaceutical  
companies

2. Contract research  
organizations (CRO)/
contract manufacturing 
organizations (CMO)

3. Academic institutions

Microwave-assisted 
synthesis

1. USA   
2. Europe   
3. China

CEM Corporation
Anton Paar GmbH

Peptide synthesis 1. USA   
2. Europe   
3. Japan

CEM Corporation
Gyros Protein  
Technologies AB

Consumables 
(sample prep)

1. USA   
2. Europe   
3. Japan

Waters Corporation
Agilent Technologies 

1. Commercial  
laboratories/CRO

2. Hospitals/bio-analytical 
laboratories

3. Food manufacturers/ 
laboratories active within 
food analysis

4. Laboratories active within 
environmental analysis

Automated
SPE

1. USA   
2. Europe   
3. Japan

Gilson
Horizon Technology 

Evaporation 
of samples

1. USA   
2. Europe   
3. APAC/EMEA

Gyrozen
Horizon Technology

Purification  
(flash chromatography)

1. USA   
2. Europe   
3. Japan

SiliCycle Inc. 1. Pharmaceutical  
companies

2. Contract manufacturing 
organizations (CMO/
CDMO)

Resins/chemistry media 1. Japan   
2. Europe   
3. USA

SiliCycle Inc.
Johnson Matthey Plc.
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Market size

Biotage estimates the size of the market for 
systems and consumables within Organic 
Chemistry (synthesis, peptide synthesis, flash 
chromatography) at approx. USD 200 million. 
In Analytical Chemistry, Biotage estimates 
the size of the market for systems (analyt-
ical evaporation and SPE automation) and 
consumables at approx. USD 280 million. 

The market size estimates are based on 
internal assessments conducted by Biotage 
and information from SDI (Strategic Directions 
International). 

THE BIOTAGE MARKET

Biomolecules 

One of the strongest trends within pharmaceuticals is the continuously 
growing interest in pharmaceutical research on biomolecules. One 
example of this is the increasing number of biomolecules submitted to 
the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) for approval. 

Examples of biomolecules include peptides, proteins and anti-
bodies. In recent years, antibodies have begun to be used clinically 
in areas such as the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and cancer. As 
activity in biomolecules increases, the area is also becoming more 
interesting to Biotage within both Organic and Analytical Chemistry. 
The Company already has an offering in drug development based 
on peptides. In addition, Biotage took a first step into separation of 
biomolecules within Analytical Chemistry during the year. The Company 
is working to ultimately strengthen its offering in biomolecules.

Desire to reduce environmental impact

Customers’ efforts to improve their environmental performance have 
been a clear trend over a number of years and this is relevant to 
Biotage in both Organic and Analytical Chemistry. Much of the custom-
ers’ environmental challenge is associated with the use of solvents 
in the process of separating and purifying molecules. Customers 
therefore have a keen interest in products that can perform separation 
and purification with less solvent. Within Analytical Chemistry, 
customers are demanding products that can analyze increasingly small 
sample volumes, which also reduces the need for solvents. Biotage 
has successfully reduced the use of solvents in several of its products, 
including the Isolera purification system, over several years. Biotage 

continues to work actively within Research and Development to reduce 
the need for solvents. 

Increased demand for advanced systems from China

In recent years, Biotage has noted increased general demand from the 
Chinese market, and particular demand for more advanced systems 
for synthesis and purification within Organic Chemistry. Biotage is 
a leading supplier of these systems, which help to automate and 
streamline chemists’ work, thereby increasing productivity per chemist. 
With the availability of cheap labor, demand for this type of system has 
historically been low in China. The trend has now reversed, which is 
positive for Biotage.

Pharmaceutical manufacturing moving home

In the area of Industrial Products, Biotage has, in the space of a 
couple of years, seen production of chemical substances for drugs 
increasingly being conducted in the United States and Europe, having 
previously been outsourced to companies in countries such as China 
and India. In some cases, Biotage has also seen, for example, Indian 
pharmaceutical companies establishing manufacturing operations in 
Europe. This is a favorable development for Biotage, as the Company 
is better represented and has a stronger market position in the United 
States and Europe. 

MARKET TRENDS AFFECTING BIOTAGE
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

DECISIVE FOCUS  
ON INNOVATION
Conducting research and development that is both innovative and productive is an important 
success factor for Biotage. Initiatives in the area of innovative research and product development 
are aimed at identifying future technologies and products, and adding drive to the process of 
launching new products on the market. 

Research and development work is composed 
of three parts: research, product care and 
product development. 

Within research, Biotage works on 
innovative forward-looking development of 
the products of tomorrow – an area that was 
strengthened in 2016. This involves work 
on several fronts, which is conducted both 
internally by Biotage and in collaboration with 
other companies and academic institutions. 

Following the trends

Research is often based on key market trends 
within the Biotage area. It is important for 
Biotage to continue offering customers rele-
vant products at the forefront of development 
when their needs and requirements change. 

An important current trend is the constantly 
increasing drug research focused on 
biomolecules. Antibodies are an example of 
biomolecules, and are being used in areas 
such as the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis 
and cancer. Biotage has a broad research 
program in the area of biomolecules, with a 
focus on the separation and purification of 
these molecules both in the development 
and manufacturing process and in analysis 
work. The investment in the Danish company 
Chreto is an example of Biotage placing an 
increased focus on development work within 
biomolecules. 

Another trend is increasing demand from 
our customers to improve their environmental 
performance. Much of the customers’ 
environmental challenge is associated 
with the use of solvents in the process of 
separating molecules. Biotage is conducting 
research on technologies that can, in various 
ways, radically reduce or eliminate the use of 
solvents in the process. 

New functions and improved  
performance

Work within product care is primarily 
concerned with adding new functionality 
and improving the performance of already 

launched products. One example is the 
updated software that Biotage launched 
during 2016 for Extrahera™, a system for auto-
mated sample preparation within Analytical 
Chemistry. The update has increased the 
system’s traceability and safety – improve-
ments that are requested by institutions with 
high safety requirements. It also prevents the 
methods created in the system from being 
subsequently changed so that the results are 
affected. 

Biotage also worked on product care proj-
ects aimed at reducing the costs of selected 
systems during 2016. This enables Biotage to 
increase its competitiveness in the market.

Usability a competitive tool

Product development is concerned with the 
development of products due for launch in 
the next one to two years. Safety, reliability 
and usability are prioritized in every develop-
ment project. Product safety is always at the 
forefront, particularly as several products, 
such as the Isolera™ purification system, work 
under high pressure. Customers can also 
be confident of getting reliable results from 
Biotage products, while the high product 
quality means that the products can stand up 
to many years of use. 

Usability represents a key competitive 
advantage for Biotage and plays a central 
role in product development. Customers are 
increasingly demanding products that are 
intuitive and user-friendly, and that stream-
line their workflow. Biotage is committed to 
having the market’s most advanced software 
in its systems and creating a user experience 
that can meet customers’ needs in every 
respect and can enable new user groups to 
use the systems. 

New products in 2016

New products developed in 2016 in the 
area of systems include the new software 
for Extrahera and a brand-new version of 
TurboVap®. The latter is scheduled for launch 

in the second quarter of 2017. For many years, 
TurboVap® has been a workhorse helping 
analysis laboratories with their sample 
evaporation. These customers will now have 
a new system that is more modern, smaller, 
faster and more user-friendly.

Just as in previous years, Biotage has 
focused on the development of consumables, 
for both Organic and Analytical Chemistry. 
In Organic Chemistry, Biotage has taken a 
first step into the area of biomolecules in the 
form of a consumable for the purification of 
peptides – among the smallest biomolecules 
– which is used with the Company’s Isolera™ 
purification system. In addition, 17 new 
applications for use in Analytical Chemistry 
were developed in 2016. This is a lower level 
than in the previous year, but reflects the fact 
that Biotage aims to focus on slightly more 
difficult applications that can create clear 
benefits for customers. One such example is 
the application for analysis of acrylamide in 
coffee and chips, for which Biotage developed 
a method that was simpler and cheaper than 
the existing methods without compromising 
precision. Also in Analytical Chemistry, 
Biotage has taken a first step towards 
biomolecules by helping a hospital to develop 
an application for the analysis of a specific 
antibiotic using the Company’s consumables. 
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INCREASED EFFICIENCY HAS HAD 
A POSITIVE EFFECT ON RESULTS 

The increased sales volumes simultaneously 
create the critical mass required to invest in 
automating platforms for new product lines. 
During the year, Biotage automated the 
production of polymer-based consumables, 
known as SPE (Solid Phase Extraction), in 
order to meet the increased demand for 
those products. The production lines for 
consumables for the Company’s purification 
systems and most consumables for Analytical 
Chemistry such as SLE (Supported Liquid 
Extraction) were previously automated. 
Automation enables Biotage to significantly 
increase production capacity without 
increasing the number of employees.

Lean Manufacturing  
improves efficiency

Another important part of the process of 
improving production efficiency is within  
Lean Manufacturing, which was initiated a 
couple of years ago. It was introduced when 
the Company repatriated the production of 
certain previous externally manufactured 
systems to its own facility in Cardiff. The 
production lines were then built up in 
conformity with the principles for Lean 

Manufacturing. A pilot project for certain 
consumables was also subsequently started, 
where the processes were analyzed with the 
same principles. The projects have yielded 
continued positive effects in the form of 
improved efficiency through the workflows’ 
being more effective and unnecessary produc-
tion phases being eliminated. Quite simply, 
it is possible to increase production volume 
without higher costs. Biotage therefore 
expanded the project during 2016 to embrace 
all production at the facility in Cardiff.

Positive effect on personnel

Apart from efficiency gains, the Lean 
Manufacturing project has also had a  
positive effect on commitment and job 
satisfaction among the Company’s personnel. 
A large part of the improvements that have 
been implemented were identified by those 
who actually work within production. The 
greater possibility to influence the work 
environment – where the benefits come in 
the form of a cleaner and better workplace as 
well as improved product quality – has led 
to a positive change process where all those 
within production are involved.

Continued focus on product quality

Biotage works constantly to improve the 
quality and performance of the products 
the Company manufactures. In 2016, the 
Company invested in training for employees 
as well as in new equipment so as to 
 continuously move forward with regard to 
quality. 

One part of the ongoing quality process 
concerns the fact that customers are 
using Biotage products within new areas 
– one example is Biotage consumables for 
Analytical Chemistry which have a broad 
field of application – which in turn leads to 
changed performance requirements. Biotage 
has internal quality projects that continuously 
monitor how demands on products change in 
order to advance its positions in the market.

A second part is that Biotage actively 
endeavors to address new markets, which 
are often protected by strict regulatory 
requirements. In such cases, Biotage must 
ensure that the products meet the regulations 
applicable to the specific markets.

In 2016, Biotage achieved significant efficiency improvements within production, which 
had a positive effect on results. An important aspect behind this development is the 
increased automation level in the production process implemented during the year. 

PRODUCTION AND FLOW OF GOODS AT BIOTAGE

Facts about the flow of goods at Biotage

Purchasing

The strategic purchasing department 
for Biotage in Cardiff, UK, is responsible 
for the supply of raw materials and 
components for the Company’s own 
production. The purchasing department 
in Uppsala, Sweden, is responsible 
for products purchased from Swedish 
contract manufacturers. This is supple-
mented by a purchasing department 
in Charlotte, USA, for products from 
American contract manufacturers. 

Production

The production facility in Cardiff, UK, 
produces all Biotage consumables as 
well as certain systems. Other systems 
production is performed by contract 
manufacturers. The facility in Lund, 
Sweden, produces polymer materials in 
bulk for operations within the Industrial 
Products business area.

Delivery

The logistics centers in Japan, China and 
the United States are responsible for 
stocks and customer deliveries in their 
respective markets. The logistics center 
in Uppsala, Sweden, is responsible for 
deliveries to customers in Europe and 
other countries.
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The majority of production by Biotage is carried out at the facility in 
Cardiff. An ongoing process in compliance with the ISO 14001 environ-
mental management standard is an important part of the Company’s 
efforts to implement improvements regarding the environment. In April 
2016, the facility in Cardiff was certified as per ISO 14001 by the British 
Standards Institute.

Monitoring important parameters

Within the framework of working with ISO 14001, Biotage monitors a 
number of important parameters that have an effect on the Company’s 
environmental performance. In general, the environmental impact from 
operations at Biotage is primarily related to direct energy consumption 
in production, transportation of goods and business travel. 

Production in Cardiff is not electricity-intensive, and the energy 
consumption at the production facility in 2016 amounted to 594,000 
kWh (525,000).  

Biotage works actively to both reduce the total volume of waste and 
to increase the recycling of the waste that is generated. As part of this 
process, Biotage introduced in 2016 a new system for recycling glass 
and metal. More than three tons of glass and metal were recycled in 
2016. At the facility in Cardiff, waste is also generated in the form of 
packaging materials from incoming goods. This waste is sorted and 
dispatched for recycling when possible. Total waste from production in 
Cardiff has been reduced by 19 percent and the proportion of recycled 
waste has been increased by 33 percent.

Use of solvents

The production facilities in Cardiff and in Lund are subject to autho-
rization for the use of solvents in the production process. In order to 
reduce the use of solvents, Biotage makes continuous changes to the 
production processes, of which one example was the reduction in 
the number of purification stages where solvents are used. In 2016, 
Biotage also started a project to replace existing solvents with products 
that have a lower environmental impact in the production processes 
where chemical modification of incoming materials is performed. 

In 2016, the use of solvents increased by 20 percent at the same time 
as the production volume increased by 6 percent. The reason for this 
increase is a higher sales volume of products that require several clean-
ing stages, and subsequently more solvent, in the production process. 
The used solvents are dispatched for recycling and destruction.

Environmental impact from transportation

In order to reduce the environmental impact from transportation, 
Biotage endeavors as far as possible to reduce the proportion of air 
freight in favor of road and sea transportation. The greater part of 
transportations from Cardiff to Uppsala and to customers in Europe is 
carried out by road and sea.

In 2016, Biotage increased the number of shipments of goods by 
sea to the United States. As previously, the majority of consumables 
destined for the American market are sent by sea. A consolidated 
shipment to the United States used to be made each month. However, 
with greater transportation frequency, a large part of systems – which 
were previously sent primarily by air – can now be sent by sea to the 
United States. This has enabled cost reductions for Biotage as well as a 
lower environmental impact.

For some transportation, particularly of systems, it is difficult to 
avoid air freight in view of the fact that the product volumes are low, 
the value of the goods is high, and the time aspect is important. This 
applies to freight both within Europe and to the United States.

Helping customers to reduce their environmental impact

An important part of the environmental work at Biotage is to help 
customers reduce their environmental impact when using solvents, 
which is a central aspect of product development at Biotage. The 
Company works with solutions that enable customers to reduce the use 
of solvents in their processes, as well as with research on methods that 
can more radically reduce the use of solvents.

PRODUCTION AND FLOW OF GOODS AT BIOTAGE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Biotage works actively to both 
reduce the total volume of waste  
and to increase the recycling of the 
waste that is generated.
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BIOTAGE AS AN EMPLOYER  
AND WORKPLACE

The year 2016 was characterized by growth for 
Biotage. The number of employees increased 
by close to 10 percent, which placed consider-
able demands on the Company with regard to 
both recruitment and confirming the corporate 
culture within the whole organization.

Successful recruitment process

At a time of considerable recruitment require-
ments, Biotage can note that the Company 
succeeded well with its recruitment process in 
2016. The image of the Company as an attrac-
tive employer has been strengthened within 
the sector, and is one which Biotage is eager 
to preserve. A central part of this process is to 
maintain an attractive work environment that 
enables employees to develop and grow in 
their roles.

Biotage works actively with recruitment, 
where the Company uses both internal and 
external contact networks as well as social 
media in order to identify suitable candidates. 
Outreach recruitment has been an important 
success-factor in finding the right skills, not 
least for commercial roles. Requirements 
regarding both significant knowledge within 
chemistry and sales competence make these 
individuals attractive in the market.

Biotage also works actively with internal 
recruitment, which is very positive from a 
recruitment perspective at the same time as it 
shows that there exist development oppor-
tunities within Biotage for those who wish to 
pursue a career.

A living corporate culture

It is important that the corporate culture is 
kept alive when the Company grows. Biotage 
organized several activities in 2016 where 
the corporate culture and related joint values 
were significant components.

One important event was the conference 
held in Majorca in October, where all of the 
Group’s employees gathered over a weekend. 
The Biotage board of directors also attended 
parts of the get-together. The theme of the 

conference was innovation and growth, which 
are two central aspects of the corporate 
culture that Biotage wishes to maintain. A 
high rate of innovation and new-thinking is 
self-evident for Biotage in view of the fact 
that the Company is active in a sector that 
develops at a fast pace. At the same time, 
commercial reasoning must be constantly 
present. All innovation must be made with 
the customer in mind and with the objective 
of offering them increasingly better tools and 
more effective workflows. 

The conference also gave employees from 
different parts of the world the opportunity 
to get to know each other better. This further 
strengthened the informal tone that employ-
ees used when describing the culture at their 
workplace in an internal survey carried out in 
2016. Other important characteristics of the 

corporate culture at Biotage include openness 
towards new ideas and dedication.

Importance of good leadership

Good leadership is an important component 
for creating an attractive workplace. Biotage 
places considerable importance on recruiting 
leadership roles in the Company, and offers 
special training courses in leadership for 
managers. A natural part of leadership 
is about supporting employees in their 
development. Through annual employee 
dialogs, employees obtain constructive 
feedback and distinct goals for their work. 
This also includes an individual career plan 
where employees’ desires and motivation 
are mapped, and which development stages 
should be adopted in the future.

Biotage aims to be an attractive employer that provides employees with challenges 
and development opportunities. A good reputation as an employer will help Biotage 
to attract those with the best qualifications when the Company grows.

PERSONNEL

The image of the Company as 
an attractive employer has been 
 strengthened within the sector
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Biotage shall offer a work environment that is safe, healthy and in 
compliance with international standards and local legislation for all 
employees. The Company pursues systematic and structured proce-
dures for work-environment issues, based on the Company’s related 
work-environment policies that embrace the physical work environ-
ment, psychosocial aspects, gender equality and discrimination. 

The Company’s workplaces in Lund, Uppsala and Cardiff have 
special work-environment groups composed of managers of the largest 
departments and employees who are appointed as safety represen-
tatives. These groups perform regular inspections and handle local 
work-environment issues.

All incidents are reported

Health risks within Biotage are small and all incidents related to the 
work environment and safety are reported. In 2016, the Company 
had two reported incidents, which were both mild and without 
consequences. The Swedish Work Environment Authority carried out an 
inspection at the Biotage facility in Lund related to a small incident that 
occurred in 2015. The Work Environment Authority made a routine visit 
in order to examine existing procedures and work carried out to prevent 
future incidents, and no observations or comments were made. 

As a preventive measure, internal reporting of ”close-shave-inci-
dents” is also carried out and action plans are prepared to prevent 
future incidents.

Low sickness absenteeism

Biotage has historically had low sickness absenteeism, and for all 
employees in the Swedish companies last year this amounted to less 

than 1 percent, including those on long-term sick leave. Sickness 
absenteeism for all employees in the British company was 3 percent, 
including those on long-term sick leave.

Equal conditions 

It is naturally a matter for Biotage to ensure that all employees are 
given the same opportunities to develop in their professional roles as 
well as the same possibilities regarding promotion and salary revision 
irrespective of background, gender, ethnicity or age. This is defined 
in the equality and discrimination policy prepared by Biotage, which 
is applicable to all units of the Group. It is also set forth in the local 
personnel handbooks of each country. Guidelines regarding alcohol 
and drugs are also included.

Salary survey and salary policy

In 2016, Biotage carried out a salary survey of the Swedish operations 
in order to analyze any possible salary differences between men and 
women. The results showed that Biotage has equal salary-setting and 
that no measures needed to be taken in this respect. Biotage also has 
a salary policy in Sweden that clearly defines the process and criteria 
that form the basis for setting salaries in Biotage.

No cases related to equality, discrimination or corruption were 
reported in 2016.
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PERSONNEL

Staff turnover in the Biotage Group *
 2013 6.5%
 2014 6.9%
 2015 6.2%
 2016 6.5%

*Number of employees who left the Company divided  
by the average number of employees

A SAFE AND EQUALIZED WORKPLACE
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THE BIOTAGE SHARE

Biotage shares were traded in 2016 on the Nasdaq Stockholm Small 
Cap list. The number of outstanding shares amounted to 64,714,447 
(64,714,447). Calculated at the closing price on December 30, the 
market capitalization of Biotage amounted to SEK 2,970 million (1,592). 
As of January 2, 2017, the Biotage share is traded on the Nasdaq 
Stockholm Mid Cap list under the name Biotage AB (BIOT.ST).

Share price trends 

In 2016, the price of the Biotage share increased by 87 percent from 
SEK 24.60 to SEK 45.90. The highest closing price in 2016 was SEK 
48.70 and was reported on December 2 and December 5. The lowest 
closing price was SEK 21.80 and was reported on January 18. In 2016, a 
total of 40.7 million (19.0) shares were traded for a value of SEK 1,334 
million (333.1), corresponding to an annual trading turnover of 63 
percent (29).

Shareholders

The number of known shareholders in Biotage at December 31, 2016 
was 5,993 (5,162). The 15 largest shareholders accounted for 45.8 
percent of the capital and votes. The proportion of non-Swedish 
shareholders was 42.0 percent of the capital and votes. The largest 
non-Swedish shareholders are located in Norway, Germany, the United 
States and United Kingdom.

Repurchase of shares

The Annual General Meeting of Shareholders (AGM) held in 2016 
resolved to authorize the board of directors to carry out a repurchase 
program that covers a maximum of 10 percent of the Company’s 
outstanding shares. The objective of the repurchase program is to 
give the board of directors greater maneuverability with regard to the 
Company’s capital structure. No shares have been acquired within the 
framework of the repurchase program resolved on by the AGM held in 
2016. Biotage did not hold any of its own shares as of December 31, 
2016.

Issue authorization

The AGM held in 2016 authorized the board of directors to adopt, on 
one or several occasions, an issue of shares and/or convertibles. This 
authorization has not been exercised. 

Dividend policy and dividend 

The dividend policy of Biotage is that at least 50 percent of the 
earnings per share shall be distributed to the shareholders. For fiscal 
year 2016, the board of directors of Biotage AB recommends a dividend 
of SEK 1.25 per share [last year: 1.25 including the ordinary divided and 
extraordinary dividend].
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Share categories as of December 31, 2016

Shareholders

 
 

Number of shares 
Proportion of capital 

and votes % 

Swedish private persons 20,183,218  31.2    
Swedish institutional shareholders 11,794,481  18.2    
Non-Swedish institutional shareholders 9,879,418  15.3    
Other shareholders 11,493,012  17.8    
Anonymous shareholders 11,364,318  17.5    
Total 64,714,447 100.0 

The 15 largest shareholders as of December 31, 2016

Shareholders

 
 

Number of shares 
Proportion of capital 

and votes % 

Vind LV AS 4,977,291  7.7    
Swedbank Robur Funds 4,900,000  7.6    
Fourth Swedish National Pension Fund 3,793,548  5.9    
Allianz Global Investors 2,591,200  4.0    
Ove Mattsson 1,690,456  2.6    
Montanaro 1,370,000  2.1    
Susanne Wetterlin 1,272,700  2.0    
Eva Forsberg 1,272,700  2.0    
Ann-Charlotte Bergström 1,272,700  2.0    
Lena Westergren 1,272,700  2.0    
Maria Lenman 1,272,700  2.0    
Dimensional Fund Advisors 1,217,606  1.9    
Norges Bank (Central Bank of Norway) 1,111,934  1.7    
Länsförsäkringar Funds 885,052  1.4    
Hans Sköld 736,541  1.1    
Total 29,637,128 45.8

Shareholders by size of holding as of December 31, 2016

Number of shares per shareholder
  Number of known  

shareholders 
 Proportion of capital 

and votes % 

1–1,000 4,309  2.2    
1,001–10,000 1,380  6.9    
10,001–100,000 247  10.9    
100,001–500,000 38  13.0    
500,001–1,000,000 6  6.2    
1,000,001– 13  43.3    
Anonymous shareholders n/a  17.5    
Total 5,993  100.0    

Source: Monitor, Modular Finance.
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About the Company

Biotage provides effective separation technology, from analysis to 
industrial scale, and high-quality solutions for analytical and organic 
chemistry in everything from research to commercial analytical labo-
ratories and industry applications. Users of Biotage products include 
government agencies, academic institutions and the pharmaceutical 
and food industries. Biotage AB, headquartered in Uppsala, Sweden, 
is the Parent Company of the Group and has wholly-owned subsidiaries 
in Sweden, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, the United 
States, Japan, China and South Korea. The Biotage share is listed on 
Nasdaq Stockholm. 

Summary of business activities in 2016

The Company’s sales increased by 9 percent to SEK 668 million in 
2016. At comparable exchange rates, organic growth was 8 percent. 
Operating profit increased to 32.5 percent to SEK 99 (75) million, with 
an improved operating margin (EBIT) of 14.8 (12.2) percent. Biotage has 
therefore exceeded the Group’s financial targets of 8 percent average 
growth in sales and an operating margin (EBIT) of 10 percent in 2016. 

All regions in which Biotage has direct sales reported growth in 
2016. China showed the largest growth, with an increase of 28 percent 
in sales. In the final quarter, direct sales were launched through a 
newly established subsidiary in South Korea, a market previously 
serviced by a distributor. The United States was the largest market, 
with 44 (44) percent of sales. The EU area accounted for 30 (32)
percent, Japan 13 (12) percent, China 8 (7) percent, South Korea 1 (-) 
percent, EMEA 2 (3) percent and APAC 2 (2) percent.

The Company’s investments in research and development have 
generated a number of successful new products in recent years. The 
proportion of sales attributable to products launched in the last three 
years has continued to increase and is now about 20 percent.   

The purification product area in Organic Chemistry performed 
particularly well in 2016. The success is largely attributable to the 
launch of the Biotage®V-10 Touch evaporation system, although sales 
of the Isolera™ purification system have also exceeded the Company’s 
expectations. The focus on biomolecules as a new product area began in 
earnest during 2016. In December, Biotage launched its first consum-
ables for purification of peptides and other large molecules. Earlier in 
the year, the Company invested SEK 19 million in a 22-percent ownership 
share in the Danish protein purification company Chreto ApS.  

Biotage continues to invest in system platforms and associated 
consumables in order to continuously improve the customer offering, 
and works systematically to further develop the Company’s products 
for new applications. This is particularly true of the products in 
Analytical Chemistry, which are mainly used in the areas of environ-
ment, food and forensic medicine. In line with this strategy, several 
new applications were launched in 2016, which contributed to more 
strong growth, with the US market continuing to show the highest 
growth in the product area.

The relationship between the sale of systems and aftermarket 
 products (consumables and services) is 45 (45) percent to 55 (55) 
percent. The main reason why Biotage did not come closer to the 
strategic target of 40/60 in 2016 was the success in China, where the 
Company’s sales are almost exclusively systems.

Biotage is working constantly to improve efficiency at the  production 
facility in Cardiff in, UK. Efficiency was improved in 2016 by  producing 
larger volumes and by working to achieve a higher degree of 
 production automation. The combination of improved efficiency and  
a weaker pound sterling helped improve the gross margin to 57.8  
(56.1) percent.

Patent dispute in the United States

As previously announced, Scientific Plastic Products, Inc. (“SPP”) 
has filed suit against Biotage for alleged patent infringement in the 
United States. The court has stayed the lawsuits pending the outcome 
of a re-examination of the patents’ validity by the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office. It is the Company’s assessment that Biotage has a 
strong position in this case and that the opposing party does not have 
valid grounds for alleging patent infringement. In view of this assess-
ment, a provision has not been recognized for the dispute.

Share buy-back

At the 2016 AGM, the Board was granted a mandate to implement a 
buy-back program corresponding to a maximum of ten percent of the 
Company’s outstanding shares. The purpose of the buy-back program 
is to give the Board greater scope when dealing with the Company’s 
capital structure. The shares will be repurchased on Nasdaq Stockholm 
at a price within the range stated on the purchase date. No shares have 
been acquired under the buy-back program adopted by the 2016 AGM. 
Consequently, Biotage did not hold any of its own shares on December 
31, 2016. No shares have been acquired between the reporting date 
and March 27, 2017.  

Mandate to issue shares

At the 2016 AGM, the Board was given a mandate to adopt the issue 
of shares and/or convertibles on one or more occasions. The mandate 
was not exercised.

Earnings and cash flow

The Group’s net sales increased by 9.4 percent to SEK 667.9 (610.5) 
million. At comparable exchange rates, net sales increased by 7.8 
percent in 2016. The gross margin improved to 57.8 (56.1) percent. 
Larger production volumes and continued efficiency improvements 
at the production facility in Cardiff, UK, and favorable exchange rates 
(primarily USD and GBP) made a positive contribution to profitability.

Operating expenses amounted to SEK 286.7 (267.8) million. The 
increase in 2016 was mainly attributable to increased sales expenses 
of SEK 19.8 million due to increased staffing in the sales organization 
and currency effects. Operating profit (EBIT) increased by 33 percent to 
SEK 99.1 (74.8) million. The operating margin improved to 14.8 (12.2) 
percent. 

Net financial items amounted to SEK -6.7 million (1.4), with the 
difference from the previous year being mainly attributable to results 
of hedging transactions. Profit after tax was SEK 92.8 (73.3) million, an 
increase of 25 percent. Cash flow from operating activities increased to 
SEK 139.1 (120.1) million.
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Balance sheet items and financial position

The Group’s cash & cash equivalents totaled SEK 128.6 (134.9) million 
on December 31, 2016. As the Group did not have any interest-bearing 
debt on the reporting date, the net cash position on December 31, 2016 
was SEK 128.6 (134.9) million. A dividend of SEK 80.9 (48.5) million 
was paid to shareholders during the year.

The Group’s goodwill amounted to SEK 104.0 (104.0) million on 
December 31, 2016. The recognized goodwill is attributable to the 
acquisition of MIP Technologies AB in 2010 and the acquisition of two 
product lines from Caliper Life Sciences, Inc. in the same year. Other 
intangible assets amounted to SEK 116.0 (115.2) million, distributed as 
follows: patents and licenses SEK 25.2 (29.2) million and capitalized 
development costs SEK 90.8 (86.0) million. Inventories declined to  
SEK 88.9 (97.2) million. Other financial liabilities amounted to SEK 0.8 
(1.1) million. 

Equity amounted to SEK 563.2 (546.7) million on December 31, 2016. 
The main changes in equity during the year are as follows: net profit 
for the year SEK 92.8 (73.3) million and dividend to shareholders SEK 
-80.9 (-48.5) million. 

Investments, depreciation and amortization

Investments amounted to SEK 67.7 (31.9) million, with the acquisition 
of shares in Chreto ApS accounting for SEK 19.3 million of the total. 
Depreciation, amortization and impairment amounted to SEK 43.5 
(40.8) million. Capitalized development costs accounted for SEK 32.1 
(19.3) million of the investments and SEK 27.1 (24.7) million of the 
depreciation, amortization and impairment. 

Research and development

The Company’s strategy for research and development is market-
driven. Development of new, innovative products is an important 
instrument of competition and a way of creating opportunities for 
increased growth. Efforts are mostly aimed at developing new products 
by improving existing technology and adding new functionality. In 
the short term, the continuing development of the system platforms 
and new applications for existing products are key growth drivers. The 
Company’s long-term target is a level of gross investment in research 
and development, before capitalization, of about 10 percent of sales. 
This investment level was 7.5 (8.1) percent in 2016. Capitalization 
amounted to SEK 32.1 (19.3) million. About one-tenth of the research 
and development budget is allocated to innovative research on new 
concepts, and Biotage collaborates with academic research groups 
within this framework.

Intellectual property rights

Biotage uses its intellectual property rights as a commercial instrument 
to create competitive advantages. Patent protection is sought for all 
strategically important results, including processes, synthesis and 
analysis methods, products and applications. In addition to filing 
patent applications, the Company seeks to register its intellectual 
property rights in the form of design protection and trademarks. 
Biotage regularly evaluates its own portfolio of intellectual property 
rights on a cost-benefit basis. Biotage actively monitors the external 
environment and third-party intellectual property rights to ensure the 
Company does not infringe on the rights of others and other parties do 
not infringe on the rights of the Company. Biotage currently has 128 
(125) registered patents and 48 (50) patent applications, divided into 
41 (43) patent families. During the year, 3 (6) new patents were granted 
and 1 (3) new patent application was submitted.

Personnel

The Group had 323 (293) employees at the end of the year. Within the 
framework of the Group’s systematic work environment procedures, 
Biotage performs risk analyses to ensure a good physical and social 
work environment. Biotage has had relatively low sick leave over the 
years. Sick leave (including long-term sick leave) for all employees in 
the Swedish companies was below 1 percent. Sick leave (including 
long-term sick leave) for all employees in the UK company was 3.1 
percent. The Company invests in fitness activities and is prepared to 
act quickly and take measures should an employee suffer ill-health. In 
addition to its Work Environment Policy, the Company has an Alcohol 
and Drug Policy and a Policy on Sexual and Other Harassment. All of 
the policies include action plans for handling any breaches of the 
guidelines. The Company’s Equal Opportunities and Discrimination 
Policy is regularly updated and an Equal Opportunities Plan has been 
prepared for the period 2015-2018. Biotage conducts annual salary 
analyses in order to ensure equal pay as far as possible. 

Biotage Sweden AB has collective agreements with market 
parties. Other companies in the Group comply with prevailing local 
regulations and guidelines. The Company applies an individual, 
performance-based and market-related pay structure.

Environment

Biotage production has a low environmental impact, as the Company 
does not have any manufacturing processes. The Company’s produc-
tion consists primarily of assembly and installation of components, 
and is conducted in compliance with the European Union’s RoHS 
Directive. The environmental impact of Biotage operations is primarily 
related to freight and transportation. To reduce this impact, Biotage 
endeavors to switch from air to sea transport where possible and 
to optimize packaging by measures such as increasing the number 
of products in each package and buying packaging material and 
components locally if it can.

The main environmental impact of the production activities is from 
the use of energy, although production is not electricity-intensive. The 
facilities in Cardiff and Lund also generate waste in the form of solvents 
used in the production process. The Company’s aim is to regularly replace 
these solvents, where possible, with others that have a lower environmen-
tal impact. Most of the solvents that are used are recycled. At the Cardiff 
facility, waste is also generated in the form of packaging materials from 
incoming goods, which are sorted and sent for recycling where possible. 
The environment is also an important aspect of product development. 
Ensuring an environmental approach is an integral part of new product 
design helps minimize the environmental impact of the Company’s own 
production and product use in customers’ own operations.

In 2013, Biotage set up environmental management systems in Lund 
and Cardiff as part of the program to obtain ISO 14001 certification. 
In April 2016, the Cardiff facility, where most of the Company’s own 
production takes place, was awarded ISO 14001 certification. As part 
of the ISO 14001 program, Biotage is monitoring a number of important 
parameters that affect the Company’s environmental performance. In 
2016, there was an increase in recycled material, while the quantity of 
waste was reduced.

Risks

Biotage operations are associated with risks in certain areas.

Customers and market
The Company has a broad customer base in several different sectors. 
The fact that no customer accounts for more than five percent of sales 
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reduces the risk of variations in demand arising from fluctuations 
in certain sectors or customer-specific circumstances. New or less 
expensive products from competitors could affect the Company’s 
market position. 

Biotage seeks to establish the broadest possible areas of use for its 
products and to have sufficient customer segments to ensure that each 
customer’s proportion of sales is kept to a minimum. In recent years, 
Biotage has worked to broaden its customer base to include users in 
the environmental and food sectors.

Products and technologies
The Company’s broad product portfolio reduces sensitivity to product 
lifecycles and economic fluctuations. New biotechnology takes a 
relatively long time to establish, and Biotage is unable to guarantee 
that others will not develop products based on new technologies, 
which would reduce the competitiveness of the Company’s products or 
make them redundant.

Production
Production of systems takes place at contract manufacturers’ premises 
in Sweden and the United States, and at the Company’s own facility 
in Cardiff, Wales. Consumables are produced at the Lund and Cardiff 
facilities. All of the production facilities have the capacity to increase 
production at short notice. Dependence on external production capac-
ity could increase the risk of delays or non-delivery, although this risk is 
considered minimal. Biotage has special staff who closely monitor how 
suppliers discharge their obligations in terms of quality and delivery 
times. In cases where Biotage enters into large call-off contracts, 
under which the Company commits to purchase certain volumes over a 
certain period, there is a risk of loss if sales do not meet the expec-
tations on which the contracts are based. If the UK leaves the EU, the 
Company’s operations in Wales could be adversely affected by trade 
and other agreements signed between the countries.

Personnel
Biotage has a large number of highly skilled, committed and motivated 
employees, who have developed strong customer relationships. 
Recruiting and retaining qualified staff is a prerequisite for pursuing 
the Group’s business strategies. Biotage offers its employees 
 competitive employment conditions, scope for input into the Group’s 
products and services, some control over their own duties, and 
 opportunities for personal development through initial training, 
continuing training and career planning.

Competitors
Competition in the Company’s market is intense and Biotage often 
finds itself competing against large, well-established companies 
with vast financial and industrial resources at their disposal. It is not 
inconceivable that this competition could lead to lower market shares 
and reduced profitability for Biotage in the future. Biotage endeavors 
to maintain a strong market presence and a better focus on customer 
needs than its competitors.

External risks
The Company’s operations are exposed to risks associated with the 
effects of external factors and events. The main external risks include 
macroeconomic changes, political decisions on bilateral trade agree-
ments, taxes, duties and other regulatory changes. By their very nature, 
external risks are out of the Company’s control. Biotage endeavors to 
minimize this type of risk through business intelligence and access to 
the resources and expertise that will enable the Company to respond 
quickly when it needs to grasp and adapt to changes in the external 
environment.

Intellectual property rights
Biotage is dependent on non-patentable business secrets, know-how 
and continuing technological inventions, and on the ability to obtain 
and maintain patents to protect its technologies and products. 
Biotage continuously applies for patent protection for the methods 
and products it develops. Should the Company be unsuccessful in 
protecting its patents, business secrets, know-how or technologies, 
or have insufficient protection against competitors, the Company’s 
competitive position could be undermined and the value of its existing 
and future products could be adversely affected. Should a party claim 
that the Company has infringed its intellectual property rights, the 
Company would be obliged to pay damages if the party were consid-
ered to have valid grounds for its claim against Biotage in a court of 
law. The Company might also need to initiate proceedings to defend 
its intellectual property rights. Even if Biotage were to win a case, the 
process would be time-consuming and costly, and would also take 
up much of management’s time and attention. Biotage endeavors to 
monitor the development of new products and methods in the external 
environment as far as possible, and to maintain good technical and 
legal expertise within its organization.

Financial risks
Financial risks include currency risk, interest rate risk, credit risk, 
liquidity risk and refinancing risk. Currency risk is the most significant 
financial risk for Biotage, while interest risk and credit risk are less of a 
priority.

The Group’s operating income is exposed to foreign currencies to a 
greater extent than its operating expenses. Exchange rate movements 
may shift the relationship between income and expenses and affect 
the Group’s profitability. In order to reduce currency risk, some of the 
net flows have forward cover. In the long term, currency risk could be 
reduced if the Group relocated parts of its activities, although this might 
involve costs and loss of expertise. In addition, the Parent Company has 
invested in subsidiaries, notably in the U.S., U.K., China and Japan. As a 
result of these investments, the Group’s equity is affected by exchange 
rate movements in relation to these countries’ currencies.

Liquidity risk is primarily the risk of Biotage being unable to convert 
a financial asset sufficiently quick at a market price, and incurring 
unforeseen losses if cash funds need to be released. The Company’s 
financial position and liquidity are satisfactory. The equity ratio is 81 
(82) percent. Cash and cash equivalents were SEK 128.6 (134.9) million 
at the reporting date and liabilities to credit institutions were SEK 0.0 
(0.0) million. The cash flow statements show a satisfactory positive 
cash flow from operating activities, providing reasonable assurance 
that the obligations associated with the current scope of operations 
can be fulfilled. Consequently, Biotage does not currently have any 
tangible liquidity or financing risk that leaves the Group dependent on 
credit facilities or capital contributions for its expansion, resulting in 
decision-making falling outside the Group’s control. Biotage addresses 
these risks in the long term by focusing strongly on operating profit, 
financial position and cash flow from operating activities. This will 
create the conditions for long-term organic growth and confidence 
among shareholders and lenders.

A description of the Group’s financial risks and risk management is 
presented on pages 48-50.

Parent Company

The Group’s Parent Company has wholly-owned subsidiaries in 
Sweden, the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, 
Italy, Japan, China and South Korea. The Parent Company is responsible 
for Group management, strategic business development and adminis-
trative functions at Group and subsidiary level.
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The Parent Company’s net sales amounted to SEK 2.3 (2.7) million. 
Operating expenses were SEK 21.4 (19.3) million. Operating profit/loss 
for the year was SEK -19.1 (-16.6) million. Net financial items were SEK 
83.3 (83.0) million. Profit after financial items amounted to SEK 64.2 
(66.4) million. Investments in intangible assets amounted to SEK 1.8 
(1.0) million. Cash and bank balances were SEK 1.4 (0.8) million on 
December 31.

The Biotage share

Biotage has a total of 64,714,447 outstanding shares. As no shares 
were acquired under the buy-back program adopted by the 2016 
AGM, the Company did not hold any of its own shares at the reporting 
date. Repurchased shares do not carry any voting rights. Each of 
the Company’s shares gives the right to one vote, and the articles of 
association do not contain any restrictions on the number of shares 
a shareholder may vote at general meetings. There are no restrictions 
on transferability of shares and the Company is not aware of any 
agreements between shareholders in this regard.

Corporate Governance

Biotage has prepared a Corporate Governance Report in accordance 
with the provisions and implementation guidelines contained in 
Swedish legislation and the Swedish Corporate Governance Code. 
The report has been prepared separately from the annual report. The 
report and related auditors’ report are available on the Group’s website 
at www.biotage.se together with other information about corporate 
governance within Biotage.

Guidelines for remuneration of senior executives

Current principles and guidelines for remuneration of senior executives 
adopted by the 2016 AGM are described in note 1 on page 54.

The Board’s proposed guidelines for the remuneration of 
senior executives to be presented for adoption at the 2017 
annual general meeting

The Board proposes that the annual general meeting adopt the 
 following guidelines for remuneration of senior executives. Senior 
 executives consists of the CEO and other members of Group 
 management. The guidelines shall apply to employment contracts 
entered into after the AGM’s decision on the guidelines and to 
any changes made to existing conditions of employment after the 
meeting’s decision.

The Company shall endeavor to offer its senior executives market-
based salaries. The remuneration committee shall prepare remuner-
ation matters and present proposals for the Board’s consideration. 
Proposals for remuneration shall take into account the importance of 
duties, expertise, experience and performance. Remuneration shall 
comprise a fixed annual salary, variable pay, retirement benefits, 
discretionary payments, other benefits and termination benefits. The 
Board is entitled to derogate from these guidelines if it believes there 
is sufficient reason to do so in a particular case.

CEO
The Company’s CEO receives an annual salary of SEK 2,600,000 under 
the terms of his employment contract. In accordance with the contract, 
the Company makes a pension provision corresponding to 35 percent 
of the CEO’s fixed annual salary. In addition to the fixed annual salary, 
the CEO receives variable pay of up to 100 percent of his fixed annual 

salary. The variable pay is linked to the Company’s achievement of 
defined financial targets.

The CEO receives annual compensation of SEK 100,000 for travel  
and increased housing costs.

Other senior executives 
This group consists of two individuals, who report directly to the CEO. 

All members of Company management receive a fixed annual salary 
which is in line with market salaries, and variable pay of up to 40 
percent of the fixed annual salary. 75 percent of the variable pay is 
linked to the Company’s achievement of defined financial targets. The 
remaining 25 percent is based on performance-related goals for the 
individual. The pension provision is up to 30 percent of the fixed salary. 

Any new members of Company management can expect the same 
remuneration conditions.

Variable pay and performance requirements
The Board is entitled to decide on the criteria for variable pay.

Discretionary payments
The Board may decide to award a discretionary payment to members 
of Company management, including the CEO. Such a discretionary 
payment may only be made in exceptional circumstances. The 
discretionary compensation is not covered by the thresholds for senior 
executives.

Other benefits 
Senior executives may be awarded other customary benefits such as a 
company car, health care, etc.

Termination benefits
Salaries during the period of notice and termination benefits for senior 
executives shall not exceed 24 monthly salaries.

Equity and share-based incentive programs 
Any equity and share-based incentive programs shall be adopted by 
the Annual General Meeting. Allotment shall be in accordance with the 
decision of the AGM.

Previously decided remuneration
There is no previously decided remuneration that is not yet due for 
payment. A description of remuneration can be found in note 1.

Remuneration in 2016
For information on remuneration of senior executives in 2016, see note 
1 on pages 51-54.

Significant events after the end of the fiscal year

No significant events occurred after the end of the fiscal year.
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Proposed appropriation of profit
 
The annual general meeting has the following amounts from the 
Parent Company at its disposal (SEK):

Retained earnings   407,647,387
Profit for the year   65,752,610
Total  473,399,997

The Board of Directors and CEO propose that the amounts be 
 distributed as follows:

Dividend payment of SEK 1.25 per share  
to shareholders *)  80,893,059            
Carried forward  392,506,938
Total 473,399,997

*) The proposed total dividend in SEK is the maximum dividend.  
The Company did not own any of its own shares as of March 27. Any 
shares the Company acquires under the buy-back program are not 
eligible for dividends. Consequently, the proposed dividend in SEK 
could decline should the Company acquire any of its own shares after 
March 27, 2017.

The Board proposes a dividend of SEK 1.25 (1.25) per share. The 
proposed dividend reduces the Parent Company’s equity ratio by 1.5 
percentage points to 88.6 percent and the Group’s equity ratio by 2.5 
percentage points to 78.5 percent. The calculations are based on the 
Group’s statement of financial position and the Parent Company’s 
balance sheet as of December 31, 2016. 

The Board proposes Tuesday, May 2, 2017 as the record date, and 
the dividend payment by Euroclear Sweden AB is expected to be made 
on Friday, May 5, 2017.

The proposed dividend has been made possible by cash generation 
from operations in 2016. The equity ratio is satisfactory in view of 
the fact that the Group’s operations are expected to continue to be 
profitable. It is also the assessment that the Group’s liquidity can be 
maintained at a similarly satisfactory level. It is the Board’s opinion 
that the proposed dividend does not prevent the Company from 
discharging its current and long-term commitments or making neces-
sary investments. The dividend also appears justifiable considering 
the demands that the nature, scope and risks of the business place on 
the size of equity. In this regard, the Board of Directors has considered 
the current economic situation, historical trends and future projections 
for both the Company and the market. The proposed dividend can 
therefore be justified pursuant to Chapter 17, section 3, paragraphs 2-3, 
of the Swedish Companies Act (the precautionary principle).

The earnings and financial position of the Group and the Parent 
Company are presented in the Group’s statement of comprehensive 
income, statement of financial position and statement of cash flows, 
the Parent Company’s income statement, balance sheet and statement 
of cash flows, the statements of changes in equity and the accounting 
policies and notes which follow.

Key figures and performance measures  
The table below is a compilation of definitions of key figures and 
performance measures as reported in the consolidated financial 
statements.

 
Alternative performance measures  
The Company presents certain performance measures that are not 
defined under IFRS. The Company believes that these measures provide 
useful additional information to investors and Company management 

as they allow evaluation and benchmarking of its presentation. As 
not all companies calculate performance measures in the same way, 
the measures are not always comparable with those used by other 
companies. These performance measures should therefore not be 
considered a substitute for measures defined under IFRS. The reported 
performance measures are not defined under IFRS unless otherwise 
stated. ESMA’s guidelines on alternative performance measures are 
applied with effect from July 3, 2016, which means enhanced disclo-
sure requirements for performance measures not defined under IFRS. 
Below is an appraisal of the financial measures that Biotage considers 
relevant under the new guidelines.

Net sales at comparable exchange rates 
As most of the Group’s net sales are settled in currencies other than 
the reporting currency, SEK, the amount recognized is affected by 
exchange rate changes between periods to a relatively large extent.  
To enable stakeholders and management to analyze sales trends 
adjusted for currency effects, the Company reports sales trends 
compared with the comparative period at constant exchange rates.  
The current period’s sales in each currency are translated at the 
exchange rates that were used in the reported financial statements  
for the comparative period.

 
Net cash
To enable stakeholders and management to monitor and analyze the 
Group’s financial strength, information on the Group’s net cash posi-
tion is reported, defined as cash less liabilities to credit institutions.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ REPORT

Net cash  
(SEK thousands) 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Cash 128,622 134,885
Liabilities to credit  
institutions 0 0
Net cash 128,622 134,885
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Sales growth  
at comparable  
exchange rates

           01-01-2016 – 
12-31-2016 

           01-01-2015 – 
12-31-2015

SEK  
thousands %

SEK  
thousands %

Sales at comparable 
exchange rates 658,261 7.8 531,777 8.4
Currency effects 9,651 1.6 78,757 16.1
Reported sales 667,912 9.4 610,534 24.5



Key ratios Note 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

Group
Net sales, SEK thousands 667,912 610,534 490,381 444,644 462,942
Growth in net sales, % 9.4 24.5 10.3 -4.0 8.1
Gross profit, SEK thousands 385,813 342,568 266,919 249,583 271,434
Gross margin, % 57.8 56.1 54.4 56.1 58.6
Operating margin, % 14.8 12.2 12.8 8.8 9.5
Profit margin, % 13.8 12.5 14.0 9.1 10.0
Profit before tax, SEK thousands 92,401 76,190 68,361 40,369 38,316
Total assets, SEK thousands 695,196 668,832 632,510 592,247 654,074
Equity/assets ratio, % 81.0 81.7 81.6 80.5 81.2
Proportion of risk-bearing capital, % 81.0 81.7 81.6 80.5 81.2
Capital expenditure, SEK thousands 68,161 32,126 32,177 41,471 40,259
Average number of employees 308 293 292 290 280
Debt/equity ratio, % 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.0
Interest cover ratio, times 12.6 407.3 207.8 519.1 5.8
Return on equity, % 16.7 12.8 13.0 8.2 7.0
Return on capital employed, % 12.4 10.0 9.5 5.5 6.9
Return on total assets, % 14.7 11.9 11.0 6.5 6.8

Data per share
Earnings, SEK/share 1.43 1.13 1.00 0.61 0.52
Earnings after dilution, SEK/share 1.43 1.13 1.00 0.61 0.52
Dividend, SEK/share 1) 1.25 0.75 0.60 0.50 0.40
Stock market price at end of period, SEK/share 46.0 24.6 13.1 10.0 8.3
Equity, SEK/share 8.70 8.45 7.98 6.82 7.25
Equity after dilution, SEK/share 8.70 8.45 7.98 6.82 7.25
Price/book value, SEK/share 8.70 8.45 7.98 6.82 7.25
Price/book value, SEK/share after dilution 8.70 8.45 7.98 6.82 7.25
P/E ratio, times 32.2 21.7 13.1 16.3 16.0
P/S ratio, times 4.5 2.6 1.7 1.6 1.3
Cash flow from operations, SEK/share 2.15 1.86 1.25 0.81 1.02
Weighted average number of shares, thousands 2) 64,714 64,714 64,714 68,139 73,258
Weighted average number of shares, after

dilution, thousands 2) 64,714 64,714 64,714 68,139 73,258
Total number of shares outstanding

at end of the period, thousands 2) 64,714 64,714 64,714 69,861 73,256
Total number of shares outstanding at end

of the period after dilution, thousands 2) 64,714 64,714 64,714 69,861 73,256

1)  The Board recommends that the AGM adopt a dividend of SEK 1.25 per share for the fiscal year 2016.
2) During the years covered by the summary, the Parent Company Biotage AB repurchased the Company’s own shares, which has affected  

the average number of shares outstanding. The number of shares on the reporting date in each year includes the repurchased shares that 
were in the Company’s possession on that reporting date. The repurchased shares have been withdrawn following a resolution adopted by 
the AGM.  

3) The 2014 figures include a positive one-time item of SEK 13.5 million attributable to the revaluation of the additional purchase consideration 
provision.

FIVE YEARS IN SUMMARY

FIVE YEARS IN SUMMARY

3)
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DEFINITIONS / GLOSSARY

DEFINITIONS

GLOSSARY

Proportion of risk-bearing capital
The total of equity and deferred tax liabilities 
in untaxed reserves divided by total assets. 
As the Group has no untaxed reserves, the 
proportion of risk-bearing capital is the same 
as the equity/assets ratio.

Return on equity  
Net profit for the year divided by average 
equity.

Return on capital employed
Profit after financial items plus finance costs 
divided by average capital employed.

Return on total assets  
Profit after financial items plus finance costs 
divided by average total assets.

Gross margin, %  
Gross profit divided by net sales.

Gross profit  
Net sales less cost of sales.

Equity per share  
Equity divided by the number of shares 
outstanding at the end of the period.

CMO
Contract manufacturing organization.

CRO 
Contract research organization.

Evaporation
Accelerated evaporation of a liquid.

Flash chromatography
A method of separating the substances 
included in a reaction mixture. Depending on 
their physical characteristics, the substances 
move at different speeds through a solid 
phase with the help of a flow of solvents.

LLE (Liquid Liquid Extraction)
A method of separating compounds based 
on their relative solubility in two different 
immiscible liquids, usually water and an 
organic solvent. This is an extraction of a 
substance from one liquid phase into another 
liquid phase.

Cash flow from operations per share
Cash flow from operating activities divided  
by the number of shares outstanding at the 
end of the period.

P/E ratio
Share price divided by earnings per share.

P/S ratio
Stock market price divided by sales per share 
outstanding at the end of the period.

Earnings per share *)  
Net profit for the period divided by the 
average number of shares during the period. 

Operating margin
Operating profit/loss divided by sales.

Operating profit
Profit before net financial items and taxes. 
Consists of gross profit minus total operating 
expenses (sales expenses, administrative 
expenses, research and development costs, 
other operating income and other operating 
expenses).

Debt/equity ratio
Interest-bearing liabilities divided by equity.

Microwave synthesis
A synthesis where microwave energy is used 
to speed up the reaction.

MIP
Molecularly imprinted polymers.

Re-agent 
A substance that is added during synthesis 
to restructure the starting material into the 
desired product.

Purification
Involves the synthesized compound being 
isolated from impurities.

Purification column
The physical unit where the medium 
needed to carry out flash chromatography is 
packaged. The sample that is to be purified  
in the column is then applied and purification 
is carried out as the solvent flows through  
the column.

Equity/assets ratio 
Equity divided by total assets.

Price/book value per share
Equity plus or minus the difference between 
the fair value (market value) and the carrying 
amount (book value) of assets and liabilities, 
plus or minus deferred tax assets or liabilities 
divided by the number of shares.

Capital employed  
Total assets minus non-interest-bearing 
liabilities and provisions. Average capital 
employed is the sum of capital employed 
at the beginning and end of the fiscal year 
divided by two.

Total capital   
Total assets. Average total assets is the sum 
of total assets at the beginning and end of the 
fiscal year divided by two.

Profit margin   
Operating profit/loss plus finance income 
divided by sales.

SLE (Supported Liquid Extraction)
A product and method representing an 
efficient alternative to traditional LLE that has 
higher recovery rates and lends itself well to 
 automation. The extraction of a substance is 
performed by the sample first being absorbed 
onto a solid support and then eluted off using an 
organic solvent.

SPE (Solid Phase Extraction)
A method for separating substances according 
to how much they prefer a solid phase to a liquid 
phase. The same principle applies as for flash 
chromatography although on a smaller scale. 

Synthesis
Involves creating a new substance by combining 
(synthesizing) several different substances.

Work-up
A process that removes various substances  
that may have been added to speed up or  
create reactions.
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GROUP

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Amounts in SEK thousands Note 2016 2015

Net sales 2 667,912 610,534
Cost of sales 1,2,4,5 -282,098 -267,967
Gross profit 385,813 342,568

Distribution costs 1,2,4,5 -189,276 -169,447
Administrative expenses 1,2,3,4,5 -55,995 -52,159
Research & development expenses 1,2,4,5 -49,188 -49,528
Other operating income 6 8,038 3,363
Other operating expenses -278 -10
Total operating expenses -286,700 -267,781

Operating profit 99,114 74,787

Finance income 7 1,258 1,590
Finance costs 7 -7,971 -188
Net financial items -6,712 1,403

Profit before tax 92,401 76,190

Income tax 8 394 -2,935
Profit/loss for the year 92,796 73,255

Other comprehensive income
Items that may be reclassified to profit or loss for the year:
Exchange differences from translation of foreign subsidiaries 4,460 5,718
Cash flow hedges 218 70
Total other comprehensive income 4,678 5,788

Total comprehensive income for the year 97,474 79,043

Profit/loss for the year attributable to owners of the Parent 92,796 73,255
Total comprehensive income attributable to owners of the Parent 97,474 79,043
Average number of shares outstanding 64,714,447 64,714,447
Average number of shares outstanding after dilution 64,714,447 64,714,447
Ordinary shares outstanding at the reporting date 64,714,447 64,714,447
Earnings per share 1.43 SEK 1.13 SEK
Earnings per share after dilution 1.43 SEK 1.13 SEK
Total comprehensive income per share 1.51 SEK 1.22 SEK
Total comprehensive income per share after dilution 1.51 SEK 1.22 SEK

Quarterly Summary for 2015 and 2016    
2016 2015

Amounts in SEK thousands Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

Net sales 179,145 167,032 162,859 158,875 168,548 149,697 148,115 144,175
Cost of sales -73,272 -70,849 -69,769 -68,208 -74,241 -65,865 -63,665 -64,196
Gross profit 105,873 96,183 93,091 90,666 94,307 83,832 84,450 79,978
Gross margin 59.1% 57.6% 57.2% 57.1% 56.0% 56.0% 57.0% 55.5%

Operating expenses -81,791 -68,951 -68,865 -67,092 -74,153 -64,856 -66,746 -62,026
Operating profit 24,082 27,232 24,225 23,574 20,154 18,976 17,704 17,952
Net financial items -5 852 -1 963 761 343 -744 549 -346 1,944
Profit before tax 18,230 25,269 24,986 23,917 19,411 19,525 17,358 19,896
Tax -738 2,432 -256 -1,044 1,310 -1,252 -1,701 -1,292
Profit/loss for the period 17,492 27,701 24,730 22,872 20,721 18,273 15,658 18,604
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GROUP

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

Amounts in SEK thousands Note 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant & equipment 9 45,447 44,719
Goodwill 10 104,023 104,023
Other intangible assets 11 116,015 115,170
Investments in associates 12 18,645 –
Deferred tax asset 21 52,344 47,626
Other non-current receivables 13,17 2,743 692
Total non-current assets 339,217 312,228

Current assets
Inventories 14 88,906 97,182
Trade and other receivables 15,17 138,451 124,536
Cash & cash equivalents 17 128,622 134,885
Total current assets 355,980 356,604

Total assets 695,196 668,832

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Capital and reserves attributable to owners of the parent 16
Share capital 89,953 89,953
Reserves -83,938 -88,616
Retained earnings 557,223 545,320
Total equity 563,238 546,657

Non-current liabilities
Other financial liabilities 17,18,19 815 1,075
Deferred tax liabilities 21 1,759 1,948
Non-current provisions 20 1,663 1,468
Total non-current liabilities 4,237 4,491

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables 17,22 123,733 109,973
Other financial liabilities 17,18,19 – 3,423
Tax liabilities 1,085 2,317
Current provisions 20 2,903 1,970
Total current liabilities 127,721 117,684

Total equity and liabilities 695,196 668,832
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Amounts in SEK thousands Share capital
Other paid-in 

capital
Translation

reserve
Hedging 
reserve

Retained 
earnings

Total 
equity

Opening balance January 1, 2015 89,953 4,993 -94,404 – 515,607 516,150

Changes in equity in 2015
Profit/loss for the year – – – – 73,255 73,255
Other comprehensive income:
Cash flow hedges – – – 70 – 70
Exchange differences from translation of net 

investments in foreign subsidiaries – – 5,718 – – 5,718
Total comprehensive income – – 5,718 70 73,255 79,044

Transactions with owners of the parent
Dividend to shareholders of the parent – – – – -48,536 -48,536
Reclassification of completed option program – -4,993 – – 4,993 –
Closing balance December 31, 2015 89,953 – -88,687 70 545,320 546,657

Changes in equity in 2016
Profit/loss for the year – – – – 92,796 92,796
Other comprehensive income:
Cash flow hedges – – – 218 – 218
Exchange differences from translation of  

foreign subsidiaries – – 4,460 – – 4,460
Total comprehensive income  -    – 4,460 218 92,796 97,474

Transactions with owners of the parent
Dividend to shareholders of the parent – – – – -80,893 -80,893
Closing balance December 31, 2016 89,953 – -84,227 288 557,223 563,238

The 2016 AGM granted the Board a mandate to continue to allow the Company to buy back shares in the period up to the 2017 AGM, provided 
the Company’s holding of repurchased shares did not exceed ten percent of the number of registered shares. There were no holdings of own 
shares at the reporting date, December 31.

GROUP

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
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GROUP

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Amounts in SEK thousands Note 2016 2015

Operating activities
Profit before tax 92,401 76,190
Adjustments for non-cash items 42,649 45,921

135,051 122,111

Income tax paid -5,363 -1,638
Cash flow from operating activities 

before changes in working capital 129,688 120,473

Cash flow from changes in working capital:
Increase (-)/decrease (+) in inventories 9,955 11,196
Increase (-)/decrease (+) in current receivables -8,821 -23,298
Increase (+)/decrease (-) in other liabilities 8,250 11,708
Cash flow from operating activities 139,072 120,078

Investing activities
Acquisition of intangible assets 11 -34,322 -21,195
Acquisition of property, plant & equipment 9 -13,218 -10,834
Acquisition of financial assets 12,13 -20,620 -96
Sale of financial assets 435 261
Cash flow from investing activities -67,726 -31,865

Financing activities
Dividend to shareholders -80,893 -48,536
Repayment of borrowings -259 -6,698
Cash flow from financing activities -81,152 -55,234

Cash flow for the year -9,807 32,980

Cash & cash equivalents at beginning of year 134,885 100,045
Exchange differences 3,544 1,861
Cash & cash equivalents at end of year 128,622 134,885

Additional disclosures
Adjustments for non-cash items:
Depreciation and impairment 5 43,836 40,762
Other items -1,187 5,159
Total 42,649 45,921

Interest received 103 46
Interest paid -23 -93
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PARENT COMPANY

INCOME STATEMENT, PARENT

Amounts in SEK thousands Note 2016 2015

Net sales 2 2,287 2,720

Administrative expenses 1,2,3,4 -19,227 -17,034
Research & development expenses 2,5 -2,077 -2,470
Other operating income 6 0 274
Other operating expenses -86 -103
Operating expenses, net -21,389 -19,332

Operating profit -19,102 -16,612

Profit/loss from financial investments:
Interest income on receivables from group companies 145 138
Interest expense from liabilities to group companies -2,581 -1,293
Profit/loss from investments in group companies 2,793 45,063
Other interest and similar income 1 2
Interest and similar expense -2 –
Currency effects -2,576 -72
Group contributions received 85,500 39,127
Net financial items 7 83,281 82,966

Profit/loss after financial items 64,178 66,354

Income tax 8,21 1,574 760
Profit/loss for the year 65,753 67,114

Amounts in SEK thousands 2016 2015

Profit/loss for the year  65,753 67,114

Other comprehensive income
Items that may be reclassified to profit or loss for the year – –
Comprehensive income for the year 65,753 67,114

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME, PARENT
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PARENT COMPANY

BALANCE SHEET, PARENT

Amounts in SEK thousands Note 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
Patents and licenses 11 9,243 8,386

Financial assets
Investments in group companies 23 469,271 468,128
Receivables from group companies 25 12,599 11,241
Investments in associates 12 19,284 –
Deferred tax asset 21 39,846 38,271

540,999 517,640

Total non-current assets 550,242 526,026

Current assets
Current receivables
Receivables from group companies 25 72,419 59,945
Other receivables 15 386 584
Prepayments and accrued income 15 1,067 1,070

73,872 61,599

Cash and bank balances 1,392 813

Total current assets 75,264 62,412

Total assets 625,506 588,438

EQUITY, PROVISIONS AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Restricted equity
Share capital 89,953 89,953

Unrestricted equity 16
Fair value reserve – -66,055
Retained earnings 407,647 487,480
Profit/loss for the year 65,753 67,114

473,400 488,540

Total equity 563,353 578,493

Non-current liabilities
Other financial liabilities 18,19 – –

Current liabilities
Other financial liabilities 19 – 3,423
Trade payables 22 1,240 499
Liabilities to group companies 25 55,502 643
Other current liabilities 22 122 123
Accruals and deferred income 22 5,289 5,257

62,153 9,944

Total equity and liabilities 625,506 588,438
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Amounts in SEK thousands Share capital
Fair value 

reserve
Retained 
earnings

Total 
equity

Opening balance January 1, 2015 89,953 -66,055 536,016 559,915

Changes in equity in 2015
Profit/loss for the year – – 67,114 67,114
Total comprehensive income – – 67,114 67,114

Owner transactions:
Dividend to shareholders of the parent – – -48,536 -48,536
Closing balance December 31, 2015 89,953 -66,055 554,595 578,493

Changes in 2016
Profit/loss for the year – – 65,753 65,753
Other comprehensive income:
Reclassification of net investment 

in a foreign operation *) – 66,055 -66,055 –
Total comprehensive income – – -302 65,753

Owner transactions:
Dividend to shareholders of the parent – – -80,893 -80,893
Closing balance December 31, 2016 89,953 – 473,400 563,353

The 2016 AGM granted the Board a mandate to continue to allow the Company to buy back shares in the period up to the 2017 AGM, provided 
the Company’s holding of repurchased shares did not exceed ten percent of the number of registered shares. There were no holdings of own 
shares on the reporting date, December 31, 2016.

*) In accordance with RFR2 Accounting for Legal Entities, accumulated amounts in the fair value reserve have been transferred to  
retained earnings.

PARENT COMPANY

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY, PARENT
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PARENT COMPANY

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS, PARENT

Amounts in SEK thousands Note 2016 2015

Operating activities
Profit/loss after financial items 64,178 66,354
Adjustments for non-cash items -83,679 -38,266

-19,501 28,088

Income tax paid – –
Cash flow from operating activities 

before changes in working capital -19,501 28,088

Cash flow from changes in working capital:
Increase (-)/decrease (+) in other current receivables 72,610 44,231
Increase (+)/decrease (-) in other liabilities 54,890 -20,667
Cash flow from operating activities 107,999 51,652

Investing activities
Acquisition of intangible assets
Acquisition of subsidiaries -2,030 –
Acquisition of associates -19,284 –
Acquisition of intangible assets 11 -1,790 -950
Cash flow from investing activities -23,104 -950

Cash flow from financing activities
Change in other financial liabilities -3,423 -2,327
Dividend to shareholders of the parent -80,893 -48,536
Cash flow from financing activities -84,316 -50,863

Cash flow for the year 579 -161
Cash & cash equivalents at beginning of year 812 974
Cash & cash equivalents at end of year 1,391 812

Additional disclosures:
Adjustments for non-cash items:
Depreciation and impairment 5,23 1 821 788
Group contributions -85,500 -39,126
Other non-cash items – 73
Total -83,679 -38,266

Interest received 146 2,490
Interest paid -2,582 -1,292
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING AND MEASUREMENT
POLICIES FOR THE GROUP AND PARENT COMPANY
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1. Introductory information

The consolidated annual financial statements and the Parent Company’s 
annual financial statements for the fiscal year ending December 31, 
2016 were approved by the Board and CEO for publication on March 27, 
2017 and will be presented for adoption at the annual general meeting 
on April 27, 2017.

The consolidated financial statements include the Parent Company 
Biotage AB (the Company) and its subsidiaries, which together are 
referred to as the Group or Biotage. The Parent Company is a Swedish 
public limited liability company. The address of the registered office is 
Vimpelgatan 5, 751 03 Uppsala, and this is where the Group’s manage-
ment and central functions are located. The Company’s shares are listed 
on Nasdaq Stockholm. 

Biotage offers effective separation technology, from analysis to 
industrial scale, and high-quality solutions for analytical chemistry in 
everything from research to commercial analytical laboratories. Users of 
Biotage products include government agencies, academic institutions 
and the pharmaceutical and food industries. Biotage has about 325 
employees and reported net sales of SEK 668 million in 2016. The Group 
has offices in Sweden, the United States, the United Kingdom, China, 
Japan and South Korea.  

2. Basis of preparation

Statement of compliance with reporting standards
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accor-
dance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) issued 
by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), as adopted by 
the European Union, effective for periods beginning on or after January 
1, 2016. The Group also applies the Swedish Annual Accounts Act 
and the Swedish Financial Reporting Board’s recommendation RFR 1, 
Supplementary Accounting Rules for Groups. Differences between the 
Parent Company’s and the Group’s accounting policies are described in 
Section 8. The accounting policies have been applied consistently to all 
periods presented in the consolidated financial statements and to the 
financial statements of companies in the Biotage Group.

New and amended standards and interpretations applicable for 2016  
New and amended standards and interpretations from the IASB  
and IFRS have not had any material effect on the Group’s financial 
reports.

New and amended standards and interpretations not yet effective  
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments replaces IAS 39 Financial Instruments: 
 Recognition and Measurement. The standard has been issued in phases, 
with the version issued in July 2014 replacing all previous versions. 
 Application of IFRS 9 is mandatory for annual periods beginning on or after 
January 1, 2018. IFRS 9 contains new requirements for classification and 
measurement of financial instruments, derecognition and impairment, as 
well as general rules on hedge accounting.

IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers will replace IAS 18 
Revenue and IAS 11 Construction Contracts. The basic principle for revenue 
recognition under IFRS 15 is that an entity should recognize revenue in a 
manner that reflects the transfer of the promised goods or services to the 
customer, and at the amount to which the entity expects to be entitled 
in exchange for the goods or services. Revenue is recognized when the 
customer obtains control of the goods or service. IFRS 15 provides extensive 
guidance for specific areas and there are also a number of disclosure 
requirements. IFRS 15 is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 
January 1, 2018, with earlier application permitted. 

Under IFRS 16 Leases, all assets that Biotage holds under leases, 
including leases for premises, are recognized as assets and liabilities, with 
depreciation and interest charges recognized separately in the income 
statement. The standard will lead to higher amounts for assets and liabilities 
being recognized in the balance sheet than is currently the case. IFRS 15 
is effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019. The 
standard has not yet been adopted by the EU. 

Management will conduct a detailed analysis of the impact of IFRS 9, 15 
and 16 during 2017. However, it is management’s assessment that other 
new and amended standards and interpretations are not likely to have 
any material effect on the Group’s financial reports in the period of initial 
application.

 
Functional currency and presentation currency
The financial statements are reported in Swedish kronor (SEK), which is the 
Parent Company’s functional currency and the presentation currency for the 
Group’s financial reporting. Unless otherwise stated, amounts are reported 
in SEK thousands.

Basis of measurement
Assets, liabilities, contingent assets and contingent liabilities are measured 
at cost, apart from certain financial assets and liabilities, which are 
measured at fair value.

Use of accounting estimates
Preparation of financial statements in accordance with IFRS, Swedish 
 legislation and generally accepted accounting principles requires manage-
ment to make critical judgments, accounting estimates and assumptions 
which affect the application of the accounting policies. These accounting 
estimates take into account internal and external circumstances and the 
Group’s goals and strategic plans. If the actual outcome differs from these 
accounting estimates, this may have an effect on the Group’s future financial 
position and performance.

Accounting estimates and assessments are regularly reviewed. Changes 
in accounting estimates are recognized in the period of the change if the 
change only affects that period. Changes are recognized in the period of 
the change and future periods if the change affects both. Information about 
complex areas that require a high degree of estimation or where accounting 
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4. Segment reporting

Segment information is required to be presented using a management 
approach, and operating segments are identified on the basis of internal 
reporting to the chief operating decision-maker, which for Biotage is the 
Group’s CEO. In the internal reporting system used by the CEO to review 
operating results and make decisions about the allocation of resources, 
financial information is presented for the Group as a whole. Consequently, 
the Group consists of one operating segment, and for this reason Biotage 
does not report separate segment information.

5. Foreign currency translation

Functional currency and presentation currency
Items in the individual financial statements of each Group entity are 
presented in the currency used in the area in which the entity operates (its 
functional currency). The consolidated financial statements are presented in 
Swedish kronor, which is the Parent Company’s functional currency.

Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency 
using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of the transactions. 
Exchange gains and losses arising on settlement of these transactions, and 
on translation of foreign currency monetary assets and liabilities using the 
closing rate, are recognized in profit or loss.

Foreign currency receivables and liabilities are translated to Swedish 
 kronor at the closing rate. Unrealized exchange gains and losses on 
 operating receivables and liabilities are recognized in operating profit or 
loss, while unrealized exchange gains and losses on financial assets and 
liabilities are recognized in net financial items.

A monetary item receivable from or payable to a foreign operation, for 
which settlement is neither planned nor likely to occur in the foreseeable 
future, is a part of the Company’s net investment in that foreign operation. 
Exchange differences arising on the translation of such monetary items are 
recognized in other comprehensive income. 

Group companies
The results and financial position of Group companies (none of which has 
a functional currency that is the currency of a hyperinflationary economy) 
are translated into the Group’s presentation currency using the following 
procedures:

(i) assets and liabilities are translated at the closing rate;
(ii) income and expenses are translated at the average exchange rate 

for the reporting period. On consolidation, exchange differences arising 
from the translation of the net investment in foreign operations and the 
 translation of borrowings and other currency instruments designated as 
hedges of such investments are accounted for in other comprehensive 
income. When a foreign operation is disposed of, these exchange differences 
are recognized in the income statement as part of the gain or loss on sale.

Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on the acquisition of a foreign 
entity are treated as assets and liabilities of the acquiree.

6. Items in the consolidated statement of financial position

6.1 Intangible assets
Intangible assets are recognized at cost less accumulated amortization 
and impairment. The useful life of each intangible asset is determined 
and amortization is applied on a straight-line basis over the useful life. 
Intangible assets with an indefinite useful life are not amortized; instead, 
they are tested for impairment when the annual financial statements are 
prepared or when there is an indication of a decline in value. The useful life 
of goodwill is generally assumed to be indefinite. The useful life of acquired 
 technology-based assets is 3–10 years.

Capitalized development expenditure
Expenditure on development projects is recognized as an asset in the 
consolidated financial statements when it is probable that the projects will 

estimates are of key significance to the consolidated financial statements 
can be found in Section 10, Significant accounting estimates. 

Classification
Non-current assets, liabilities and provisions are essentially amounts that 
are expected to be recovered or paid more than 12 months after the reporting 
date. Current assets, liabilities and provisions are amounts expected to be 
recovered or settled within 12 months of the reporting date. Investments in 
financial instruments for managing temporary excess liquidity are classified 
as cash & cash equivalents if they have an original maturity of three months 
or less. Financial instruments with an original maturity of over three months 
are classified as other short-term investments.

3. Consolidation and business combinations

Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements comprise the Parent Company 
and its subsidiaries. The financial statements of companies included in 
the  consolidated financial statements relate to the same period and are 
prepared using the Group’s accounting policies. All intra-group balances, 
income, expenses, gains and losses arising from transactions between 
consolidated companies are eliminated in their entirety.

The results of operations of a subsidiary are included in the consolidated 
financial statements from the date of acquisition, which is the date on which 
the Parent Company obtains control, until the date on which control ceases. 
Control exists when the Parent Company is exposed, or has rights, to variable 
returns from its involvement with an investee and has the ability to affect 
those returns through its power over the investee. The Group’s structure is 
shown in note 21.

Business combinations
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared using the 
acquisition method. The purchase consideration consists of the fair value  
of assets acquired and liabilities incurred by Biotage to the former 
owners and the fair value of the shares issued by the Group. Contingent 
 consideration is a liability incurred by Biotage to former owners and is 
recognized at the acquisition-date fair value and included in the cost 
of acquisition. Subsequent changes in fair value are recognized in the 
income statement. The fair value of identifiable acquired assets, liabilities 
and contingent liabilities is determined at the acquisition date. Financial 
assets and financial liabilities (e.g., contingent consideration), which are 
subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss are initially rec-
ognized at fair value. Identifiable assets and liabilities also include assets, 
liabilities and provisions (including obligations and claims from external 
parties) which are not recognized in the balance sheet of the acquiree. 
For business combinations where the total of the purchase consideration 
transferred, any non-controlling interests, and the acquisition-date fair 
value of the  acquirer’s previous equity interest in the acquiree, exceeds 
the acquisition-date fair value of identifiable net assets, the difference is 
reported as goodwill in the statement of financial position. If on acquisition 
of a subsidiary the fair value of acquired assets, liabilities and contingent 
liabilities is higher than cost, the surplus is recognized immediately in the 
income statement. Acquisition costs are recognized in the income statement 
in the period in which they are incurred. 

Reporting of associates
Associates are partly-owned entities over which the Group has significant 
influence, being the power to participate in financial and operating  
policy, but not control. This normally corresponds to a shareholding of 
between 20 and 50 percent of the votes. Investments in associates are 
accounted for in the consolidated statements using the equity method. 
The equity method means that the carrying amount of shares in associates 
corresponds to the Group’s share of the associates’ equity and any goodwill 
and fair value adjustments recognized on the acquisition date. The share 
of associates’ profit and loss, adjusted for recognized fair value changes, 
is reported under other operating expenses in the consolidated income 
statement.
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generate future economic benefits. If a business combination gives the 
Group access to products, technological equipment or processes it did not 
previously have and utilization of these is expected to provide economic 
benefits for the Group, a value for these technology-based intangible assets 
may be reported in the consolidated statement of financial position.

The purpose of development projects is to develop new products and 
improve existing ones. Because development of products in the areas 
in which Biotage is active is a long process, it is not uncommon for a 
development project to span several fiscal years. Reporting and control of 
development expenses takes place through project reporting, which is part 
of the Group’s ERP system.

Development projects are classified as Product Care, Pre-Study or 
Product Development. Expenditure associated with Product Care projects 
is  recognized immediately as an expense. Pre-Study projects in the 
research phase are recognized immediately as an expense. When a project 
moves from the research phase to the development phase, and it can 
be  demonstrated how the intangible asset will generate probable future 
economic benefits, and it meets the criteria in IAS 38 for capitalization of 
internally-generated  intangible assets, it is reclassified as Product Develop-
ment. The development phase is aimed at producing new technology or a 
new product and ends when the technology is placed in service or the new 
product is launched in the Group’s sales markets. 

The amortization period for capitalized development costs begins  
when the fully developed asset is available for use in the manner intended. 
In many cases, this is when the new product is launched. Amortization is on 
a straight-line basis over a period of time and is based on an assessment 
of the product’s estimated useful life. The Company’s capitalized devel-
opment costs can be divided into systems, consumables and software. 
The  estimated useful life for systems and consumables is 7 years, and for 
software 3 years. Useful life expectations are based on the Company’s 
experience of the lifespans of its products and on its innovation cycles, i.e., 
the intervals at which Biotage could be expected to launch new products  
to replace, or partly replace, previous ones. These useful life assumptions 
are reviewed regularly during impairment testing, which is conducted on  
an individual level annually or more frequently if there is an indication  
of impairment.

Market and customer-related intangible assets
Patent and license rights and trademarks are recognized at cost less 
 accumulated amortization. The amortization period for patents is normally 
10 years, but never longer than the patent term. Amortization begins when 
the first national patent is granted. The patent portfolio is also evaluated 
annually to identify any need for additional amortization. License rights are 
amortized over their duration. Brands have an indefinite useful life.

Goodwill
Goodwill is recognized as an intangible asset at cost less accumulated 
impairment in the balance sheet. For business combinations where the total 
of the purchase consideration transferred, any non-controlling interests, 
and the acquisition-date fair value of the acquirer’s previous equity interest 
in the acquiree, exceeds the acquisition-date fair value of identifiable 
net assets, the difference is reported as goodwill. Goodwill is tested for 
impairment annually or more frequently if there are indications of a decline 
in value. The carrying amount of goodwill is compared with its recoverable 
amount, which is the higher of value in use and fair value less costs to sell. 
Any impairment is recognized as an expense in the income statement.

For impairment testing, goodwill is allocated to the smallest cash- 
generating unit in the Company in which the goodwill in question is 
 monitored during internal control. See also Section 10, Significant 
 accounting estimates, on page 50, which describes the estimates and 
assumptions made during impairment testing.

 
Software licenses
Acquired software licenses are capitalized on the basis of the expenditure 
incurred when the software itself is acquired and placed in service. 
Amortization is applied over the useful life, which is 3 to 7 years, depending 
on the contractual terms.

6.2 Property, plant & equipment
Items of property, plant & equipment are recognized at cost less 
 accumulated depreciation and impairment losses. These assets include 
factories, offices, testing instruments, production tools, computers and 
peripherals and office and warehouse equipment. The cost of property, plant 
& equipment comprises the purchase price and any costs directly attribut-
able to bringing the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be 
capable of operating in the manner intended. The cost of an item of property, 
plant & equipment is recognized as an asset on initial measurement, as is 
the cost of major spare parts if it is probable that future economic benefits 
associated with the asset will flow to the Group. Other costs are recognized 
as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.

Depreciation is applied on a straight-line basis over the asset’s 
estimated useful life. Parts of an item of property, plant and equipment 
which constitute a large proportion of the asset’s total cost and which have 
different useful lives are treated as separate components of property, plant & 
equipment and are subject to separate depreciation.

The following useful lives apply:
Land         No depreciation
Site improvements       10–20 years
Buildings       30–40 years
Production tools     3–7 years
Improvement of 3rd-party property     2–10 years  
Computers 3–4 years
Other property, plant & equipment  3–5 years

The gain or loss arising from the disposal of an item of property, plant 
& equipment is the difference between the selling price and the asset’s 
carrying amount, and is reported under other operating income or other 
operating expenses.

6.3 Financial assets
Financial assets are accounted for in accordance with the description in 
section 6.6 Financial instruments.

6.4 Leased assets
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the 
risks and rewards incidental to ownership. Otherwise, it is classified as 
an operating lease. The Group recognizes finance leases as assets and a 
corresponding liability is recognized on initial recognition. An asset leased 
under a finance lease is subject to depreciation over its estimated useful 
life, while minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance 
charge and the reduction of the outstanding liability. Leased assets held 
under operating leases are not recognized in the balance sheet. The lease 
payments are recognized in the income statement on a straight-line basis 
over the lease term.

In financial and cost terms, Biotage has a small proportion of leases, 
which are mainly rental agreements for premises. All the Group’s leases and 
rental agreements are classified as operating leases.

6.5 Inventories
Inventories are measured using the ”lower value” principle, i.e., the lower of 
cost and net realizable value. Cost is measured using the FIFO method. The 
cost of finished goods and work in progress consists of design costs, raw 
materials, direct labor, other direct costs and related indirect manufacturing 
costs. Borrowing costs are not included in cost. The net realizable value is 
the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less costs of 
completion and costs necessary to make the sale.     

6.6 Financial instruments 
Financial instruments reported in the statement of financial position include 
securities, other financial receivables, trade and other receivables, cash & 
cash equivalents, trade payables, loans, other liabilities and derivatives.
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Recognition in the statement of financial position
Financial assets are recognized in the statement of financial position when 
the Group becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. 
Trade receivables are recognized when an invoice has been sent. A liability is 
recognized when the counterparty has performed and there is a contractual 
obligation to pay.

A financial asset or part of a financial asset is derecognized when the 
rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired or have been 
transferred or the Group no longer has control of it. Financial liabilities 
are derecognized when the contractual obligation has been discharged or 
extinguished in some other way. 

At each reporting date, the Company assesses whether there is objective 
evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired as a 
result of an event. Typical events include a significantly weakened financial 
position for the other party or non-payment of past due amounts.

A financial asset and a financial liability may be offset and the net amount 
presented in the statement of financial position when, and only when, the 
Company has a legally enforceable right to set off the recognized amounts, 
and the Company intends either to settle on a net basis, or to realize the 
asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

Measurement and classification
On initial recognition, a financial instrument is classified according to the 
purpose for which it was acquired. The definitions of the different categories 
are such that a financial instrument may be classified in more than one 
category. Financial assets and financial liabilities which are not subse-
quently measured at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognized 
at fair value, plus or minus transaction costs. Financial assets and financial 
liabilities which are subsequently measured at fair value through profit 
or loss are initially recognized at fair value. Financial instruments are 
subsequently measured at amortized cost or fair value, depending on their 
initial classification in accordance with IAS 39. IAS 39 classifies financial 
instruments in the following categories:

1. Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
 This category comprises three types of items:
a) Financial assets and liabilities held for trading. These are items that are 

held for the main purpose of short-term profit-taking.
b) Derivatives that are not effective hedging instruments.
c) Designated – other financial assets or liabilities the Company has chosen 

to report in this category.

2. Held-to-maturity investments
 Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with 

fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturity which an entity has the 
positive intention and ability to hold to maturity.

3. Loans and receivables
 Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or 

determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market. This cat-
egory includes trade receivables, other receivables and other non-current 
receivables. 

4. Available-for-sale financial assets
 Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivatives that are either 

designated in this category or not classified in any of the other categories. 

5. Other liabilities
 Financial liabilities that are not measured at fair value through profit or 

loss are classified as other liabilities.

After the date of acquisition, financial instruments classified as Financial 
assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss and Available-for-sale 
financial assets are measured at fair value. Financial instruments in the 
categories Held-to-maturity investments, Loans and receivables and Other 
liabilities are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective 
interest method. 

Amortized cost is the amount at which an asset or liability is measured at 
initial recognition minus principal repayments, plus or minus the cumulative 
amortization using the effective interest method of any difference between 
the initial amount and the maturity amount, and minus any reduction for 
impairment or uncollectibility. The effective interest rate is the rate that 
discounts all estimated future cash payments or receipts through the 
expected life of the financial instrument to the initially recognized carrying 
amount of the financial asset or liability.

For a description and definition of fair value measurement, see note 16. 

Derivatives and hedge accounting
Derivatives are recognized on the contract date and are subsequently mea-
sured at fair value. Under the Company’s financial policy, derivative financial 
instruments may only be held for hedging purposes. In its hedge accounting, 
the Group uses cash flow hedges and fair value hedges. The Company’s 
derivatives consist of forward contracts which are used to hedge currency 
risk associated with external and internal flows of products and services. 
In accordance with IAS 39, the portion of the gain or loss on a derivative 
designated as a cash flow hedge that is determined to be an effective hedge 
is recognized in other comprehensive income, and the accumulated changes 
in fair value are recognized in the hedging reserve in equity. Any gain or loss 
on the ineffective portion of the hedge is recognized immediately in profit 
or loss. Amounts in the hedging reserve are recycled into profit or loss in the 
same period in which the hedged item affects profit or loss. Biotage hedges 
currency risk in accordance with the Board’s established financial policies. 
Currency hedging is based on the expected difference between the cash flow 
in Swedish krona and other currencies. 

Other information about financial instruments
Trade receivables
Trade receivables are classified as Loans and receivables. Trade receivables 
are reported net of provision for doubtful debts. As trade receivables are of 
short duration, they are measured at nominal amounts without  discounting, 
using the amortized cost method. A provision for doubtful debts is 
 recognized when there are objective grounds for assuming that the Group 
will not receive all amounts due under the original terms and conditions. The 
size of the provision is the difference between the asset’s carrying amount 
and the value of estimated future cash flows. The provision amount is 
recognized in the income statement.

Non-current securities and other financial assets
Non-current receivables are classified as Loans and receivables. An 
impairment loss is recognized for a financial asset when there is objective 
evidence that the asset’s cash flows are affected by events occurring after its 
initial recognition.  

Trade payables
Trade payables are classified as Other liabilities. As trade payables are of 
short duration, they are measured at nominal amounts without discounting, 
using the amortized cost method.

Loans
Amounts due to credit institutions, bank overdrafts and other liabilities 
are categorized as Other liabilities and measured at amortized cost. Any 
transaction costs are distributed over the term of the loan using the effective 
interest method. Non-current liabilities are due for settlement more than 12 
months after the reporting date, while current liabilities are due within 12 
months of the reporting date.

6.7 Taxes
Income tax consists of current tax and deferred tax. Taxes are recognized in 
the income statement except when the underlying transaction is recognized 
in OCI or directly in equity, in which case the related tax effect is also 
recognized in OCI or equity.

A current tax liability or asset is the amount of income taxes payable or 
recoverable in respect of the taxable profit or loss for the current year and 
prior years.
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A deferred tax liability or asset is recognized for temporary  differences 
between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities and their 
 corresponding tax bases or the carryforward of unused tax losses and 
credits. Biotage does not recognize deferred tax liabilities or assets for 
temporary differences arising from non-deductible goodwill or the initial 
recognition of an asset or liability which does not affect accounting profit or 
taxable profit or loss.

Deferred tax assets are only recognized to the extent that it is probable 
that taxable profit will be available against which they can be utilized. 
Deferred tax assets are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable 
that the deferred tax asset can be utilized. Deferred tax is measured using 
national tax rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the 
reporting date in the countries where the Group has legal entities with tax 
losses that can be utilized.

6.8  Provisions
Provisions for restructuring are recognized when the Group has a present 
obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, and it is probable 
that an outflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation, and 
a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. The 
Company’s restructuring provisions include the cost of lease cancellation 
and termination benefits to employees. Provisions are not recognized for 
future operating losses. 

Provisions for warranties for products sold during the year are based on 
the warranty terms & conditions and historical warranty costs and quality 
rates. Provisions are classified as non-current and current items. Non-current 
obligations will not require an outflow of resources during the next 12 
months. All other obligations are classified as current.

6.9 Share capital
All issued shares are ordinary shares, which are classified as equity. 
Transaction costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares or options 
are recognized in equity, net of tax, as a deduction from the issue proceeds.

7. Items in the consolidated income statement

7.1 Revenue recognition
Revenue is the fair value of the consideration received or receivable from 
goods sold or services rendered in the course of the Group’s ordinary 
activities, excluding VAT and discounts, and after elimination of intra-group 
sales.

Sale of goods
The Group develops and sells systems, re-agents, accessories, spare parts 
and services on a global basis directly to end users through its subsidiaries, 
and through distributors. Revenue from the sale of goods is recognized 
when the amount of revenue can be measured reliably, the significant risks 
and rewards of ownership of the goods have been transferred to the buyer 
and the customer has confirmed acceptance of the goods, which normally 
happens on delivery. 

Rendering of services
Revenue associated with a transaction involving the rendering of services is 
recognized by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction at the 
end of the reporting period. Biotage sales of services include servicing of 
systems and customer-specific development projects. 

Interest income
Interest income is distributed over the term of the interest-bearing 
 investment using the effective interest method.

7.2 Cost of sales
Cost of sales comprises payment of sub-contractors when the Company 
uses other manufacturers, raw materials for production, salaries and other 
personnel expenses for production staff, costs of premises, packing and 
freight costs, depreciation of production facilities and other facilities used in 
production and a share of common costs.

7.3 Employee benefits
Retirement benefit obligations
The Group’s pension plans are funded by contributions to insurance policies. 
They are all defined-contribution plans. Defined-contribution plans are 
plans under which companies pay fixed contributions into a separate entity 
(a fund). Under defined-contribution pension plans, the Group’s legal or 
 constructive obligation is limited to the amount that it agrees to contribute to 
the fund. It has no legal or constructive obligation to pay further contribu-
tions if the fund does not hold sufficient assets to pay all employee benefits 
relating to employee service in the current and prior periods. The expenses 
are charged to the Group’s income as the benefits are earned, which 
normally coincides with the date on which the premium is paid.

Termination benefits
Termination benefits are paid when employment is terminated before the 
normal retirement age or when an employee accepts voluntary layoff in return 
for termination benefits. Termination benefits are recognized when the 
Company is committed to terminating the employment of employees before 
the normal retirement date or providing termination benefits as a result of 
an offer made to encourage voluntary layoff. The Company is committed to a 
termination when it has a detailed formal plan for the termination.

Variable pay
The Group has a bonus program for employees in positions where their 
performance has a measurable effect on the Group’s earnings. Estimated 
expenses for variable pay are recognized on an ongoing basis and provision 
is made for these expenses in the consolidated statement of financial 
position. Variable pay for key management personnel is described on  
pages 51-54. 

Short-term employee benefits
For short-term employee benefits (such as wages, paid vacation and sick 
leave) and pensions, the amount of the benefits expected to be paid in 
respect of service rendered by employees in a period is recognized in  
that period.

7.4 Impairment
An impairment loss is the amount by which the carrying amount of an asset 
exceeds its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognized in 
income. The carrying amounts of the Company’s assets are assessed at each 
reporting date to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. 
If there is such an indication, the asset’s recoverable amount is measured. 
The recoverable amount is the higher of the asset’s value in use and net 
realizable value. 

When measuring value in use, cash flows are discounted using a pre-tax 
discount rate that reflects the risk-free rate of interest and the risks specific 
to the asset. In the case of assets which do not generate cash flows that are 
independent of the cash flows from other assets, the recoverable amount is 
calculated for the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs. 

If an impairment loss recognized in prior periods no longer exists, as the 
recoverable amount of the asset exceeds its carrying amount, the impair-
ment loss is reversed. Reversed impairment losses are recognized in the 
income statement. Testing of previous impairment losses is conducted on an 
individual basis. Goodwill impairment is not reversed.

7.5 Other operating income and expenses
Other operating income and other operating expenses include one-time 
payments, exchange gains/losses on operating receivables and liabilities 
and gains/losses on the sale or disposal of non-current assets.

8. The Parent Company’s accounting policies

The Parent Company applies the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and the 
Swedish Financial Reporting Board’s recommendation RFR 2 Accounting for 
Legal Entities. Consequently, the Parent Company applies IFRS as adopted 
by the EU to the extent that such application does not conflict with the 
Swedish Annual Accounts Act and Pension Obligations Vesting Act. The 
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Parent Company’s application of accounting policies also takes into account 
the relationship between tax expense and accounting profit. 

Amended accounting policies for the Parent Company
The amendments to RFR 2 Accounting for Legal Entities that came into effect 
in 2016 have not had any material effect on the Parent Company’s financial 
reporting. Accumulated items in the fair value reserve (SEK -66 million) 
have been transferred to retained earnings as a result of changed rules 
on accounting for the hedge of a net investment in a legal entity. This has 
not had any effect on the Parent Company’s results for 2016, as the Parent 
Company has discontinued hedge accounting. A new rule has also been 
introduced requiring capitalized expenses for the year to be transferred to a 
restricted reserve in equity at the end of the year. However, the Parent  
Company’s capitalized expenses are normally minimal, and were zero in 2016.

The differences between the Parent Company’s and the Group’s 
 accounting policies are described below.

8.1 Classification and presentation
The Parent Company’s income statement and balance sheet are presented 
in accordance with the format described in the Annual Accounts Act. The 
main difference from IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements, which is 
applied when preparing the consolidated financial statements, concerns the 
reporting of finance income, finance costs, non-current assets and equity, 
and the presentation of provisions as a separate item. The Parent Company 
also presents a statement of comprehensive income, which is separate from 
the income statement. 

8.2 Investments in Group companies
Investments in subsidiaries are recognized at cost in the Parent Company’s 
financial statements. Acquisition-related costs for subsidiaries, which are 
recognized as an expense in the consolidated financial statements, are 
included as part of the cost of investments in subsidiaries.

8.3 Investments in associates
Investments in associates are recognized at cost in the Parent Company’s 
financial statements. Any future dividend from an associate will be reported 
on a separate line under financial items.

8.4 Financial instruments
The Parent Company does not apply IAS 39 Financial Instruments:  Recognition 
and Measurement. The Parent Company measures financial instruments on 
the basis of cost, as described in the Annual Accounts Act. Current assets are 
measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value in the final accounts. 
Derivatives classified as non-current assets are also measured at the lower 
of cost and net realizable value. Non-derivative non-current receivables 
and liabilities are measured at amortized cost. At each reporting date, the 
Company assesses whether there is any indication that a financial asset is 
impaired, and if this is the case, the impairment amount is calculated. For 
financial assets measured at amortized cost, impairment is calculated as the 
difference between the carrying amount and the present value of future cash 
flows. For assets not measured at amortized cost, impairment is calculated 
as the difference between the carrying amount and the higher of fair value 
less costs to sell and the present value of future cash flows.

8.5 Shareholder and Group contributions
Group contributions the Parent receives from a subsidiary are accounted for 
using the same principles as ordinary dividends from subsidiaries and are 
reported under finance income. Group contributions made by the Parent to 
subsidiaries are reported as an increase in investments in Group companies. 
Shareholder contributions are recognized directly in the recipient’s equity 
and are reported in the issuer’s shares and interests, to the extent that 
impairment is not required.

8.6  Untaxed reserves
Changes in untaxed reserves are recognized as an appropriation in the 
income statement. The accumulated value of the provisions is reported 
under untaxed reserves in the balance sheet. Tax depreciation allowances 

are calculated in accordance with current tax legislation. Tax depreciation 
allowances are regarded as accelerated depreciation, which is reported as 
an untaxed reserve.

9. Financial risks and the Group’s risk management

9.1 Financial risks in the Biotage Group
In addition to the business risks that Biotage faces in the course of its 
operations, there are also different types of financial risks, which include 
currency risk, interest rate risk, credit risk and refinancing risk. Credit 
risk associated with customer relationships is managed within a defined 
framework and is decentralized by means of local credit ratings. Other risks 
are managed centrally. Under the Group’s financial policy, financial risks 
shall be minimized, taking into account reasonable hedging expenses, and 
access to liquidity shall be maintained.  

Currency risk
A significant proportion of the Group’s sales are conducted in USD, EUR, 
GBP and JPY. The proportion of sales in SEK is relatively small. Operating 
expenses and financial instruments are also related to these currencies, 
although the Swedish krona is dominant. The Group’s legal entities have 
intra-group balances. Translation of these balances to SEK may have a 
significant effect on the Group’s financial position and results. As the 
Group’s functional currency is SEK, movements of the Swedish krona against 
other transaction currencies will have an effect on the Group’s results and 
financial position. A 10 percent change in the USD/SEK exchange rate would 
affect income and equity by SEK 12,101 (8,138) thousand. The corresponding 
effect of a 10 percent change in the EUR/SEK rate would be SEK -2,735 
(2,685). thousand. Hedging instruments were used only to a limited extent in 
2016. The main exposures are trade receivables in EUR, USD and GBP, which 
amount to SEK 94,231 thousand. A change of 10 percent in the Swedish 
krona would have an effect of SEK 9,423 thousand on the income statement. 
Other financial instruments are essentially in SEK. 

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the value of financial instruments will 
 fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates. The Group’s financial 
assets are not particularly exposed to these changes as the holdings 
are of short duration. The Group’s interest risk is essentially the risk that 
its  refinancing will be more expensive if general interest rates rise and 
vice versa. However, Biotage has only a small amount of interest-bearing 
liabilities, and the associated interest-rate risk is therefore low. A change 
of 1 percentage point in the Group’s interest rate on interest-bearing assets 
would affect income and equity by SEK 1,286 (1,349) thousand.

Credit risk
Credit risk can be divided into financial and operational. Operational credit 
risk is the risk of customers being unable to pay for delivered goods. The 
majority of customers are large companies and scientific institutions with 
operations which are normally state-financed. Based on historical facts, it is 
management’s assessment that Biotage has a low credit risk, as losses have 
historically corresponded to less than 0.5 percent of sales. The Group’s 10 
largest customers accounted for 13 percent of trade receivables on December 
31, 2016. No single customer accounts for more than 5 percent of the Group’s 
total sales.

The Group’s financial credit risk is counterparty risk in bank deposits, trade 
receivables, derivatives and financial investments. The financial policy sets 
limits for each counterparty, and only Swedish banks with low credit risk and 
high ratings in the long-term assessments of the rating agencies  Standard & 
Poor’s and Moody’s may be used for investments and derivatives. 

Total credit exposure was SEK 248 (243) million at the reporting date and 
consisted primarily of cash and cash equivalents of SEK 129 (135) million and 
trade receivables of SEK 118 (107) million. 

Liquidity and refinancing risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will encounter difficulty in accessing 
funds to discharge its financial obligations. The statements of cash flow 
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for 2015 and 2016 show sufficiently positive cash flows from operations to 
allow the Group to fully discharge its current obligations. In addition, Biotage 
has cash & cash equivalents that are considerably higher than current and 
non-current liabilities. In a long-term perspective, the Group’s liquidity and 
financing risk is the risk that it may become dependent on credit facilities 
or capital contributions for its expansion. This risk is managed by means of 
liquidity planning and liquidity monitoring and by ensuring good relations 
are maintained with lending institutions and major shareholders. SEK 
91.0 million of the Group’s financial liabilities of SEK 92.1 (84.8) million on 
December 31, 2016 is due within 12 months. The other SEK 1.1 million is due 
for settlement in 2023. There is no significant difference between the liability 
on December 31, 2016 and the actual payment including interest, i.e., 
undiscounted cash flows.

 
9.2 The Group’s risk management
To deal with the effects of the financial risks associated with Biotage 
operations and financial management, the Board has established a financial 
policy for the Group. This policy is designed to facilitate the Group’s financial 
work and alleviate the economic consequences of financial risks. Work must 
be performed carefully and professionally. Implemented measures must be 
documented and reported to the appropriate company body. 

The policy contains a division of responsibilities, duties and authority 
between the Company’s Board, CEO, CFO and Accounting Manager. 
Administrative procedures have also been established on the basis that 
those who conduct transactions should be separate from those responsible 
for control, accounting and reporting of transactions. Systematic reporting 
documentation for financial transactions must be submitted to the 
 accounting manager for checking against the documents received by the 
transaction counterparty.

The strategy is for the central finance function at head office to manage 
currency risk for the entire Group. Because the Group engages in operations, 
production and sales in a number of countries, it has a certain income 
statement exposure as a result of its income and expenses being in different 
currencies. This exposure may be affected by factors such as choice of 

currency for sales and purchases. Similarly, the Group’s assets, liabilities 
and equity in its wholly-owned subsidiaries, and receivables from/liabilities 
to external customers and suppliers in different currencies result in balance 
sheet exposure and currency risk. This exposure is largely managed by 
choice of currency for sales and purchases, loans and foreign currency 
investments.

Biotage aims to minimize the currency risk which arises in commercial 
cash flows. Biotage will never engage in speculative position-taking to 
exploit exchange rate volatility by entering into transactions for which there 
is no underlying commercial cash flow or imbalance. Credit risk associated 
with trade receivables must be monitored on an ongoing basis. 

Available liquidity must be managed by the CFO or a person designated 
by the CFO. The necessary credit facilities for business financing must be 
in place in the Swedish companies and the foreign companies as far as 
possible. For foreign companies, the purpose of operating loans is to reduce 
currency exposure, cover working capital requirements, offset liquidity 
fluctuations and avoid unnecessary excess liquidity.

Effects of financial instruments on the Group’s results and financial position
The Group’s financial instruments, as reported in the consolidated statement 
of comprehensive income or additional information, are essentially based on 
transactions associated with the Group’s business operations. Biotage does 
not engage in active trading or conduct transactions in financial instruments 
other than for the development, production and sale of the Company’s 
products and services. The main financial instruments are trade receivables, 
other operating receivables, shares, trade payables and other operating 
liabilities. Exchange rate movements may have a material impact on the 
Group’s results and financial position, and this has previously been the case.

9.3 Capital management
Biotage defines capital as equity. The Group’s capital management objective 
is to safeguard its ability to conduct operations and generate reasonable 
returns for shareholders and value for other stakeholders. The Group 
monitors its capital structure on the basis of the equity/assets ratio, which 

Net sales
The Group’s most significant revenue currencies are USD and EUR.

Net sales by currency
           2016            2015

 Currency thousands SEK thousands Distribution % Currency thousands SEK thousands Distribution %

EUR 12,944 122,589 18 12,527 117,203 19
USD 41,377 354,238 53 39,548 333,586 55
GBP 4,895 56,618 8 4,434 57,184 9
JPY 1,097,303 86,687 13 1,047,512 73,012 12
CNY 16,673 21,473 3 4,594 6,167 1
KRW 263,538 1,950 0 – – –
SEK 24,357 24,357 4 22,988 22,988 4
NOK – – – 378 395 0
Total SEK thousands 667,912 100 610,534 100

Net assets
In the Group’s net assets there is a predominance of assets in Swedish kronor.

Net assets by foreign currency, December 31
2016 2015

 Currency thousands SEK thousands Distribution % Currency thousands SEK thousands Distribution %
EUR  -2,859 -27,348 -5  -2,940 -26,853 -5
USD 13,303 121,014 21 9,743 81,376 16
GBP 3,952 44,175 8 3,961 49,037 10
JPY  -68 -5 0  -28,580 -1,981 0
CNY  -8,725 -11,422 -2  -6,129 -7,887 -2
KRW 191,196 1,453 0 – – –
SEK 435,371 435,371 77 420,235 420,235 82
Total SEK thousands 563,238 100 513,927 100
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is calculated as equity divided by total assets. At the end of the year, the 
equity/assets ratio was 81 (82) percent for the Group and 90 (98) percent for 
the Parent Company. 

10. Significant accounting estimates

When preparing the consolidated and Parent Company’s financial 
statements, the Board and CEO make a number of judgments and estimates 
that may affect the reported financial position and results.

Estimation uncertainty
Accounting estimates and assessments are evaluated regularly. They are 
largely based on historical experience and expectations about future events 
which are considered reasonable in the present circumstances. Certain 
accounting estimates and assumptions are of particular significance when 
measuring assets and liabilities in the balance sheet. Goodwill is the 
balance sheet item with the greatest risk of value changes as a result of 
adjusted assumptions or estimates. The most significant judgments used 
in the measurement of assets and liabilities are based on assumptions 
regarding the future scope for marketing the Group’s products and services 
in volumes and at prices that allow a reasonable economic return. Scope 
for marketing is highly dependent on the Group’s access to technical 
expertise for the production of new and improved products and on the 
level of customer investment in new product development, knowledge and 
methods in the scientific areas in which the Group’s products are used. The 
estimated success of the Group’s objective to broaden its products’ areas 
of application also affects overall estimates of sales figures and financial 
results for Biotage. 

Impairment testing of goodwill and other assets  
Goodwill is tested for impairment annually when the annual financial 
statements are prepared, or as soon as impairment is indicated by changes. 
Goodwill testing involves calculating the recoverable amount of the 
cash-generating unit to which the carrying amount of goodwill is allocated, 
which for Biotage is the Group as a whole, as it consists of one single 
operating segment. The forecasts of the Group’s expected cash flows used 
in the calculations (discounted cash flow) are determined by members of 
Biotage management, who base their judgment on past experience and the 
Company’s own expectations about the future. During impairment testing, 
management makes a number of other assumptions when applying the 
discounted cash flow model and these may have a significant effect on the 
measurement result. See also note 10 for a description of key assumptions. 
However, sensitivity analyses show that the outcome of the testing would 
not change if the growth rate were reduced by 50 percent or the discount 
rate were increased by 20 percent compared with the assumptions made. 
An impairment loss is recognized in the income statement if the carrying 
amount exceeds the recoverable amount. At the end of the year, the Group’s 
goodwill was SEK 104 (104) million. See also note 10. 

Capitalized development expenditure
Development costs are capitalized when a project enters the Product 
Development phase and meets the recognition criteria set out in IAS 38. 
Under the standard, an intangible asset qualifies for recognition if it is 
probable that the future economic benefits attributable to the asset will flow 
to the Company and the cost of the asset can be measured reliably. 

In accordance with IAS 38, Biotage capitalizes its development on the 
basis of a measurement of each project’s expected contribution to the 
Group’s sales revenue and cash flows. Projects are measured at cost. An item 
is derecognized in the statement of financial position when the product is no 
longer marketed or the technology is no longer used by Biotage, or when it is 
only expected to generate sales revenue on a limited scale. 

Preparation of the consolidated financial statements involves reviewing 
the carrying amounts of products and projects in progress in the statement 
of financial position. As this is based on an assessment of the product’s 
or the technology’s expected demand, use and price, it is subject to some 
uncertainty. Impairment losses may also arise from rapid technological 
development and improved products from competitors. At the end of the 

year, the Group’s capitalized development expenditure was SEK 91 (86) 
million. See also note 11.

Biotage reports amortization and impairment of capitalized development 
costs under the item research & development expenses. Another possible 
income statement presentation would have been to report all or parts of 
the abovementioned amortization charge under cost of sales. Had the 
Company reported the year’s full amortization charges and impairment for 
these assets in this way, cost of sales would have increased and research & 
development expenses would have decreased by SEK 27 (21) million. This 
would not therefore have had any effect on operating profit. Capitalization  
of development costs has reduced research & development expenses by  
SEK 32 (19) million.

Deferred tax asset
Biotage recognizes tax loss carryforwards on the basis of how they are 
expected to be utilized against future profit and the extent to which the 
 Company can demonstrate that it is probable that such profit will be 
available in future periods before the unused tax losses expire. Tax loss 
carryforwards are mainly associated with the Swedish and US companies. 

When determining the value of tax losses carried forward, an assessment 
is made of the coming year’s tax credits and the countries in which they 
are expected to occur. Biotage bases this on management’s assessments 
of each company’s development and results in future years. Should the 
Group be unable to realize its plans, an impairment loss would have to be 
recognized for this item. Similarly, the value of tax losses can be affected by 
changes in legislation regarding their utilization and changes in tax rates. 
Based on a new assessment at the end of the year, recognized deferred 
tax assets arising from unused tax losses amounted to SEK 52 (48) million, 
corresponding to a tax effect of SEK 223 (192) million in historical tax losses. 
A deferred tax asset has not been recognized for other remaining tax losses, 
as Biotage has been unable to affirm the probability that taxable profit 
corresponding to an unrecognized tax asset of SEK 107 (141) million will be 
generated for the remaining historical tax losses of SEK 458 (565) million. 
See also note 21.

Patent dispute in the United States
Scientific Plastic Products, Inc. (“SPP”) has filed suit against Biotage for 
alleged patent infringement in the United States concerning U.S. patents 
8,066,875 B2 and 8,070,957. The court has stayed the lawsuits pending the 
outcome of a re-examination of the patents’ validity by the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office. The re-examination procedure continues. 

It is the Company’s assessment that Biotage has a strong position in this 
case and that the opposing party does not have valid grounds for alleging 
patent infringement. In view of this assessment, a provision has not been 
recognized for the dispute.
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NOTE 1   AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, SALARIES, EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS

Group Parent Company

2016 2015 2016 2015

Board and senior executives 
A presentation of Board members and senior executives 

can be found on pages 74-75. 
Board
Female 1 1 1 1
Male 5 5 5 5
Total 6 6 6 6

Group Management
Female 1 1 – –
Male 2 2 1 1
Total 3 3 1 1

Average number of employees
Female 100 91 – –
Male 208 202 1 1
Total 308 293 1 1

Salaries and benefits
Board and CEO 4,785 6,077 4,785 5,577
Other senior executives, 2 individuals 3,717 3,598 – –
Other employees 174,274 158,990 – –
Total salaries and benefits 182,776 168,665 4,785 5,577

Contractual and statutory social security contributions
Board and CEO 1,760 1,718 1,760 1,561
Other senior executives 1,357 1,321 – –
Other employees 29,044 28,917 – –
Total contractual and statutory social security contributions 32,161 31,957 1,760 1,561

Pension expenses *)
Board and CEO 911 927 911 927
Other senior executives 781 787 – –
Other employees 10,213 9,533 – –
Total pension expenses 11,905 11,247 911 927

Total salaries, social security contributions and 
pension expenses 226,842 211,870 7,456 8,066

    

*) For salaried employees in Sweden, the ITP 2 plan’s defined-benefit retirement and family pension obligation (or family pension) is covered 
by insurance through Alecta. According to the Swedish Financial Reporting Board’s statement UFR 10 Accounting for ITP 2 Plans Financed by 
Insurance in Alecta, this is a multi-employer defined-benefit pension plan. The Company did not have access to sufficient information for the 
2016 fiscal year to report its proportionate share of the plan’s obligations, plan assets and costs, which meant that it was not possible to report 
the plan as a defined-benefit plan. Consequently, the ITP 2 pension plan insured through Alecta is reported as a defined-contribution plan. The 
premium for the defined-benefit retirement and family pension is calculated individually and is based on factors that include salary, previously 
earned pensions and the expected remaining period of service. Expected contributions for ITP 2 insurance covered by Alecta in the next 
reporting period are SEK 2,566 thousand (2016: SEK 2,179 thousand). The Group’s share of the total contributions to the plan is 0.015 (0.012) 
percent, while its share of the total number of active members in the plan is 0.010 (0.009) percent. 

The collective consolidation level is the market value of Alecta’s assets as a percentage of its insurance obligations calculated by reference 
to Alecta’s actuarial methods and assumptions. This is not consistent with IAS 19. The collective consolidation level is normally allowed to vary 
between 125 and 155 percent. If Alecta’s collective consolidation level falls below 125 percent or exceeds 155 percent, measures must be taken 
to create the right conditions for the level to return to the normal range. If the consolidation level is too low, an appropriate measure could be to 
increase the agreed price for new insurance and extension of existing benefits. If the consolidation level is too high, premium reductions could 
be introduced. At the end of 2016, Alecta’s surplus, which was reported as a collective consolidation level, was 149 (148) percent.
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CONT’D. NOTE 1   AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, SALARIES, EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND SOCIAL SECURITY 
CONTRIBUTIONS

Average number of employees by country

2016 2015

Total male female Total male female

Parent, Sweden 1 1 – 1 1 –
Subsidiaries, Sweden 72 49 23 70 46 24
USA 64 42 22 58 42 16
UK 119 77 43 116 74 42
Germany 12 9 3 10 9 1
France 4 4 – 5 5 –
China 13 11 2 12 11 1
Japan 22 14 8 21 14 7
South Korea 2 1 1 – – –
Total 308 208 100 293 202 91
Distribution % 68% 32% 69% 31%

Remuneration of Board members and senior executives
Principles
The Chairman and members of the Board are paid the fees adopted by the annual general meeting. The President & CEO receives a basic salary, 
variable pay, other benefits and a pension. Other senior executives also receive a basic salary, variable pay, other benefits and a pension. Group 
management is made up of other senior executives (two individuals) and the President & CEO. The basic salary to variable pay ratio must be 
proportional to responsibility and authority. The President & CEO receives variable pay, which is linked to the Group’s annual results, up to a 
maximum of SEK 1,299,996. Other senior executives receive variable pay up to a maximum of 30 percent of their basic salary. The Board may 
also decide to award a discretionary payment to the CEO and other senior executives.

NOTES52

Accrued salaries, fees and other benefits in 2016      

Board fees Basic salary
Variable 

pay
Other 

benefits
Pension 
expense

Other 
remuneration Total

Chairman of the Board:
Ove Mattsson *) 470,000 – – – – – 470,000
Board members:
Anders Walldov 133,335 – – – – – 133,335
Thomas Eklund *) 270,000 – – – – – 270,000
Peter Ehrenheim *) 228,333 – – – – – 228,333
Karolina Lawitz *) 186,666 – – – – – 186,666
Nils Olof Björk *) 220,000 – – – – – 220,000
Total accrued cost of fees paid 

to Board members in 2016 1,508,334 – – – – – 1,508,334

CEO
Torben Jørgensen **) – 2,599,992 1,800,000 147,601 910,624 214,829 5,673,046

Other senior executives (2 individuals) **)  – 2,703,877 781,425 142,910 780,832 89,206 4,498,250

Total for 2016 1,508,334 5,303,869 2,581,425 290,511 1,691,456 304,035 11,679,630

*) Board members also received compensation for statutory employer contributions, as listed below, as their fees were paid to legal entities.
Ove Mattsson SEK 44,071.     
Karolina Lawitz SEK 56,287.
Peter Ehrenheim SEK 69,379.
Thomas Eklund SEK 82,471.
Nils-Olof Björk SEK 9,759.
**) Other remuneration is mainly vacation allowances paid in accordance with the Swedish Annual Leave Act.    
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Accrued salaries, fees and other benefits in 2015        

Board fees Basic salary
Variable 

pay
Other 

benefits
Pension 
expense

Other 
remuneration Total

Chairman of the Board:
Ove Mattsson *) 455,000 – – – – – 455,000
Board members:
Anders Walldov 170,000 – – – – – 170,000
Thomas Eklund *) 210,000 – – – – – 210,000
Peter Ehrenheim *) 185,000 – – – – – 185,000
Karolina Lawitz *) 160,000 – – – – – 160,000
Nils Olof Björk *) 180,000 – – – – – 180,000
Total accrued cost of fees paid 

to Board members in 2015 1,360,000 – – – – – 1,360,000

CEO
Torben Jørgensen **) – 2,599,992 1,802,002 209,407 909,214 105,729 5,626,344

Other senior executives (2 individuals) **)  – 2,688,000 762,930 95,258 786,692 51,983 4,384,863

Total for 2015 1,360,000 5,287,992 2,564,932 304,665 1,695,906 157,712 11,371,207

*) Board members also received compensation for statutory employer contributions, as listed below, as their fees were paid to legal entities.
Ove Mattsson SEK 46,456.
Karolina Lawitz SEK 50,272.
Peter Ehrenheim SEK 58,127.
Thomas Eklund SEK 65,982.
Nils-Olof Björk SEK 18,378.
**) Other remuneration is mainly vacation allowances paid in accordance with the Swedish Annual Leave Act.    

Comments on the tables above and on the previous page
Board
The 2015 annual general meeting adopted Board fees of SEK 1,220,000 for the period until the 2016 annual general meeting. SEK 420,000 
of this amount related to the Chairman’s fees. In addition, a maximum of SEK 140,000 was adopted for remuneration of committee work. 
The 2016 annual general meeting adopted Board fees of SEK 1,460,000 for the period until the 2017 annual general meeting. SEK 460,000 of 
this amount relates to the Chairman’s fees.  In addition, a maximum of SEK 140,000 was adopted for remuneration of committee work. This 
framework was defined by the 2015 and 2016 annual general meetings.

President & CEO  
The President & CEO Torben Jørgensen receives a basic monthly salary of SEK 216,666. In addition to the basic salary, a vacation allowance 
is paid in accordance with the Swedish Annual Leave Act. The President & CEO also receives variable pay and a pension, and is entitled to 
termination benefits, which are described below.

Variable pay and other benefits
President & CEO Torben Jørgensen receives variable pay of up to 50 percent of his fixed annual salary, i.e., a maximum of SEK 1,299,996.  
The Board may also decide to award a discretionary payment. Payment of a discretionary fee of SEK 500,000 was recognized in 2016.

Pensions
The retirement age for the President & CEO Torben Jørgensen is 67. The pension premium is 35 percent of the pensionable salary.  
The pensionable salary is the basic salary.
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Termination of employment/termination benefits
The Company and President & CEO Torben Jørgensen have a mutual 
period of notice of 8 months. However, the agreement is terminated 
without a prior period of notice on the date of Torben Jørgensen’s 
retirement. There is no pay during the notice period after Torben 
Jørgensen has reached the age of 67. In the case of termination 
requested by the Company (not based on the CEO’s gross neglect 
of his duties to the Company), the following termination benefits 
are paid in addition to pay during the notice period: for notice of 
termination during the period April 16, 2016 to April 15, 2017, 
six-twelfths of the fixed annual salary on termination of employment, 
and for notice of termination during the period April 16, 2017 to April 
15, 2018, four-twelfths of the fixed annual salary on termination of 
employment. If the termination is after April 15, 2018, no termi-
nation benefits are paid. Termination benefits are paid monthly in 
 installments of one-twelfth of the total amount, beginning with the 
month following termination of employment. Pay during the notice 
period and termination benefits are not paid after the retirement date 
for Torben Jørgensen. Termination benefits are not pensionable salary 
and do not count towards vacation pay. In other cases of voluntary 
termination of employment, the President & CEO does not receive 
termination benefits, although payment may be available in return for 
a commitment not to compete. The Company and senior executives 
have a mutual period of notice of 6 months.

Guidelines for remuneration of senior executives adopted by 
the 2016 AGM
The 2016 AGM adopted the following guidelines for remuneration 
of senior executives. Senior executives consists of the CEO and 
other members of Group management. The guidelines shall apply 
to employment contracts entered into after the AGM’s decision 
on the guidelines and to any changes made to existing conditions 
of  employment after the meeting’s decision. The Company shall 
endeavor to offer its senior executives market-based salaries. 
The remuneration committee shall prepare remuneration matters 
and present proposals for the Board’s consideration. Proposals for 
remuneration shall take into account the importance of duties, 
expertise, experience and performance. Remuneration shall comprise 
a fixed annual salary, variable pay, retirement benefits, discretionary 
payments, other benefits and termination benefits. The Board is 
 entitled to derogate from these guidelines if it believes there is 
sufficient reason to do so in a particular case. 

CEO
The Company’s CEO receives an annual salary of SEK 2,600,000 
under the terms of his employment contract. The Company makes 
a pension provision corresponding to 35 percent of the CEO’s 
fixed annual salary. In addition to the fixed annual salary, the CEO 
receives variable pay of up to 50 percent of his fixed annual salary. 
The  variable pay is linked to the Company’s achievement of defined 
financial targets. The CEO receives annual compensation of SEK 
100,000 for travel and increased housing costs.

Other members of Company management
This group consists of two individuals, who report directly to the 
CEO. All members of Company management receive a fixed annual 
salary which is in line with market salaries, and variable pay of up 
to 30 percent of the fixed annual salary. 75 percent of the variable 
pay is linked to the Company’s achievement of defined financial 
targets. The remaining 25 percent is based on defined goals relating 
to personal performance. The pension provision may amount to up to 
30 percent of the fixed annual salary. Any new members of Company 
 management can expect the same remuneration conditions. 

Variable pay and performance requirements
The Board is entitled to decide on the criteria for variable pay.

Discretionary bonuses
The Board may decide to award a discretionary payment to members 
of Company management, including the CEO. Such a discretionary 
payment may only be made in exceptional circumstances.

Övriga förmåner
De ledande befattningshavarna får tillerkännas sedvanliga förmåner i 
övrigt, såsom tjänstebil, företagshälsovård m.m.

Other benefits
Senior executives may be awarded other customary benefits such as 
a company car, health care, etc.

Termination benefits
Salaries during the period of notice and termination benefits for senior 
executives shall not exceed 24 monthly salaries.

Equity and share-based incentive programs
Any equity and share-based incentive programs shall be adopted by 
the Annual General Meeting. Allotment shall be in accordance with the 
decision of the AGM.

Previously decided remuneration
There is no previously decided remuneration that is not yet due for 
payment. A description of previous incentive programs can be found 
on page 48 of the 2014 annual report. 

Remuneration in 2015
For information on remuneration of senior executives in 2015, see 
note 1 on pages 48-50 of the 2015 annual report.
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NOTES

NOTE 2   COMPOSITION OF INCOME AND EXPENSE

If Biotage had presented its income statements classified by nature of expense,  
the composition would have been as follows:

Group Parent Company

Income statement classified by nature of expense 2016 2015 2016 2015

Operating income
Net sales (a) 667,912 610,534 2,287 2,720

Operating expenses
Purchased finished products, inputs, 

semi-finished products and production services -185,200 -187,742 – –
Personnel expenses -244,685 -219,476 -7,288 -6,810
Other external costs -103,092 -94,326 -13,181 -11,892
Depreciation, amortization and impairment of assets -43,836 -40,762 -793 -802
Other operating items 8,015 6,559 -128 172
Total operating expenses -568,798 -535,747 -21,390 -19,332

Operating profit 99,114 74,787 -19,102 -16,612

Group Parent Company

(a) Composition of net sales: 2016 2015 2016 2015

Net sales - distribution between products and services:
Products, systems 293,570 275,962 – –
Products, consumables 283,972 267,056 – –
Service contracts and other services 83,977 60,939 2,287 2,720
Other sales revenue 6,393 6,577 – –
Total sales revenue 667,912 610,534 2,287 2,720

Revenue by geographical market: 2016 2015

USA 293,095 267,202
Europe 198,244 185,470
Japan 86,687 72,970
China 53,527 41,601
Other markets 36,359 43,291
Total sales revenue 667,912 610,534
Sweden's share of sales in Europe 8,747 9,155

The distribution relates to sales to customers located in the above geographical areas.  

Parent Company

Intra-group sales and purchases of products and services: 2016 2015

Parent to subsidiary, products – –
Parent to subsidiary, services 2,287 2,720
Subsidiary to parent, products – –
Subsidiary to parent, services – –
Subsidiary to subsidiary, products – –
Subsidiary to subsidiary, services – –
Total intra-group sales 2,287 2,720
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NOTES

NOTE 3   ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Administrative expenses include the following fees paid to auditors. Audit services include examination of the annual financial statements, 
interim reports, accounting records, internal control and administration of the business by the CEO and Board. They also include examination of 
the financial statements of subsidiaries, advice and other assistance relating to observations made during the audit. Other advice and assistance 
comes under other fees.

Group Parent Company

2016 2015 2016 2015

Fees to the auditors Deloitte
Audit services 1,171 1,329 671 730
Other assistance arising from audit 66 65 66 65
Tax advisory services 213 254 – 90
Total 1,450 1,648 737 885

NOTE 4   LEASES AND RENTAL AGREEMENTS

For accounting purposes, all leases in the Group are classified as operating leases which means the lease 
payments are recognized over the term of the lease.

Group Parent Company

2016 2015 2016 2015

Lease and rental agreements during the year amounted to 14,209 12,936 169 117
Remaining rental and lease payments 
Within one year 14,440 11,809 169 103
Between one and five years 31,037 13,531 42 155
After five years 108 1,262  –  –
Total 45,585 26,603 211 258

The year's rental and lease payments relating to rent for premises 11,743 10,646
Remaining rental and lease payments relating to rent for premises 39,517 19,934

The large increase in remaining rental and lease payments is mainly due to extensions of existing leases, increased surface area in Japan and 
the United States and new facilities in Korea.

NOTE 5   DEPRECIATION, AMORTIZATION AND IMPAIRMENT OF ASSETS

Distribution of depreciation, amortization and impairment by class of assets is as follows:

Group Parent Company

2016 2015 2016 2015

Capitalized research & development expenditure 18,257 20,715 – –
Patents and licenses 6,073 5,896 793 802
Land and buildings 398 435 – –
Improvement of third-party property 880 1,094 – –
Plant and machinery 9,071 8,607 – –
Total depreciation/amortization 34,679 36,748 793 802
Impairment arising from disposals 9,156 4,014
Total depreciation/amortization and impairment 43,836 40,762 793 802
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NOTES

CONT’D. NOTE 5   DEPRECIATION, AMORTIZATION AND IMPAIRMENT OF ASSETS

Depreciation, amortization and impairment are distributed 
according to function of expense as follows: 

Group Parent Company

2016 2015 2016 2015

Cost of sales 4,041 4,031 – –
Distribution costs 5,195 4,629 – –
Administrative expenses 2,738 2,814 105 112
Research and development 31,862 29,287 688 690
Total depreciation/amortization 43,836 40,762 793 802

Amortization and impairment of capitalized research and development expenditure is reported under research & development expenses. 

NOTE 6   OTHER OPERATING INCOME

Group Parent Company

Other operating income 2016 2015 2016 2015

Exchange differences 7,004 1,398 0 –
EU funding 5 738 – –
Reversal of additional purchase consideration provision – 273 – 273
Rental income 130 531 – –
Other operating income 899 423 – 1
Total other operating income 8,038 3,363 0 274

NOTE 7   FINANCE INCOME, FINANCE COSTS AND BORROWING

Group Parent Company

2016 2015 2016 2015

Finance income:
Interest income on cash & cash equivalents 103 91 1 2
Interest income on receivables from group companies – – 145 138
Profit/loss from investments in group companies (a) – – 2,793 45,063
Profit/loss from investments in associates 1,155 – – –
Exchange gains from financing measures, net – 1,499 0 0
Group contributions received – – 85,500 39,127
Total 1,258 1,590 88,439 84,331

Finance costs:
Interest expense and similar payments to banks 23 188 2 –
Interest expense on liabilities to group companies – – 2,581 1,293
Exchange gains from financing measures, net 7,948 – 2,576 72
Total 7,971 188 5,159 1,365

Net finance income/expense -6,712 1,403 83,281 82,966

(a) Profit/loss from investments in group companies comprises:
Dividends from shares in subsidiaries – – – 45,101
Reversal of previously impaired intra-group receivable – – 2,793 –
Impairment of shares in subsidiaries – – – -38
Net cost – – 2,793 45,063
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NOTE 8   TAXES

Group Parent Company

2016 2015 2016 2015

Current tax -4,323 -5,795 – –
Deferred tax 4,717 2,861 1,574 760
Total 394 -2,935 1,574 760

Reconciliation of effective tax
Profit before tax 92,401 76,190 64,178 66,354

Tax using parent's applicable tax rate -20,328 -16,762 -14,119 -14,598
Effect of different tax rates for foreign subsidiaries 2,878 -7,645 – –
Non-taxable income 657 726 14,131 9,924
Non-deductible expenses -1,550 -1,952 -12 -31
Other deductible income statement items 

not included in profit for the year 1,510 893 – –
Other taxable income statement items 

not included in profit for the year -1,362 -1,410 – –
Correction, prior years 345 200 – –
Other items – 131 – –
Capitalization of previously unused loss carryforwards 18,244 22,885 1,574 5,465

Total tax reported in the consolidated 
and parent income statements 394 -2,935 1,574 760

Items in other comprehensive income 4,678 5,788 – –
Tax effects of these items – – – –

NOTE 9   PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT

Land and buildings
Group

Cost: 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Opening balance, January 1 16,863 16,544
Acquisitions during the year – 92
Sub-total 16,863 16,636
Translation differences for the year -1 605 227
Closing balance, December 31 15,258 16,863

Accumulated depreciation and impairment:
Opening balance, January 1 -4,630 -4,221
Depreciation for the year -398 -435
Sub-total -5,028 -4,656
Translation differences for the year 472 26
Closing balance, December 31 -4,556 -4,630

Carrying amount 10,702 12,233
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CONT’D. NOTE 9   PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT

Improvement of third-party property
Group

Cost: 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Opening balance, January 1 7,056 6,771
Acquisitions during the year 1,386 104
Sub-total 8,442 6,875
Translation differences for the year -321 181
Closing balance, December 31 8,121 7,056

Accumulated depreciation and impairment:
Opening balance, January 1 -3,951 -2,795
Depreciation for the year -880 -1,060
Sub-total -4,831 -3,855
Translation differences for the year 123 -96
Closing balance, December 31 -4,708 -3,951

Carrying amount 3,413 3,105

Plant and machinery
Group

Cost: 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Opening balance, January 1 87,518 79,955
Acquisitions during the year 11,806 10,638
Disposals/impairment during the year -636 -4,551
Sub-total 98,688 86,042
Translation differences for the year -1,860 1,476
Closing balance, December 31 96,828 87,518

Accumulated depreciation and impairment:
Opening balance, January 1 -58,137 -53,196
Depreciation for the year -9,071 -8,366
Disposals/impairment during the year 627 4,496
Sub-total -66,581 -57,067
Translation differences for the year 1,085 -1,071
Closing balance, December 31 -65,496 -58,137

Carrying amount 31,332 29,381

Summary of carrying amount:
Group

12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Land and buildings 10,702 12,233
Improvement of third-party property 3,413 3,105
Plant and machinery 31,332 29,381
Total in consolidated balance sheet 45,447 44,719
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NOTES

NOTE 10   GOODWILL

Koncernen

2016 2015

Opening cost 558,242 558,242
Closing accumulated cost 558,242 558,242

Opening impairment -454,219 -454,219
Total impairment -454,219 -454,219
Impairment for the year (see below) – –
Total depreciation/amortization and impairment -454,219 -454,219
Closing accumulated impairment -454,219 -454,219

Carrying amount 104,023 104,023

Goodwill impairment testing
Preparation of the 2016 annual financial statements included goodwill impairment testing, which also involved calculation of projected cash 
flows from the Group’s operations. Management monitors goodwill for the Group as a whole. The Group consists of one operating segment. 
The cash flows are based on the Group’s budget for 2017 and business forecasts for 2018-2020. The budget and forecasts are based on 
management’s past experience and as far as possible on external sources of information. The recoverable amount is based on value in use. Key 
parameters in the calculation of the recoverable amount are estimated sales growth and operating profit.

Future cash flows were discounted to the present value in the goodwill impairment testing. The following post-tax rates were used in the 
calculations:

2016 2015

Equity financing                                                  8.31% 8.95%
Debt financing                                                            2.23% 2.23%
Average based on Group's capital structure           7.70% 8.28%

The pre-tax discount rate has been calculated as: 9.83% 10.54%

An assumption of annual sales growth of 5.0 (5.0) percent has been used in the impairment testing until the end of the forecast period in 2020. 
This assumption is in line with sales growth for the last three years. After this period, the assumed growth rate will be 2 percent, which Biotage 
believes to be a reasonable estimate of the market’s long-term growth rate. Management does not believe that any reasonable changes to these 
interest rates or forecasts and budgets would affect the calculation results in such a way as to indicate impairment. See also page 50.
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NOTE 11   OTHER INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Capitalized development expenditure
Group Parent Company

Cost: 12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Opening balance, January 1 181,124 164,729 – –
Acquisitions during the year 32,096 19,259 – –
Disposals during the year -23,318 -2,864 – –
Closing balance, December 31 189,902 181,124 – –

Accumulated amortization and impairment:
Opening balance, January 1 -95,157 -73,250 – –
Amortization for the year -18,257 -20,715 – –
Disposals during the year 14,312 -1,191 – –
Closing balance, December 31 -99,102 -95,157 – –

Carrying amount 90,800 85,967 – –

Patents, licenses, trademarks, etc.
Group Parent Company

Cost: 12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Opening balance, January 1 79,045 78,005 17,555 16,591
Acquisitions during the year 2,226 1,936 1,790 964
Disposals during the year -9,924 -896 -6,352 –
Closing balance, December 31 71,347 79,045 12,993 17,555

Accumulated amortization and impairment:
Opening balance, January 1 -49,842 -44,663 -9,169 -8,367
Amortization for the year -6,073 -5,896 -793 -802
Disposals during the year 9,783 718 6,212 –
Closing balance, December 31 -46,132 -49,842 -3,750 -9,169

Carrying amount 25,215 29,202 9,243 8,386

Total property, plant & equipment 
and intangible assets reported:

Group Parent Company

12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Land and buildings 10,702 12,233 – –
Improvement of third-party property 3,413 3,105 – –
Plant and machinery 31,332 29,381 – –
Sub-total property, plant & equipment 45,447 44,719 – –

Goodwill 104,023 104,023 – –

Capitalized development expenditure 90,800 85,967 – –
Patents, licenses, trademarks, etc. 25,215 29,202 9,243 8,386
Sub-total intangible assets 116,015 115,170 9,243 8,386

Total carrying amount of property, 
plant & equipment and intangible assets 265,485 263,911 9,243 8,386

Group Parent Company

Distribution by country: 12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Sweden 231,113 236,336 9,243 8,386
USA 3,820 4,501 – –
UK 24,098 22,106 – –
Japan 5,643 789
Other countries 811 179 – –
Total 265,485 263,911 9,243 8,386
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NOTE 12   INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATES

Group Parent Company

12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Opening cost – – – –
Acquisitions for the year 19,284 – 19,284 –
Share of profit/loss -435 – – –
Translation differences -204 – – –
Closing accumulated cost 18,645 – 19,284 –

Closing accumulated carrying amount 18,645 – 19,284 –

Companies owned directly by the Parent 

Company 
name Reg. no. Reg’d office

 Number 
of shares

Share of
capital

Share of
votes

Group Parent Company

12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Chreto ApS 33382170
Værløse, 
Denmark 50,000 22.7% 22.7% 18,645 – 19,284 –

Total carrying amount 18,645 – 19,284 –

NOTE 13   FINANCIAL ASSETS

Group Parent Company

12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Miscellaneous non-current receivables 1,156 – – –
Miscellaneous long-term deposits 1,588 692 – –
Total financial assets 2,743 692 – –

NOTE 14   INVENTORIES

Group

12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Raw materials and consumables 18,898 23,067
Products in progress 8,474 11,573
Finished products 61,534 62,542
Total inventories 88,906 97,182

Inventory items recognized as an expense in 2016 amounted to SEK 196,080 (189,776) thousand.
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NOTE 15   TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

Group Parent Company

12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Trade receivables (a) 118,169 107,239 – –
Prepayments and accrued income (b) 7,740 7,311 1,067 1,070
Other current receivables (c) 12,542 9,986 386 584
Total trade and other receivables 138,451 124,536 1,453 1,654

Management believes that the carrying amount of trade receivables, net of the provision for doubtful debts, is in line with their fair value.  

Group Parent Company

(a) Change in provision for doubtful debts 12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Provision for doubtful debts at beginning of year -3,040 -691 – –
Trade receivables written off during the year 181 549 – –
Provision for doubtful debts during the year -1,789 -3,023 – –
Reversal of unused amounts 2,255 126 – –
Total provision for doubtful debts -2,393 -3,040 – –

Group 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Aging of trade receivables Gross
Provision for  

doubtful debts Trade receivables Gross
Provision for  

doubtful debts Trade receivables

Not due 90,984 – 90,984 83,543 – 83,543
Past due, 1-30 days 19,263 -45 19,218 16,517 – 16,517
Past due, 31-60 days 4,650 -230 4,420 4,935 -730 4,205
Past due, > 61 days 5,665 -2,118 3,547 5,284 -2,310 2,974
Total 120,562 -2,393 118,169 110,279 -3,040 107,239

The Company expects that payment will be obtained for receivables that are past due but not written off, as the customers’ payment history is 
good. In individual cases, collection agencies are used for debt collection. Provisions and overdue receivables are largely related to customers in 
the EU. As no single customer accounts for more than 5 percent of sales, the assessment is that trade receivables present relatively little risk. 

Group Parent Company

(b) Prepayments and accrued income 12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Accrued income 179 253  –  – 
Prepaid rents 2,183 978  –  – 
Prepaid insurance 2,295 2,595 595 566
Other items 3,083 3,486 472 504
Total 7,740 7,311 1,067 1,070

(c) Other current receivables
VAT 6,332 5,129 216 245
Income tax 1,149 225  – 178
Other current receivables 5,061 4,632 170 161
Total 12,542 9,986 386 584
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NOTES

NOTE 16   APPROPRIATION OF PROFIT

Proposed appropriation of profit for the fiscal year, SEK

Amounts at the disposal of the annual general meeting:
Retained earnings  407,647,387
Profit for the year  65,752,610
Total 473,399,997

Board and CEO’s proposed appropriation:
Dividend payment of SEK 1.25 per share to shareholders 80,893,059
Carried forward  392,506,938
Total 473,399,997

NOTE 17   FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

Classification
Classification of the Group’s financial instruments, which is described on pages 45–46, is as follows: 

Carrying amount

Assets Classification 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Non-current receivables 3) 1,588 692
Other non-current securities 6) 1,156 0
Trade receivables 3) 118,169 107,239
Other current receivables 3) 12,253 9,916
Currency hedging 6) 289 70
Accrued income 3) 179 253
Cash & cash equivalents 3) 128,622 134,885
Total 262,256 253,055

Carrying amount

Liabilities Classification 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Non-current liabilities to credit institutions 5) 0 0
Other non-current liabilities 5) 815 1,075
Current liabilities to credit institutions 5) 0 0
Additional purchase consideration payable 1) 0 3,423
Trade payables 5) 38,133 32,936
Currency hedging 6) 0 0
Other current liabilities 5) 6,003 6,483
Accrued expenses 5) 47,103 40,838
Total 92,054 84,756

Classification according to IAS 39:
1) Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
2) Held-to-maturity investments
3) Loans and receivables
4) Available-for-sale financial assets
5) Other liabilities
6) Derivatives
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NOTE 18   FAIR VALUE

The tables below provide information on how fair value is determined for financial instruments measured at fair value in the statement of 
 financial position. Fair value is determined on the basis of inputs in one of the following three levels:
Level 1: inputs that are quoted prices in active markets for identical instruments
Level 2: inputs other than quoted market prices in Level 1 that are directly or indirectly observable market data
Level 3: inputs that are not observable in the market

Group
Financial assets at fair value Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Derivatives used for hedging 70 – 70 –
Closing balance 12-31-2015 70 – 70 –

Derivatives used for hedging 289 – 289 –
Other derivative assets 1,156 – – 1,156
Closing balance 12-31-2016 1,445 – 289 1,156

Financial liabilities at fair value Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Additional purchase consideration payable 3,423 – – 3,423
Closing balance 12-31-2015 3,423 – – 3,423

Additional purchase consideration payable – – – –
Closing balance 12-31-2016 – – – –

There were no transfers between the levels during the periods. 

The tables below present a reconciliation of opening and closing balances for instruments measured at fair value in the statement of financial 
position and which are included in level 3.

Group Other derivative assets Additional purchase consideration payable

Changes in financial instruments in Level 3 2016 2015 2016 2015

At beginning of year – – 3,423 5,750
Total gains and losses recognized in profit or loss 1,156 – -888 -275
Payment from additional purchase consideration provision – – -2,535 -2,052
Closing balance, December 31 1,156 – – 3,423

The fair value disclosures provided for the Group in respect of derivatives and additional purchase consideration payable also apply to the Parent 
Company. 
         
Measurement of derivatives (level 2)
The fair value of derivatives used for hedging is determined by discounting future cash flows using a discount rate that reflects the 
 counterparty’s credit risk. Future cash flows are estimated based on the Swedish Central Bank’s quoted exchange rates.   

Measurement of additional purchase consideration payable (level 3)
Financial assets measured at fair value consist entirely of an additional purchase consideration liability from the subsidiary MIP Technologies 
AB, which was settled in 2016. The fair value was determined based on management’s forecast for the operations associated with the additional 
purchase consideration. If the result, according to the calculation models stipulated in the additional purchase consideration contract, increased 
by 10 percent, the additional purchase consideration payable would also increase by 10 percent.

Financial assets and liabilities measured at amortized cost
Estimated fair values based on discounted future cash flows, with a discount rate that reflects the counterparty’s credit risk being the most 
significant input, are not expected to differ significantly from the carrying amount of financial assets and liabilities measured at amortized cost. 
Consequently, the carrying amounts of these financial assets and liabilities are considered to represent a good approximation of the fair values. 
These assets and liabilities are classified in Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy.
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NOTE 19   OTHER FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

Group Parent Company

Changes during the year 12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Opening balance, January 1 4,498 6,972 3,423 5,750
Amounts used during the year -3,683 -2,474 -3,423 -2,327
Closing balance, December 31 815 4,498 – 3,423

Group Parent Company

The liability consists of: 12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Non-current portion 815 1,075 – –
Current portion – 3,423 – 3,423
Total 815 4,498 – 3,423

Financial liability for additional purchase consideration in business combinations
The opening balance of SEK 4,498 thousand includes SEK 3,423 thousand related to additional purchase consideration payments associated 
with the acquisition of MIP Technologies AB, which were settled in 2016. The amount paid was SEK 2,535 thousand and the remaining SEK 888 
thousand reduced the value of shares in subsidiaries. 

NOTE 20   PROVISIONS

Group

12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Provision for warranties 2,903 1,970
Other personnel-related provisions 1,663 1,468
Total provisions 4,566 3,438

The provisions consist of:
Non-current portion 1,663 1,468
Current portion 2,903 1,970
Total 4,566 3,438

Changes during the year, Group
Warranty  

obligations Other provisions Total

Opening balance 01-01-2016 1,970 1,468 3,438
New provisions during the year 2,903 195 3,098
Amounts used during the year -1,970 – -1,970
Closing balance 12-31-2016 2,903 1,663 4,566

Provision for warranties:
Biotage normally provides a one-year warranty on its products. The recognized provision for warranties corresponds to a percentage of the 
year’s sales. The percentage is calculated on the basis of actual warranty costs during the fiscal year. The provision for warranties is classified as 
a short-term obligation as it is considered likely that the warranty obligations will be settled within 12 months of the reporting date.
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NOTE 21   DEFERRED TAX

Group Parent Company

12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Deferred tax assets
Tax loss carryforwards 52,344 47,626 39,846 38,271
Total deferred tax assets 52,344 47,626 39,846 38,271

Deferred tax liabilities
Accelerated depreciation allowances 1,759 1,948 – –
Total deferred tax liabilities 1,759 1,948 – –
Total deferred tax assets and liabilities 50,585 45,678 39,846 38,271

Group Deferred tax asset Deferred tax liability

Change in deferred tax Tax loss carryforwards Accelerated depreciation

January 1, 2015 44,765 2,465
Recognized in income statement 2,861 -517
December 31, 2015 47,626 1,948

January 1, 2016 47,626 1,948
Recognized in income statement 4,717 -189
December 31, 2016 52,344 1,759

Parent Deferred tax asset Deferred tax liability

Change in deferred tax Tax loss carryforwards Accelerated depreciation

January 1, 2015 37,511 –
Recognized in income statement 760 –
December 31, 2015 38,271 –

January 1, 2016 38,271 –
Recognized in income statement 1,574 –
December 31, 2016 39,846 –

Capitalization of loss carryforwards
The Group has tax losses of SEK 390 million in Swedish legal entities for the 2017 tax year. These tax loss carryforwards continue indefinitely. 
Tax losses in US subsidiaries amount to approx. SEK 208 million and expire in the period 2021–2031. Tax losses in German subsidiaries amount 
to approx. SEK 12 million and in Japan to approx. SEK 4 million. Deferred tax assets have not been reported for these tax loss carryforwards, 
as the companies have historically reported taxable losses and it is therefore uncertain whether sufficient taxable profit will be available. Based 
on probable and expected taxable income in the coming years and a reassessment of the value of the tax losses, Biotage decided to capitalize 
a further SEK 4.7 million in the Group on December 31, 2016. In 2016, the Group utilized tax losses against taxable profits, corresponding to a 
tax effect of SEK 61.5 million. The associated net effect on tax expense for the year was SEK 4.5 million (SEK 1.6 million for the Swedish units 
and SEK 2.9 million for the US units). The carrying amount of the Group’s deferred tax assets on December 31, 2016 is SEK 52.3 (47.6) million 
and the corresponding figure for the Parent Company is SEK 39.9 (38.3) million. Further information on significant accounting estimates can be 
found on page 50. 

NOTE 22   TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Group Parent Company

12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Liabilities to suppliers 38,133 32,936 1,240 499
Other current liabilities 6,003 6,483 122 123
Accruals and deferred income (a) 79,598 70,553 5,289 5,257
Total trade and other payables 123,733 109,973 6,651 5,879

(a) Accruals and deferred income
Personnel-related expenses 33,618 29,546 3,534 2,748
Deferred income 32,495 29,715 – –
Other accruals 13,485 11,293 1,755 2,509
Total 79,598 70,553 5,289 5,257
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NOTE 23   SHARES AND INTERESTS

12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Parent Company
Opening cost 935,174 935,136
Investments for the year 2,030 38
Closing accumulated cost 937,204 935,174

Opening impairment -467,046 -467,008
Impairment for the year – -38
Unpaid additional purchase consideration -888 –
Closing accumulated impairment -467,934 -467,046

Closing accumulated carrying amount 469,271 468,128

Companies owned directly by the Parent

Company name Reg. no. Reg’d office
Number of 

shares
Share of

capital
Share of

votes

Carrying 
amount
Opening 
balance 

2016

Invest-
ments
during  

year

Impair-
ment

during 
year

Carrying  
amount
Closing  
balance 

2016

Biotage Sweden AB 556487-4922 Uppsala, Sweden 19,336,284 100% 100% 276,224 – – 276,224
CEMU Bioteknik AB 556011-2384 Uppsala, Sweden 100 100% 100% 120 – – 120
Pyrosequencing AB 556554-3476 Stockholm, Sweden 100 100% 100% 100 – – 100
MIP Technologies AB 556578-4674 Lund, Sweden 96,940 100% 100% 36,183 – -888 35,295
Pyrosequencing Inc 04-3484142 Boston, USA 100 100% 100% 77,695 – – 77,695
Biotage GmbH HRB 39374 Düsseldorf, Germany 1 100% 100% 0 – – 0
Biotage SARL 434715785 Paris, France 500 100% 100% 68 – – 68
Biotage Italy S.r.l IT03617450964 Milan, Italy 1 90% 90% 0 – – 0
Biotage Ltd 0126-01-004032 Tokyo, Japan 200 100% 100% 0 – – 0
Biotage GB Ltd 1033865 Cardiff, UK 100 100% 100% 76,744 – – 76,744
Biotage Trading 
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd

913101155 
80622067B Shanghai, China 1 100% 100% 994 – – 994

Biotage Korea  
Co., Ltd.

110111- 
6105476 Seoul, Korea 27,000 100% 100% – 2,030 – 2,030

Total carrying amount 468,128 2,030 -888 469,271

Companies owned by other subsidiaries

Company name Reg. no. Reg’d office
Number of 

shares
Share of

capital
Share of

votes

Carrying 
amount
Opening 
balance 

2016

Carrying 
amount
Closing 
balance 

2016

Biotage LLC 04-3535072 Charlotte, USA 100% 100% 207,417 225,910
ESyTech AB 556588-8350 Uppsala, Sweden 100,000 100% 100% 260 260
Biotage Italy S.r.l IT03617450964 Milan, Italy 1 10% 10% 9 10
Total 207,686 226,180

Changes to the carrying value of subsidiaries’ shareholdings are due to translation differences during conversion to Swedish kronor.      
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NOTE 24   PLEDGED ASSETS AND CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

Group Parent Company

12-31-2016 12-31-2015 12-31-2016 12-31-2015

Pledged assets
Chattel mortgages 51,500 51,500 22,500 22,500
Real estate mortgages – 12,233 – –
Total 51,500 63,733 22,500 22,500

Contingent liabilities – – – –

Chattel mortgages relate to unutilized credit facilities in the companies Biotage Sweden AB and Biotage AB. Real estate mortgages relate to the 
mortgage on the property at which the subsidiary Biotage GB conducts its operations in Cardiff, Wales. The mortgage was recognized at the 
property’s carrying amount at the end of 2015 and the liability was fully repaid at the end of 2016. 

The Parent Company has provided sureties for the following subsidiaries’ obligations with the Group’s main creditor, Handelsbanken:
Biotage LLC 04-3535072 Charlotte, USA
Biotage GB Ltd 1033865 Cardiff, UK
Biotage Sweden AB 556487-4922 Uppsala, Sweden

The Parent Company guarantees all liabilities of Biotage GB Ltd. (see above) at the reporting date. This exempts the company from the 
 requirement for audited accounts in accordance with section 479A of the Companies Act 2006. 
    
No provisions have been recognized in connection with the patent litigation in the United States. See page 50.

NOTE 25   RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES

Subsidiary
Biotage AB does not engage in any operations described in its business concept; its subsidiaries develop, produce and market the Group’s 
products and services. For this reason, there are considerable transactions between the Parent Company and its subsidiaries, and between 
subsidiaries themselves.  A list of the subsidiaries can be found on the previous page.

Summary of transactions with subsidiaries:

Amounts in  
SEK thousands

Receivables 
from subsidiaries

Liabilities 
to subsidiaries

Services sales (+)
purchases (-)

Interest received (+)
paid (-)

Subsidiary Country 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015

Biotage Sweden AB SE 76,626 35,453 4,981 – 1,069 1,115 – –
Biotage Sweden AB SE – – – – -3,893 -3,253 – –
Cemu Bioteknik AB SE – – 129 116 – – – –
Pyrosequencing AB SE – – 100 100 – – – –
MIP Technologies AB SE – 23,713 – – 119 196 – –
Biotage LLC US – 187 55,273 264 588 756 -2,581 -681
Biotage SARL FR – – – – – – – –
Biotage GmbH DE 29,192 27,735 – – – – 145 138
Biotage Ltd GB – – – – – – – –
Biotage Ltd JP 11,481 12,899 – – 227 219 – –
Biotage GB Ltd GB 68 105 – 163 283 437 – -611
Biotage China CH 375 378 – – – – – –
Impairment reserve -27,744 -29,285 – – – – – –

89,998 71,186 60,483 643 -1,607 -530 -2,436 -1,155

Key management personnel in the company or its parent        
Payments to the Board and senior executives are described on pages 51–54. As the Biotage CEO Torben Jørgensen owned less than 5 percent 
of MIP Technologies AB through his own company when Biotage acquired MIP Technologies AB in 2010, he received part of the purchase 
 consideration that was paid to the sellers. The amount paid in 2016 was SEK 51 (48) thousand. No other transactions have been conducted  
with Board members, senior executives or individuals or legal entities that are related parties thereof.
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The consolidated statement of comprehensive income and statement of financial position and the Parent Company’s  
income statement and balance sheet will be presented for adoption at the annual general meeting on April 27, 2017.

Uppsala, March 27, 2017

  Ove Mattsson  
  Chairman  

 Thomas Eklund Peter Ehrenheim Nils-Olof Björk Karolina Lawitz
 Board Member Board Member Board Member Board Member

 Love Amcoff Malin Albertsson  Anders Wessman Annika Gärdlund
 Employee Representative    Employee Representative     Employee Representative    Employee Representative   
    (Deputy)  (Deputy) 

Torben Jørgensen
President and CEO

Our Audit Report was submitted on March 27, 2017.

Deloitte AB 

Jonas Ståhlberg
Authorized Public Accountant
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Statement by the Board of Directors
The Board and CEO confirm that the consolidated annual financial 
statements have been prepared in accordance with international financial 
reporting standards (IFRS) as adopted by the EU and provide a true and 
fair view of the Group’s financial performance and position. The Parent 
Company’s annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance 

with generally accepted accounting principles in Sweden and provide a true 
and fair view of the Parent Company’s financial performance and position. 
The Board of Directors’ report for the Group and Parent Company provides 
a true and fair overview of the development of their operations, financial 
position and performance, and describes material risks and uncertainties to 
which the Parent Company and its subsidiaries are exposed.



AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the general meeting of the shareholders of Biotage AB (publ)
corporate identity number 556539-3138

Report on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts

Opinions
We have audited the annual accounts and consolidated accounts 
of Biotage AB (publ) for the financial year 2016-01-01–2016-12-31. 
The annual accounts and consolidated accounts of the company are 
included on pages 28–70 in this document.

In our opinion, the annual accounts have been prepared in accor-
dance with the Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in all material 
respects, the financial position of parent company as of 31 December 
2016 and its financial performance and cash flow for the year then 
ended in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act. The consolidated 
accounts have been prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts 
Act and present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position 
of the group as of 31 December 2016 and their financial performance 
and cash flow for the year then ended in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as adopted by the EU, and the 
Annual Accounts Act. The statutory administration report is consistent 
with the other parts of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts.

We therefore recommend that the general meeting of shareholders 
adopts the income statement and balance sheet for the parent 
company and the group. 

Basis for Opinions
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on 
Auditing (ISA) and generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. 
Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in 
the Auditor’s Responsibilities section. We are independent of the 
parent company and the group in accordance with professional ethics 
for accountants in Sweden and have otherwise fulfilled our ethical 
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements.  

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions.

Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters of the audit are those matters that, in our professional 
judgment, were of most significance in our audit of the annual 
accounts and consolidated accounts of the current period. These 
matters were addressed in the context of our audit of, and in forming 
our opinion thereon, the annual accounts and consolidated accounts 
as a whole, but we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.

Capitalized development expenditure

Description of risk
The Group’s recognized capitalized development costs on December 
31, 2016 amounted to SEK 91 million. The purpose of the projects is 
to develop new products and improve existing ones. Expenditure on 
development projects is recognized as an asset in the consolidated 
financial statements when it is probable that the projects will generate 
future economic benefits. Decisions to recognize these costs as an 
asset are based on an assessment made by management.

The carrying amounts of individual projects are assessed on each 

reporting date by determining the recoverable amount for each 
cash-generating unit. The recoverable amount is determined by 
discounting future cash flows and is based on estimates and assump-
tions on factors such as sales growth and gross profit margin.

Management’s estimates regarding capitalized development costs 
and their subsequent measurement may affect the group’s earnings and 
financial position and are therefore of particular importance to our audit.

Further information can be found in the Summary of Significant 
Accounting and Measurement Policies for the group and parent 
company on page 45 and in note 11 of the annual report. 

Our audit procedures 
We have obtained an understanding of the Company’s processes 
for capitalizing development costs and subsequent evaluation to deter-
mine the recoverable amounts of these assets. We have also tested key 
controls in these processes.

We have examined a sample of the year’s capitalized costs to obtain 
assurance that they qualify for capitalization. 

We have examined the Company’s estimates of value in use for the 
different projects and have evaluated a sample of significant assump-
tions applied. 

We have reviewed a sample of calculations in the valuation model to 
obtain assurance that they are complete and correct. 

We have examined whether appropriate accounting policies have 
been applied and whether required disclosures have been provided in 
relevant notes to the financial statements.

Revenue recognition 

Description of risk 
The Group develops and sells systems, re-agents, accessories, spare 
parts and services on a global basis directly to end users and through 
distributors. The group’s revenue for 2016 amounted to SEK 668 million 
and consisted of sales of goods, SEK 578 million, sales of services, SEK 
84 million, and other income, SEK 6 million.

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognized when the amount of 
revenue can be measured reliably, the significant risks and rewards 
of ownership of the goods have been transferred to the buyer and the 
customer has confirmed acceptance of the goods, which normally 
occurs on delivery.

Revenue from the rendering of services is recognized by reference to 
the stage of completion of the transaction at the end of the reporting 
period. Biotage sales of services includes servicing of systems and 
customer-specific development projects.

There is a risk of incorrectly accrued revenue in connection with 
delivery of goods and reporting of service contracts. In addition, 
Biotage customer agreements contain an element of combined sales 
offerings. These circumstances mean that revenue recognition is an 
important area of our audit.

Further information can be found in the Summary of Significant 
Accounting and Measurement Policies for the group and parent 
company on page 47 and in note 2 of the annual report. 

Our audit procedures  
We have obtained an understanding of the company’s processes for 
revenue recognition according to the criteria contained in IAS 18.
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We have also tested relevant controls in these processes. 
We have examined a sample of product deliveries to obtain 

assurance of correct accrual. 
We have examined whether sales by revenue category have been 

correctly reported. 
We have examined whether required disclosures have been provided 

in relevant notes to the financial statements. 

Valuation of Goodwill  

Description of risk 
The group’s recognized goodwill on December 31, 2016 amounted to 
SEK 104 million. Goodwill is tested for impairment annually when the 
annual financial statements are prepared, or as soon as any changes 
indicate impairment. Goodwill testing involves calculating the value 
in use for the cash-generating unit to which the carrying amount of 
goodwill is allocated.

As the total value of the balance sheet item represents a signif-
icant proportion of the company’s total assets and is sensitive to 
assumption changes such as growth and discount rate, this area is an 
important part of our audit.

Further information can be found in the Summary of Significant 
Accounting and Measurement Policies for the group and parent 
company on page 45 and in note 10 of the annual report.

Our audit procedures  
We have examined and assessed the company’s procedures for 
goodwill impairment testing to obtain assurance that the assumptions 
are reasonable, the procedures are applied consistently and the 
calculations are conducted with integrity. 

We have examined whether appropriate accounting policies have 
been applied and whether required disclosures have been provided in 
relevant notes to the financial statements. 

Other information than the annual accounts and  
consolidated accounts
This document also contains other information than the annual 
accounts and consolidated accounts and is found on pages 1–27 
and 74–76. The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are 
 responsible for this other information. 

Our opinion on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts does 
not cover this other information and we do not express any form of 
assurance conclusion regarding this other information.

In connection with our audit of the annual accounts and consoli-
dated accounts, our responsibility is to read the information identified 
above and consider whether the information is materially inconsistent 
with the annual accounts and consolidated accounts. In this procedure 
we also take into account our knowledge otherwise obtained in the 
audit and assess whether the information otherwise appears to be 
materially misstated.

If we, based on the work performed concerning this information, 
conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other informa-
tion, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in 
this regard.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the  
Managing Director
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for 
the preparation of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts 
and that they give a fair presentation in accordance with the Annual 
Accounts Act and, concerning the consolidated accounts, in accor-
dance with IFRS as adopted by the EU. The Board of Directors and the 
Managing Director are also responsible for such internal control as they 

determine is necessary to enable the preparation of annual accounts 
and consolidated accounts that are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, The 
Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for the 
assessment of the company’s and the group’s ability to continue as a 
going concern. They disclose, as applicable, matters related to going 
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting. The going 
concern basis of accounting is however not applied if the Board of 
Directors and the Managing Director intends to liquidate the company, 
to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.  

The Audit Committee shall, without prejudice to the Board of 
Director’s responsibilities and tasks in general, among other things 
oversee the company’s financial reporting process.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
annual accounts and consolidated accounts as a whole are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an 
auditor’s report that includes our opinions. Reasonable assurance is a 
high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted 
in accordance with ISAs and generally accepted auditing standards 
in Sweden will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. 
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered 
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be 
expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the 
basis of these annual accounts and consolidated accounts.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional 
judgment and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. 
We also:

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the annual 
accounts and consolidated accounts, whether due to fraud or error, 
design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our opinions. The risk of not detecting a material misstate-
ment resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, 
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

• Obtain an understanding of the company’s internal control relevant 
to our audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate 
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal control.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 
reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures 
made by the Board of Directors and the Managing Director.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the Board of Directors’ and the 
Managing Director’s use of the going concern basis of accounting 
in preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts. We 
also draw a conclusion, based on the audit evidence obtained, as to 
whether any material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions 
that may cast significant doubt on the company’s and the group’s 
ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material 
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s 
report to the related disclosures in the annual accounts and consoli-
dated accounts or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our 
opinion about the annual accounts and consolidated accounts. Our 
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date 
of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause 
a company and a group to cease to continue as a going concern.
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• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the 
annual accounts and consolidated accounts, including the disclo-
sures, and whether the annual accounts and consolidated accounts 
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that 
achieves fair presentation.

• Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence regarding the 
financial information of the entities or business activities within the 
group to express an opinion on the consolidated accounts. We are 
responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the 
group audit. We remain solely responsible for our opinions.

We must inform the Board of Directors of, among other matters, 
the planned scope and timing of the audit. We must also inform of 
significant audit findings during our audit, including any significant 
deficiencies in internal control that we identified.

We must also provide the Board of Directors with a statement that 
we have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding inde-
pendence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other 
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, 
and where applicable, related safeguards.

From the matters communicated with the Board of Directors, we 
determine those matters that were of most significance in the audit of 
the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, including the most 
important assessed risks for material misstatement, and are therefore 
the key audit matters. We describe these matters in the auditor’s 
report unless law or regulation precludes disclosure about the matter 
or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter 
should not be communicated in the auditor’s report because the 
adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to 
outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements

Opinions
In addition to our audit of the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts, we have also audited the administration of the Board of 
Directors and the Managing Director of Biotage AB (publ) for the 
financial year 2016-01-01–2016-12-31 and the proposed appropriations 
of the company’s profit or loss.

We recommend to the general meeting of shareholders that the 
profit to be appropriated in accordance with the proposal in the 
statutory administration report and that the members of the Board of 
Directors and the Managing Director be discharged from liability for the 
financial year. 

Basis for Opinions
We conducted the audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing 
standards in Sweden. Our responsibilities under those standards 
are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities section. We 
are independent of the parent company and the group in accordance 
with professional ethics for accountants in Sweden and have other-
wise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in accordance with these 
requirements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the  
Managing Director
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposal for 
 appropriations of the company’s profit or loss. At the proposal of a 
dividend, this includes an assessment of whether the dividend is 
justifiable considering the requirements which the company’s and 

the group’s type of operations, size and risks place on the size of the 
parent company’s and the group’s equity, consolidation requirements, 
liquidity and position in general.

The Board of Directors is responsible for the company’s  organization 
and the administration of the company’s affairs. This includes 
among other things continuous assessment of the company’s and 
the group’s financial situation and ensuring that the company’s 
organization is designed so that the accounting, management of 
assets and the company’s financial affairs otherwise are controlled 
in a reassuring manner. The Managing Director shall manage the 
ongoing  administration according to the Board of Directors’ guidelines 
and instructions and among other matters take measures that are 
necessary to fulfill the company’s accounting in accordance with law 
and handle the management of assets in a reassuring manner.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our objective concerning the audit of the administration, and thereby 
our opinion about discharge from liability, is to obtain audit evidence 
to assess with a reasonable degree of assurance whether any member 
of the Board of Directors or the Managing Director in any material 
respect:

• has undertaken any action or been guilty of any omission which can 
give rise to liability to the company, or

• in any other way has acted in contravention of the Companies Act, 
the Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of Association.

Our objective concerning the audit of the proposed appropriations of 
the company’s profit or loss, and thereby our opinion about this, is to 
assess with reasonable degree of assurance whether the proposal is in 
accordance with the Companies Act.

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 
 guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with generally 
accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect actions or 
omissions that can give rise to liability to the company, or that the 
proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss are not in 
accordance with the Companies Act.

As part of an audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing 
standards in Sweden, we exercise professional judgment and maintain 
professional scepticism throughout the audit. The examination of the 
administration and the proposed appropriations of the company’s 
profit or loss is based primarily on the audit of the accounts. Additional 
audit procedures performed are based on our professional judgment 
with starting point in risk and materiality. This means that we focus 
the examination on such actions, areas and relationships that are 
material for the operations and where deviations and violations would 
have particular importance for the company’s situation. We examine 
and test decisions undertaken, support for decisions, actions taken 
and other circumstances that are relevant to our opinion concerning 
discharge from liability. As a basis for our opinion on the Board of 
Directors’ proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss we 
examined whether the proposal is in accordance with the Companies Act. 

Stockholm March 27, 2017
Deloitte AB

Jonas Ståhlberg
Authorised Public Accountant
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The shareholdings refer to the number of 
shares held on December 31, 2016.

Karolina Lawitz  Peter Ehrenheim  

Malin Albertsson

Thomas Eklund

Love Amcoff

Ove Mattsson

Nils-Olof Björk

Ove Mattsson 
Chairman of the Board
Education: Ph.D., associate professor in 
organic chemistry.
b. 1940. 
Occupation: Management Consultant.
Other assignments: Director of Vironova 
AB and Vironova Medical AB. Member of 
the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering 
Sciences.
Board service: 14.
Shares: 1,690,456 via foreign endowment 
insurance.
Ove Mattson attended all board meetings 
during the year.

Thomas Eklund
Board member
Education: MBA, Stockholm School of 
Economics.
b. 1967. 
Occupation: Independent adviser,  consultant 
and director.
Other assignments: Chairman of Moberg 
Pharma AB, Swewet AB and Itrim AB. Director 
of Boule Diagnostics AB, Neoventa Medical 
AB, Memira AB and Rodebjer Form AB.
Board service: 11.
Shares: 112,259, including shares owned via 
endowment and pension insurance.
Thomas Eklund attended 7 out of 8 board 
meetings during the year.

Peter Ehrenheim  
Board member
Education: M.Sc., Mechanical Engineering, 
KTH Stockholm.
b. 1955.
Occupation: Entrepreneur.  
Other assignments: Chairman of Biolin 
Scientific, Boule Diagnostics, Robustus Wear 
Components AB and Färjsundet Industri AB. 
Director of Nanologica AB, Grönsöö Säteri AB 
and VBN Components AB.
Board service: 4.
Shares: –
Peter Ehrenheim attended 9 out of 10 board 
meetings during the year.

Karolina Lawitz  
Board member
Education: M.Sc., University of Uppsala.
b. 1956.
Occupation: Director, Red Glead Discovery.
Other assignments: –
Board service: 5.
Shares: 17,000 (incl. family).
Karolina Lawitz attended all board meetings 
during the year.

Nils-Olof Björk
Board member
Education: Engineer, Ph.D., inorganic 
chemistry.
b. 1947.
Occupation: Management Consultant.
Other assignments: Chairman of Österlens 
Kraft AB, Österlens Kraft e.f., Airec AB, Björk 
Consulting AB and Nippon Sake Sweden AB.  
Board service: 6.
Shares: 20,350.
Nils-Olof Björk attended all board meetings 
during the year.

Anders Walldov (not pictured)
Board member
Education: B.Sc. (Econ), HHS in Lund, AMP, 
Harvard Business School.
b. 1949.
Occupation: Investor.
Other assignments: Chairman of SevenDay 
Finans AB and Wellnet AB. Director of 
Brohuvudet AB.
Board service: 7.
Shares: –
Anders Walldov attended all board meetings 
until August, when he resigned.

Love Amcoff
Employee Representative 
Education: M.Sc. (Engineering),  
Uppsala University.
b. 1974.
Occupation: Systems Engineer.
Other assignments: – 
Board service: 5.
Shares: 2,000.
Love Amcoff attended all board meetings 
during the year.

Malin Albertsson
Employee Representative 
Education: M.Sc., Linköping University, 
 Postgrad. Diploma in Translating and 
 Conference Interpreting, Heriot-Watt 
 University, Edinburgh.
b. 1976.
Occupation: Customer Service.
Other assignments: –
Board service: 2.
Shares: –
Malin Albertsson attended 6 out of 10 board 
meetings during the year. 
 

Anders Wessman (not pictured)
Employee Representative (deputy) 
Education: M.Sc. (Engineering),  
Uppsala University. 
b. 1976. 
Occupation: Software Engineer. 
Other assignments: – 
Board service: 2. 
Shares: – 
Anders Wessman attended 3 out of 10 board 
meetings during the year.

Annika Gärdlund (not pictured)
Employee Representative (deputy) 
Education: Uppsala University.
b. 1966. 
Occupation: Senior Accountant. 
Other assignments: – 
Board service: 1. 
Shares: – 
Annika Gärdlund attended 8 out of 10 board 
meetings during the year.

Jonas Ståhlberg (not pictured)
Chief auditor 
b. 1975. Authorized Public Accountant, 
Deloitte AB.
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Torben Jørgensen *
Position: President and CEO.
b. 1952.
Education: B.Sc. (Econ.)
Employment in the Group: 11.
Shares: 618,700.
Other assignments: Chairman of Micropos 
Medical AB. Director of Atlas Antibodies AB.

Erika Söderberg Johnson *
Position: CFO.
b. 1970.
Education: MBA, Stockholm School of 
Economics.
Employment in the Group: 5.
Shares: 7,700.
Other assignments: Director of Sectra AB  
and MedCap AB.

Lars Bäckman *         
Position: VP Corporate Development.
b. 1961.
Education: LL.B.
Employment in the Group: 10.
Shares: 20,000.
Other assignments: Chairman of Chreto ApS.

Paul Belton
Position: VP Global Marketing.
b. 1959.
Education: Graduate, Royal Society of 
Chemistry.
Employment in the Group: 16.
Shares: 1,296.
Other assignments: –

Anders Wikström      
Position: VP Operations.
b. 1973.
Education: B.Sc., CS.
Employment in the Group: 15. 
Shares: 9,150.
Other assignments: –

Steve Jordan
Position: CSO.
b. 1953.
Education: Fellow, Royal Society of  
Chemistry.
Employment in the Group: 12.
Shares: –
Other assignments: –

Torben Jørgensen Steve JordanPaul BeltonErika Söderberg JohnsonAnders Wikström Lars Bäckman
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* Senior Executives 

The shareholdings refer to the number 
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Head Office
Sweden 
Biotage AB
Box 8
751 03 Uppsala
Visiting address: Vimpelgatan 5
Tel: +46-18-565900
Fax: +46-18-591922

Subsidiary 
Sweden
Biotage Sweden AB
Box 8
751 03 Uppsala
Visiting address: Vimpelgatan 5
Tel: +46-18-565900
Fax: +46-18-591922

MIP Technologies AB
Box 737
220 07 Lund
Visiting address: Scheelevägen 22
Tel: +46-46-102600
Fax: +46-46-102602

Japan
Biotage Japan, Ltd
Mantomi Building 2, 6th floor
1-14-4 Kameido, Koto-ku, Tokyo
JAPAN 136-0071
Tel: +81-3-5627-3123
Fax: +81-3-5627-3121

(OSAKA Office)
Shin Osaka Yachiyo BLDG Annex 4F
5-1-28, Miyahara Yodogawaku, Osaka
JAPAN 532-0003
Tel: +81-6-6397-8180
Fax: +81-6-6397-8170

China
Biotage Trading (Shanghai) Co., Ltd
Room 725, No. 88, KeYuan Road
Shanghai, 201203
China
Tel: +86-21-28986655
Fax: +86-21-28986153

UK
Biotage GB Ltd
Distribution Way
Dyffryn Industrial Estate
Ystrad Mynach
Hengoed CF82 7TS
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1443 811 811
Fax: +44 (0) 1443 816 552

South Korea
Biotage Korea Co., Ltd. 
Korea Design Center Rm#803 
322 Yanghyeon-ro, Bundang-gu 
Seongnam-si, Kyeonggi-do 
South Korea, 13496 
Tel: + 82 (0)31 706 8500 
Fax: + 82 (0)31 706 8510 

USA
Biotage LLC
10430 Harris Oaks Blvd Suite C
Charlotte, NC 28269
USA
Tel: +1-704-654-4900
Fax: +1-704-654-4917
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